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ABSTRACT  

 

Geothermal energy potential depends on locating highly porous and permeable zones that 

support fluid flow to extract heat. Hot springs in the playa of Surprise Valley, CA are distributed 

along gaps and bends in magnetic anomalies interpreted as sub-cropping mafic dikes (Glen et al., 

2013). In addition to these dikes in the Valley Playa, dikes outcrop in the Hays Canyon Range 

(HCR) that defines the eastern margin of the valley. Dikes in the HCR have two distinct attitudes 

(1) N-S striking dikes (~180) that dip 60oW, and (2) NNW-SSE striking dikes (~330) that dip 

85oE. Both attitudes are spatially associated with locally high fracture density and minor 

hydrothermal alteration that may have formed from dike emplacement. This study tests whether 

the distribution of hot springs can be explained by elastic distortions around an array of opening 

dikes that promotes localized dilation to support a network of open secondary structures focusing 

fluid flow to supply the hot springs. This is done through two mechanical model experiments 

which use boundary elements in an elastic half-space.  

The first model is a sensitivity study investigating the role of dike dimensions and 

position in the density stratigraphy on their opening. Field analysis constrains the strike-length, 

thickness, and the upper tip position of dikes, although height is unknown. The model 

reproduced the mapped dike-length (4000 m) and thickness (2.0 m) with a dike-height of 

60000m and a magma density of 2500 kg/m3 which is consistent with mafic dikes.  

The second model applies the dike dimensions and calculates the resulting stress state 

and fracture potential around an array of dikes conforming to both attitudes of the dike array 

mapped magnetic anomalies and informed by from field results of dike orientation in the Hays 

Canyon Range. Simulations of the N-S trend predict regions of enhanced Coulomb stress and 
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tension that promote fracture formation and opening near dike tips where segments are isolated 

and where two closely spaced dike segments underlap. Conversely, compression is enhanced 

along the dike walls and where the segments closely overlap. The NNW-SSE trending array of 

dikes predict increased Coulomb stress and tension at similar locations in the array, but with 

more extreme values. Thus, the NNW-SSE dike array geometry better matches areas of 

enhanced fracturing with locations with active hot springs (as well as regions of enhanced 

compression with their absence) than the geometry of the N-S dike array.  
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Geothermal energy is a clean, renewable source of energy that provides a continuously 

generated source of power (Heuenges and Ludru, 2011). Economically viable geothermal 

systems require a heat source supporting a shallow, porous, and permeable reservoir saturated by 

hot water accessible to drilling. Energy is extracted by pumping hot water from the porous 

reservoir to a power plant at the surface before re-injecting the produced fluid.  

To identify these elements of a geothermal system, programs utilize field evidence from 

mapping or remote sensing of surficial geothermal activity such as hot springs or hydrothermal 

deposits combined with subsurface investigation supported by geophysical surveys, geochemical 

data, and boreholes. The geology and structural interpretations and processes supply these key 

elements inform the conceptual models. For instance, in the Basin and Range, most geothermal 

systems actively producing electricity are associated with young faults (Hickman et al., 1998; 

Faulds et al., 2010). Faults make particularly challenging to characterize because the porosity 

and permeability associated with them is highly variable depending on how they displace rock, 

generate fault rock, and how faulting locally distorts and stresses the rock to induce secondary 

structures (e.g., Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Bourne and Willemse, 2001; Maerten et al., 2002; 

Micklethwaite and Cox, 2004; Eichubl et al., 2009; Swyer and Davatzes, 2013; Swyer et al., 

2018). 

Structures like fractures, joints, and faults provide preferential pathways for subsurface 

fluid flow that support high production rates in geothermal systems (Huenges and Ledru, 2011 

and Davatzes and Hickman, 2010). Furthermore, many of these geothermal appear to be 

associated with complex structural zones (Faulds and Hinz, 2015). For instance, faults may have 
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associated zones of locally dense secondary structures forming a damage zone (Caine et al., 

1996) and their distribution is influenced by the fault geometry and kinematics (Caine et al., 

1996; Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Mickelthwaite and Cox, 2004). Similarly, dikes may swarm 

or be associated with localized jointing or brecciation (e.g., Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Delaney 

et al., 1986). Dense networks of brittle structures promote connectivity, fluid flow, and heat 

exchange. This association indicates that larger structures can be used to infer the distribution of 

damage and crustal permeability. Thus, understanding where and how damage is localized is a 

critical step in determining where geothermal resources may occur.  

 

1.1 Diking and Fluid Flow  
 

 

The Basin and Range province of the western U.S.A. is a region of broad crustal 

extension accommodated by a combination of normal faults, fractures, and dikes. The resulting 

thinning of the crust yields two potential sources of geothermal heat including (1) a thinning 

crust that brings relatively hot rock to shallower depth (Karson, 1997; Caskey and Wesnousky, 

2000) and (2) volcanism that could contribute to high heat flow and temperature gradients. 

However, the second case is unlikely because most volcanic systems (excluding the eastern 

Sierra Nevada’s) are amagmatic and are not associated with recent volcanism (Glen personal 

comm., 2022). The majority of mature geothermal systems are developed along major recently 

active faults taking advantage of open fractures penetrating the thinned crust to the underlying 

hot rock (Coolbaugh et al., 2004b). For example, the Dixie Valley Geothermal field is situated in 

a seismic gap in the Rainbow Mountain - Fairview Peak earthquake sequence in 1954 (and 

associated quakes in 1915, 1932, and 1954) (Hodgkinson et al., 1996; Caskey and Wesnousky, 
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1997, 2000) that is densely damaged (Callahan, 2019) and highly stressed (Hickman et al., 1998) 

which supports long-lived up flow of deep, crustal hot water resulting in the Dixie-Comstock 

epithermal gold deposit (Vikre, 1994). 

Dikes are a critical structural element throughout these basins. Those formed within the 

last 17 million years of Basin and Range extension broadly share similar strike to basin-forming 

extensional faults, although this varies by sub-region (Zoback and Zoback, 1989). However, the 

relationship between these dikes, how they interact with fault formation and activity, and their 

potential role in hydrothermal activity is not well understood. 

Like faults, dilatant fractures often cluster around dikes. Delaney and Pollard (1981) 

document zones of dense, dilatant fractures around dikes at Ship Rock, New Mexico and 

Delaney et al. (1986) documents two complimentary relationships from the San Rafael Swell of 

Utah. They show dikes that invade older joints or faults established by prior extension, and also 

in some cases the density of joints parallel to dikes are locally higher implying the introduction 

of the dikes to the system contributed to joint formation. 

The relationship between diking and localized damage occurs because as a propagating 

dike opens tension is promoted in the elastic rock around and ahead of the fracture tip as its walls 

are separated by the invading magma (Figure 1.1; Pollard and Aydin, 1988; Helgeson and Aydin, 

1991; Cooke and Underwood, 2001). Any nearby weaknesses are subjected to this enhanced 

tension which may act as a nucleation point for new and secondary fractures (Helgeson and 

Aydin, 1991). Regions of enhanced tension peak ahead and to either side of the original fracture 

(Figure 1.1), which causes secondary fractures to step off the plane of the original fracture 

(Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Cooke and Underwood, 2001). These promote the formation of a 

dense network of secondary dilatational fractures to form around the dike tip as it propagates 
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(Delaney et al., 1986), which can facilitate fluid circulation. These fluids may gain heat initially 

from the dike as it cools or later through vertical convection where the heat is gained from 

relatively hot rocks at depth and then rising to shallower depth to supply hot springs and 

hydrothermal systems (Coolbaugh et al., 2004). 

The density and orientation of the fractures around dikes is complicated by three separate 

processes: (1) dike propagation, (2) the stress concentration due to elastic distortion of the rock 

around the dike that promotes new fracture formation, and (3) the interaction with pre-existing 

structures such as bedding planes, older fractures, or older faults. Dikes that propagate 

independently into intact, unfractured rock require that the magma pressure in the dike exceeds 

the regional compressive stress in the rock at depth. This pressure needs to produce a tension 

adequate to overcome rock strength and propagate the fracture tip that is then invaded by magma 

to form the dike (Anderson, 1951; Delaney et al., 1986). For dikes to invade older fractures, the 

magma pressure must exceed the normal traction resolved on the fracture plane due to the 

regional stresses and any local elastic stresses (Delaney et al., 1986). Faults are comprised of a 

zone of a dense damage resulting from their formation and repeated slip including a fault plane, 

its core of fault rock, and surrounding secondary structures such as small faults and joints (Caine 

et al., 1996). Dikes that propagate into faulted terrain can interact with any or multiple of these 

structures resulting in invasion, reactivation, and new damage; which can cause a deviation in the 

attitude of the dike as it adopts the attitude of the invaded structures rather than a principal plane 

normal to the least compressive principal stress (e.g., Delaney et al., 1986; Athens et al., 2016).  

Dikes are often arranged in an array of segments (Weinberger et al., 2000) that form as the 

dike propagates through a volume where the principal stress progressively rotates around an axis 

parallel to the dike and its propagation direction (Pollard et al., 1982). This results in a 
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systematic step-to-the-side between segments, forming an en echelon array of dike segments 

(Pollard et al.,1982) (Figure 1.2). Alternatively, established weaknesses ahead of the propagating 

dike tip, such as faults, may be dilated and thus injected with magma (Delaney et al., 1986). If 

these brittle structures are misaligned with the dike, then invasion may also lead to an en echelon 

pattern of dikes as magma fingers into these structures (Delaney et al., 1986).  

The en echelon arrangement means multiple dikes may locally stress the same volume at the 

same time. The combined effect of the dike segments is sensitive to dike arrangement (Figure 

1.2b) since opening of the dike adds tension in the rock just beyond the dike tip whereas 

compression is heightened along the interior surface of the dike (Figure 1.1). Where dikes under-

lap (Figure 1.2c), both segments will contribute tension to the intervening rock maximizing the 

potential for dilatant damage. Where dikes overlap (Figure 1.2d), each dike compresses the 

intervening rock, and because rock is strongest in compression less damage is anticipated in the 

overlapping regions (Jaeger et al., 2007). This relationship implies the potential for narrow zones 

of high fracture density between underlapping dikes, which could form a conduit for fluid flow.  

In addition, this mechanism implies that overlap between segments is naturally inhibited 

because each segment compresses the rock adjacent to the dike wall, and thus overlapping dike 

segments act against opening. Despite that, overlap of dike segments commonly occurs, and may 

be related to the role of older structures, variation in rock strength, or the role of the in-plane 

stresses mediating interaction among the dikes (see review in Pollard and Aydin, 1988). This 

implies detailed, site-specific investigations are likely necessary to assess how damage may 

accumulate around dikes. 
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1.2 Research Goals and Approach  
 

 

Surprise Valley, California is located at the northwestern margin of the Basin and Range 

tectonic province and is defined by recently active basin-bounding normal faults, abundant dikes, 

and hot springs (Egger et al., 2009) (Figure 1.3a). Along the western side of the valley, hot 

springs are distributed near the tips of segments of the Surprise Valley Fault (Figure 1.3a). Hot 

springs are also distributed along gaps and bends in magnetic anomalies interpreted as sub-

cropping mafic dikes (Glen et al., 2013) (Figure 1.3b) supported by recent results of field 

mapping in 2019 and 2020 in the basin playa (Figure 1.4, this study). The eastern margin of the 

valley, called the Hays Canyon Range (HCR), contains outcropping dikes associated with locally 

high joint density and hydrothermal alteration (Figure 1.5). These associations indicate a 

potential relationship between faults, dikes, and localized hydrothermal flow.  

This study investigates whether the distribution of hot springs can be explained by elastic 

distortions around an array of opening dikes that promote localized dilation to support a network 

of open secondary structures focusing upwelling hot fluid to the hot springs in the Surprise 

Valley playa. The analysis begins with mapping the association of dikes, dilatant fracture, and 

hydrothermal alteration evident in the Hays Canyon Range. The results indicate the dikes are 

emplaced in two ways: (1) within a tensile fracture created by the buoyancy pressure that the 

magma exerts, and (2) by invasion of pre-existing faults. As a result, dikes occur in two 

corresponding orientations: (1) striking N/S and dipping 60º that invade faults, and (2) striking 

NNW/SSE and dipping 85º that propagated in their own planes (Figure 1.5). This field analysis 

further documents the strike-length and thickness of dikes and their upper tip termination in low 

density volcaniclastic units in the stratigraphy, implying buoyancy-driven vertical propagation 

ceased.  
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Since opening is driven by buoyancy pressure determined by dike height, a mechanical 

model of dike opening is employed to explore the dependence of thickness on dike geometry and 

position in the density stratigraphy of both the Valley Playa and Hays Canyon Range. The 

resulting simulations are used to trace the geometry of a finite magma volume with density of 

2500 kg/m3 as it quasi-statically rises to stagnation.  

These results of the dikes in plane dimensions are applied to the geometry of a dike array 

corresponding to the magnetic anomalies in the playa to simulate the local stress state caused by 

opening of the dikes due to buoyancy pressure in the density stratigraphy. This analysis has two 

main goals: (1) assess the local favorability of dilation brittle failure due to dike opening and (2) 

compare this favorability to the distribution of hot springs (Figures 1.3 and 1.4). If hot springs 

are controlled by elastic distortion around dikes, then they will preferentially occur in regions 

that enhance this damage whereas they will be absent in regions that suppress damage.
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Figure 1.1: A cartoon representing the syn-propagation phase of dike emplacement. During 
this phase a magma pressure dilates the host rock at the dike tip, contributing to tension (red 
region) and the formation of secondary structures (red lines). Whereas along the body of the 
dike compression is enhanced (blue region) which stabilizes heterogeneities (blue lines). 
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Figure 1.2: (a) Effect of a single dike opening on local stress state is strong at distances 
shorter than the dike half-length, a. Opening causes the rock adjacent to the dike wall to be 
compressed and rock just beyond the tip to be tensioned. (b) Dikes often form arrays of 
segments with characteristic overlap (O) along strike and separation (S) normal to strike. 
Overlap (O) is defined so that negative values correspond to “underlap” (b) or (c) and positive 

values correspond to “overlap” (d). Separation (S) is defined so that negative values indicate 

left-stepping arrays and positive values indicate right-stepping arrays.  

Where segments are closely spaced so that overlap and separation are less than the dike half-

length, a, their individual effects combine to distort the nearby rock and affect the opening of 
the neighbors. These elastic interactions occur up to approximately 3a depending on model 

details. In (b) interaction is minimal and the dikes largely act as if isolated. In (c) regions of 
tension generated by individual dikes combine. In (d) overlap generates competition between 
tension at the tip and compression along the dike wall as well as combined compression. 
(Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Pollard , Segall, and Delaney, 1982). 
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Figure 1.3: (a) Geologic map of Surprise Valley (Modified from Egger et al., 2009). The full 
graben of the basin is defined by the Surprise Valley Fault (SVF) to the west, and the Hays 
Canyon Fault to the east The A-A’ line shows the location of the cross section for the Valley 
Playa used for this study, and the B-B’ line shows the location of the cross section for the Hays 
Canyon range. The C-C’ line shows where a previous seismic survey by Egger et al. (2009) was 
collected for mapping of the sub-surface. (b) Magnetic anomaly map (Modified from Glenn et 
al., 2013) of the region. The purple box and yellow boxes show the two regions studied for this 
research.   
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Figure 1.4: (a) Detailed magnetic anomaly map (modified from Athens et at., 2016). Yellow dots 
are clusters of hot springs, and the orange triangle is the location of well WME-E1. (b) In the 
Summer of 2019 WME-E1 recovered a mafic chip with a quartz vein on the centralizer spring 
suggesting an intrusive or buried flow. (c) In the Fall of 2020 an outcropping dike segment was 
located in the Valley Playa south of the Surprise Hot Springs. The inset shows the map trace of 
the outcrop and associated hot spring to the west. 
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Figure 1.5: Map of the dike traces in the Hays Canyon Range. Red lines indicate where dikes 
have invaded faults and strike 180 with a dip 60° W(right-hand-rule for strike/dip). These 
dikes have slickensided surfaces (e.g., Site 3). Blue lines are independent dikes that strike 330 
and dip 85°E. The light-blue lines are dikes that vertically tip in the volcaniclastic host rock. 
All dikes are associated with locally dense, subparallel fractures in the host rock (e.g., Site 1). 
At Site 1, the strike of 15 joints next to the dike at location one were collected and are plotted 
as the inset rose diagram. Site 2 provides detail of several dikes with upper tips within the 
volcaniclastic host rock and vertical segmentation implying horizontal propagation. 
Metasomatism visible as green haloes surrounding dikes (e.g., Site 4). 
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CHAPTER 2:  GEOLOGIC SETTING 
 

 

2.1 Regional Geologic Setting  
 

 

Surprise Valley, California is situated on the western and most active margin of the Basin 

and Range province in northeastern California (Egger and Miller, 2011), at the transition from 

regional extension to Cascadian convergence and volcanism (Figure 1.3 inset) (Ponce et al., 

2009; Personius et al., 2009; Egger and Miller, 2011). The valley is seated in a full graben where 

the western end is bound by the Surprise Valley fault (SVF) and the eastern end by the Hays 

Canyon fault (Figure 1.3).  

Surprise Valley has a complex history of volcanism, faulting and extension, hydrothermal 

activity, and diking. From the late Eocene to the mid-Miocene, Surprise Valley experienced three 

episodes of arc volcanism (Du Bray et al., 2006) (Figure 2.1). Then starting in the mid-Miocene 

the region underwent two major extensional events (Egger and Miller, 2011) (Figure 2.1). Maps 

of the region show that units are not uniformly distributed and have varying thickness, some 

erosional unconformities, partially draped volcanic units, and the youngest sediments in the basin 

have been offset by normal fault scarps (Egger, 2010). The regional and local extension across 

Surprise Valley thinned the crust, introducing a brittle-ductile transition as shallow as 6-7 km 

(Athens et al., 2016) (Figure 1.3 inset), which is considered the most likely source of the modern 

high heat flow in the area that allows for the formation of hydrothermal activity and diking 

(Lerch et al., 2009; Egger, 2010; Egger and Miller, 2011).  
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2.1.1 Stratigraphy and Volcanism  

 

Beginning approximately 40 million years ago, three distinct volcanic events are 

recognized in the vicinity of Surprise Valley (Figure 2.1). The earliest volcanic event predates 

extension in Surprise Valley. The younger two events coincide with the intrusive bodies and 

tectonic extension. All three events included extrusive deposits contributing to the stratigraphic 

sequence evident in the valley or adjacent ranges. 

The earliest volcanism began in the late Eocene to early Oligocene (~40 – 27.5 Ma) and 

deposited the oldest exposed rocks within the region. The oldest unit is the McCulley Ranch 

Formation (Tmrv) (Martz, 1970), and it consists of 40.8 + 3 Ma deeply weathered andesitic 

breccias, lahars, and debris flows (Axelrod, 1966; Egger, 2010). It outcrops in the Warner Range 

(figure 2.2), but is interpreted to be present within Surprise Valley (Egger, 2010). Martz (1970) 

and Wells (1980) both argue that the mineralogy is consistent with arc volcanism generated by 

subduction.  

As volcanism continued into the Oligocene, 33 – 30 Ma shales, andesitic lahars, and 

debris flows were deposited (Duffield and McKee, 1986; Myers, 1998; Egger, 2010). These 

sedimentary units are comprised of fine-grained volcaniclastic sediments and cliff-forming 

andesite lahars. This unit is named the Oligocene undifferentiated sedimentary unit (Tsu). The 

unit outcrops in the Warner Range (Figure 2.2) but underlies younger sediments in the valley. It 

thins from over 1.6 km thick in the southern portion of the study area to 0.2 km thick north of 

upper lake (Figure 2.2). Paleocurrent directions and ages of detrital zircons in these deposits 

suggest an active nearby volcano to the SSW (Egger, 2010). Together, the presence of lahars, 
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variable deposit thickness, paleocurrent directions, and ages of detrital zircons suggest deposits 

accumulating in active continental basins with contributions from nearby active volcanism. 

The culmination of arc volcanism deposited andesite flows and densely welded ash-flow 

tuffs (Egger, 2010) of the Oligocene undifferentiated volcanic unit (Tovu) in the Oligocene from 

~27.5 – 24 Ma. This mapped unit of undifferentiated volcanics (Tovu) is exposed along the 

eastern margin of the valley within the Hays Canyon Range and pinches out to the west (Egger, 

2010). Volcanism during this period is associated with the subducting Juan de Fuca plate and a 

peeling away of the Laramide slab (Humphreys, 1995).   

 Few rocks are preserved in the region from 24 – 17 Ma suggesting an end to volcanic 

activity as well as non-deposition of sedimentary strata. Although there was a hiatus in 

deposition, there is little evidence that significant erosion took place, suggesting the Oligocene 

rocks acted both as a durable cap resisting erosion and as a topographic barrier to any younger 

volcanics flowing into the basin from external sources (Egger, 2010). Then from 16 – 14 Ma, 

there was a rejuvenation of arc related volcanism (Egger, 2010) resulting in over a kilometer of 

Mid-Miocene basalts and andesites (Tmbu), and undifferentiated volcanics (Tmvu) flowing 

north toward the southern margin of Surprise Valley (Duffield and McKee, 1986). However, the 

flows were blocked from reaching into the valley by the topographic highs resulting from the 

deposition of the Oligocene units (Egger, 2010) and uplift due to extension across the valley 

(discussed in the next section). 

 Following the deposition of volcanics from 16 – 14 Ma, there was another cessation of 

volcanic activity until approximately 8 Ma (Egger and Miller, 2011). The youngest volcanic 

deposits in the area accumulated from ~8 to 3 Ma, and consist of low-potassium, high-alumina 

olivine tholeiite (Carmiachel et al., 2006) flows. These flows are a few meters thick or less and 
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restricted to the southern part of Surprise Valley south of the study sites (Figure 2.2a). Again, the 

flow extent was restricted by topographic highs comprised of uplifted, erosion resistant 

Oligocene units (Egger, 2010). After the cessation of volcanic activity ~3 Ma, quaternary 

sediment (Qal, Qf, Qc, and Qpl) began to fill the basin.   

2.1.2 Extension  

 

 All rock units and formations have been cut and offset by a series of normal faults. 

Within the study area there are two major basin bounding normal faults, (1) west dipping Hays 

Canyon fault to the east, and (2) an east dipping Surprise Valley fault to the west (figure 2.2). 

Both faults exhibit the same north-south trend, although the magnitude of slip, exhumation, and 

extension varies between the faults. The amount of displacement along the Hays Canyon fault is 

not well constrained because it has limited surface exposure, while the Surprise Valley fault 

(SVF) has been extensively studied. The SVF has accommodated eight kilometers dip slip 

motion with an associated throw of four and a half kilometers. This represents 12 – 15% of 

extension (Lerch et al., 2010; Egger et al., 2014; Athens et al., 2016). Resulting uplift and tilting 

of units in the Warner Range in the footwall of the Surprise Valley fault exposes four and a half 

kilometers of west-dipping Eocene to upper Miocene sedimentary and volcanic units (Axelord, 

1966; Martz, 1970; Wells, 1980; Egger and Miller, 2011). In detail, the fault is comprised of a 

series of left-stepping en echelon segments. The center of each segment is associated with a 

playa lake and depocenter defining the upper, middle, and lower sub-basins (Ferrill et al., 1999; 

Peacock, 2002; Egger, 2010) (figure 2.2a). Overall, the basin has accumulated more than two 

kilometers of late Miocene volcanics and volcaniclastics overlain by Pleistocene and Holocene 

sediments.  
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Thermochronology based on apatite fission track analysis of feldspars in sedimentary 

units exposed in the Warner Range, within the footwall of the SVF, indicate two distinct phases 

of slip on the SVF (Colgan et al., 2008). The first extensional event took place in the Miocene 

between ~14 – 8 Ma and accounts for one-third of the total extension consistent with widespread 

extension in the western Great Basin occurring about 12 Ma. It also coincides with the cessation 

of the 16 – 14 Ma regional arc-related magmatism (Colgan et al., 2008; Egger, 2010). This 

timing is corroborated the oldest units cut by the Surprise Valley Fault which are late Miocene 

(14 Ma) volcanics deposited during the second volcanic event (Duffield and McKee, 1986; 

Egger and Miller, 2011). In addition, 14 – 14.5 Ma basaltic dikes within the southern Warner and 

Hays Canyon Range strike parallel to the SVF, suggesting that both the dikes and the fault reflect 

the same stress regime and an association between volcanic activity and extension (Duffield and 

McKee, 1986; Egger, 2010). These relationships support that the fault was active as early as 14 

Ma, but the exact date of its initiation and how its segments grew and coalesced remain 

uncertain. 

The second major phase of slip began in the Pliocene from ~4 – 3 Ma and continued until 

at least 1 Ma, accounting for approximately two thirds of the total amount of slip (Colgan et al., 

2008) at an extension rate of 1-2 kilometers per million years. This period of uplift is largely 

responsible for the modern Warner Range and valley geometry. Slip likely continues to present 

day as evidenced by young fault scarps (Personius et al., 2009) in alluvial fans as well as young 

pluvial sediments and wave cut terraces (Ibarra et al., 2014) with a slip event as recent as 1850. 

Mapping of trenches into these geomorphic features indicate ruptures with trace lengths of 53-65 

km and throw of 2-4.5 ± 1 m in the central part of the valley. The modern rate of uplift is 
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estimated by Personius et al. (2009) as 0.5 ± 0.3 mm per year, about 1.5 to 4 times less than 

geodetic rates. 

 At this same time as the initiation of the SVF, Sawyer (1998) infers that the Hays Canyon 

Fault became active, resulting in graben formation and the definition of the eastern valley 

margin. Its similar trend to the SVF and the presence of 14 – 14.5 Ma dikes within the footwall 

of the Hay’s Canyon fault suggests that it initiated in the same stress regime around the same 

time as the SVF. The initiation of the Hays Canyon Fault remains poorly constrained because of 

its limited surface exposure below young Holocene sediments which suggests a lower slip rate 

and less recent activity.   

 The Miocene to Pliocene age rocks that were deposited from the last volcanic event from 

~8 – 3 Ma have been cut and offset by normal faults on the western portion of the valley, 

indicating a second phase of extension and uplift after these units were deposited (Carmichael et 

al., 2006; Egger, 2010). Thermochronology conducted in the region by Colgan et al. (2008) 

suggests that this event took place from 4 – 0.02 Ma and continues today. This is further 

supported by the segmentation of the SVF that defines a series of fault blocks tilted up to 15o to 

the west. Within each fault block all units have comparable dips despite differing ages, indicating 

that faulting and tilting began after deposition was complete at ~ 3 Ma (Egger and Miller; 2011).   

 Due to the limited surface exposure of the Hay’s Canyon fault, there has been no 

documentation into whether slip on the fault continues today. However, the fault does cut 

through 1.6 Ma sediment (Bonham, 1969), implying that the fault was active during at least part 

of this second extensional event. Similarly, the magnitude of slip in this second major 

extensional event is undetermined, however it is likely less than the throw across the SVF 

because a smaller amount of exhumation has occurred in the Hays Canyon Range, and seismic 
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reflection reveals that valley sediments dip west toward the SVF (Personious et al., 2009; Lerch 

et al., 2010; Egger, 2010; Athens et al., 2016).   

Extension in the valley had two critical impacts. Crustal thinning in conjunction with the 

addition of melts to the base of the crust raised the crustal temperature, producing a synchronal 

rise in the brittle-ductile transition zone (Lerch et al., 2009). The rise in the transition zone 

provides a shallow heat source for the region (Blackwell et al., 1991) and may also support 

additional volcanism below the valley due to decompression melting. In addition, faults and 

other planes of weakness produced during this extension host dike material indicating at least 

some played a role in funneling magma to the surface (Carmichael et al., 2006). 

2.1.3 Hydrothermal Activity  

 

Overall, regional and local extension across Surprise Valley has produced crustal 

thinning that is evident from modeling crustal velocity, gravity, and magnetic field surveys 

(Egger and Miller, 2011; Athens et al., 2016) and seismic reflection (Lerch et al., 2009). Regions 

that contain a high density of small normal faults in the valley are associated with hot springs 

(figure 1.3). The thinned crust is considered the most likely source of the modern high heat flow 

in the region (Lerch et al., 2009; Egger, 2010; Egger and Miller, 2011).  

2.1.4 Diking  

 

 Dike intrusion in the valley is thought to have occurred contemporaneously with the two 

major extensional events. The first major extensional episode raised the brittle ductile transition 

zone which allowed for 14 – 14.5 Ma dikes within Hays Canyon to be emplaced (Duffield and 
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McKee, 1986; Egger and Miller, 2011). It is postulated from 4 – 0.02 Ma another diking event 

took place. No dikes have been absolute age dated from 4 – 0.02 Ma, although the dike 

orientation, potential field data, and subsequent geophysical modeling conducted by Athens et al. 

(2016) provide evidence that dikes were emplaced during this time.  

 

2.2 Site Description 
 

2.2.1 Model of Kinematic History 

 

 This study focuses on two locations: (1) the Valley Playa within the northern portion of 

the middle lake, and (2) Hays Canyon region (figure 1.3b and 2.2b). Within the region, hot 

springs are distributed in four distinct locations. Three groups of hot springs are associated with 

the tips of the active normal fault system that define the western margin of the valley (Figure 

1.3). Two other groups are in the center of the Valley Playa in gaps and bends in magnetic 

anomalies (Figure 1.3) postulated as dikes (Glen et al., 2013; Athens et al., 2016). Athens et al. 

(2016) further suggest the dikes most likely invade a series of small normal faults in the basin, 

some of which are evident in reflection seismic and potential fields data (Figure 1.3) (Lerch, 

2009; Athens et al., 2011; Glen et al., 2013; Athens et al., 2016). Because of the hot springs and 

generally high heat flow coupled with active normal faults, geothermal exploration well WME-

E1 was drilled within a narrow gap in the magnetic anomaly high structure in July, 2019 (Kuscu 

et al., 2019). The well encountered a highly fractured and permeable zone with a region of 

hydrothermal water that fell just short of commercial temperatures. The centralizer spring 

recovered a mafic chip with a quartz vein suggesting that there was an intrusive or buried flow 
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(Figure 1.4) (personal com., N.C. Davatzes, July, 2019). In fall of 2020, further field studies 

found sub-cropping dikes south of the well WME-E1 in the Valley Playa that trend in a NNW-

SSE orientation (this study). In addition, a new hot spring was located west of the northern tip of 

the newly discovered dike (Figure 1.4) 

Within the footwall of the Hays Canyon fault in the vicinity of Bull Creek is an 

outcropping dike swarm (Figure 1.5). Fieldwork conducted in the fall of 2019 and 2020 reveal 

that the dikes within the Hays Canyon region have two orientations: (1) N-S trend that runs 

parallel to the basin bounding normal faults and is associated with slickensided faults, and (2) 

NNW-SSE trend, that do not have any surface decorations.  

The structural evolution of these sites are analyzed at three separate times: (1) modern 

day (figure 2.3 row one), (2) 4 Ma, (figure 2.3 row two), and (3) 14 Ma (figure 2.3 row three). 

The modern case provides a starting point aligned with current geological maps (Egger, 2010; 

Grose et al., 2017; this study) and measurements in wells such as WME-E1 and core holes (e.g., 

Ponce et al., 2009) to produce a subsurface model of stratigraphy and fault geometry. In 

combination with borehole wall failure in WME-E1 (Kusku et al., 2019) it also helps constrain 

the stress state of the region. The additional cross-sections at 4 Ma and 14 Ma reconstruct the 

stratigraphy and faults present at times of dike intrusion during active extension. These define 

the density stratigraphy necessary to model buoyancy driven upward propagation of dikes and 

the resulting stress perturbations. 

2.2.2 Stratigraphy  

 

 Stratigraphy, unit thickness, and dip of units are derived from the 1:100,000 scale 

geologic maps of the region Egger (2010), Egger and Miller (2011), and Grose et al. (2017) 
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supported by geophysical analysis (Lerch et al., 2009; Athens et al., 2013) and local field study 

(this study) that guide assessment through cross-section construction (Figure 2.3). Little erosion 

has been documented for the region (Egger, 2010) with the exception of the Hays Canyon region 

between units Tovu and Tmvu (Figure 2.3). Additional minor variation reflect draping and 

channeling of volcanic units across paleo topography. 

Units older than recent faulting on the SVF and HCF have consistent thickness across the 

basin. Younger Quaternary units show variation in thickness due two reasons, the asymmetric 

deepening of the basin as slip on the SVF increased, leading to increasing unit thickness in the 

basin toward the fault, and shoreline migration (Figure 2.3).  

2.2.3 Modern Geometry and Overview of Faulting 

 

 Slip along the Surprise Valley fault primarily accumulated during three distinct phases. 

The first phase took place 14 million years ago accommodating 2.6 kilometers of dip slip, which 

is approximately one third of the total across the fault (Colgan et al., 2008; Egger and Miller, 

2011) (Figure 2.1). Another five kilometers of dip slip accumulated between ~4 – 0.02 million 

years ago and since 0.02 Ma only a minor amount of slip has amassed (Colgan et al., 2008; 

Lerch et al., 2009) (Figure 2.1). Scarps in young Holocene alluvial fans and lake sediments 

indicate the SVF is still active (e.g., Egger, 2014; Personious et al., 2009).  

Timing and magnitude of slip along the Hays Canyon fault (HCF) is not well constrained 

due to poor surface exposure. Geologic mapping conducted by Sawyer (1998) shows that the 

Hays Canyon fault cuts through tertiary basalt; this is the youngest unit with clear offset and thus 

the most recent period of slip is younger than 1.6 Ma. Seismic reflection surveys across the 

northern portion of the HCF shows offset of this unit indicating approximately one kilometer of 
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inferred dip slip motion, and that the modern dip is ~ 60o to the west (Egger and Miller, 2011). 

This dip is consistent with active normal faulting which exhibits typical friction for crustal rock 

(Anderson, 1951). Consequently, the dip of the fault is inferred to have initiated at ~60o and 

remained at that constant angle until today (Figure 2.3). Modernly the basin is asymmetric due to 

more extensive slip on the SVF where the amount of slip between the two basin bounding faults 

varied as a result of an intra-basin graben forming to isolate the HCF from tilt (Figure 2.3).  How 

this cumulative slip is distributed among the three phases of extension recognized in Surprise 

Valley is unknown. Extensional features, such as dikes, are seen within the footwall of the Hays 

Canyon fault which have been absolute age dated to 14 – 14.5 Ma. And magnetic and gravity 

surveying suggests other dikes were emplaced from 8-3 mya overlapping the period of recent 

extension and slip on the SVF (Egger and Miller, 2011; Athens et al., 2016). Hence, the 

kinematic reconstruction postulates that the Hays Canyon fault was active during the same times 

as the SVF. This also suggests that the regional stress state is responsible for both the SVF, the 

HCF, and the dikes.  

Applying the same distribution of slip determined for the SVF to the HCF, the cross 

sections show that the first phase of slip along the Hays Canyon fault accommodates one third of 

the total dip slip motion equivalent to ~0.3 kilometers (Figure 2.3 row three, column two). The 

second phase accommodates two thirds of the total slip corresponding to ~0.7 kilometers of slip 

(Figure 2.3 row two, column two). Although simple, this model provides a reasonable estimate 

of slip history at the time of dike injection consistent with regional constraints and yields a model 

of stratigraphic thickness to guide the study of the mechanics of buoyantly rising dikes. 

As a result of this accumulated slip and crustal thinning associated with a rise of the 

upper mantle beneath the valley (Colgan et al., 2008; Lerch et al., 2009; Egger and Miller, 2011; 
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Athens et al., 2016), both pre-Quaternary units and the SVF have tilted. This tilt has been 

facilitated by small normal faults within the basin defining three distinct dip blocks. In the west, 

the oldest strata on the western edge of the basin dip 25° west and currently, the dip of the SVF 

in the study areas ranges from 30° – 40° toward the east with an average dip of 35° (Lerch et al., 

2009; Egger and Miller, 2011). Notably, rotating the crustal block containing these strata and the 

SVF so that the strata are restored to original horizontality through a 25° rotation around their 

strike axis transforms the current 35° dip of the SVF to 60° dip to the east (Egger, 2010) 

consistent with expectations for a crustal normal fault (Anderson, 1951). In contrast, the units 

that abut the Hays Canyon fault are nearly horizontal (Figure 2.3a and b) which is also consistent 

with a lack of stratigraphic thickening toward the fault and its current dip of ~60°. 

 Dikes propagate vertically from depth and then become tilted with subsequent extension. 

Depending on the time of emplacement the dike will have a different orientation through 

stratigraphy. Dikes that have been dated to 14 – 14.5 Ma coincide with the first extensional 

event. Therefore, dikes that were emplaced during this time propagated prior to any rotation, so 

they are perpendicular to the stratigraphic layers, and rotate with the stratigraphy as extension 

occurs (Figure 2.3 e and f). Note that this assumes vertical dike emplacement. Dikes that were 

emplaced 4 Ma, coincident with the second extensional event, will propagate through 

stratigraphy that has been rotated from the first extensional event (Figure 2.3 c and d). As a 

result, these dikes are not perpendicular with the 14 Ma stratigraphy.   

 It is important to note that either the 14 Ma or the 4 Ma volcanic episodes may have 

introduced the dikes evident in the magnetic anomaly map and Hays Canyon. Thus, for a 

complete understanding of the geologic history of the region both suspected ages of diking (14 

and 4 Ma) are depicted. Dikes thought to have been emplaced 14 mya would have been broken 
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up and rotated by the Surprise Valley Fault due to slip and rotation along the SVF from both 

extensional events. Dikes emplaced 4 mya originally propagated vertically from depth through 

the rotated stratigraphy (Figure 2.3c). Then as extension continued along the SVF the portion of 

the dike on the footwall of the SVF became rotated with extension (Figure 2.3a). The amount of 

rotation is consistent with the magnitude of rotation that occurred along the SVF during the 

second extensional episode.  

2.2.4 4 Ma Epoch Cross-section 

 

At 4 Ma Surprise Valley underwent a second extensional event. Modeling the geometry 

of the valley immediately prior to the most recent (third) extensional episode involves: (a) 

reducing slip on the basin-bounding faults as described in the faulting history above, (b) 

removing the horst defined by small, sub-cropping faults in the central valley, and (c) reducing 

rotation that developed while both the SVF and HCF accumulated slip. Removing the small horst 

below Surprise Valley restores the Tertiary and older units to a uniform dip estimated to be 15°, 

consistent with the dip of strata in the modern horst inferred from data in the Laspur Hills and 

projected south.  

2.2.5 14 Ma Epoch Cross-section 

 

To obtain a model of Surprise Valley at 14 Ma early in the first extensional event: (a) slip 

is reduced as described above; (b) it is assumed that at the start of the first extensional episode all 

units were horizontally lain (Figure 2.3 row three); and (c) along with the rotation of strata back 

to horizontal and reduction of slip, the SVF is restored to an initially 60°. Notice also that the 
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HCF retains a consistent dip throughout the deformation and also that even at earliest time, the 

Hays Canyon Range is defined by a horst block with broad anticlinal folding that buffers the 

valley from flows of Tmvu sourced to the east. 

2.2.6 Summary  

 

Uncertainty persists over whether dikes observed in the field and those comprising the 

magnetic anomalies in the valley associated with hot springs should be modeled as originating 

with the 14 Ma or <4 Ma intrusion events. As a result, the dikes are included in both cross-

section epochs. For purposes of modeling, the 4 Ma epoch is emphasized consistent with the 

invasion of at least some dikes into small faults in the Hays Canyon Range site. As described 

below, these dikes are well-preserved. In addition, one group of dikes intruded into faults and is 

associated with slickensided slip surfaces suggesting dike intrusion was coeval with the most 

recent episode of fault slip (discussed in Chapter 4). 
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Figure 2.1: Timeline of the major volcanic, tectonic, and intrusive events of Surprise Valley 
from 40 Ma to present day. There were three major volcanic events (red), three major 
extensional events (blue), and two intrusive/diking events (green).  
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Figure 2.2: Geologic map of the Surprise Valley Region. (a) The whole region with the locations of cross section lines A-A’ and B-
B’. (b) Is a zoomed in map showing the two study areas, the A-A’ line represents the region of the Valley Playa, and the B-B’ line is 
the Hays Canyon range. Modified from Egger and Miller, 2011. 
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 Figure 2.3: Schematic cross-sections of the study 

areas. In the Playa cross-section the HCF is 
defined by multiple, overlapping segments. Even 
at earliest time, the Hays Canyon range shows 
uplift and broad anticlinal folding that buffers the 
valley from flows of Tmvu sourced to the east. 
Holocene sediments show shoreline migration 
through time. Location of cross-sections are in 
figures 1.3 and 2.2. 
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CHAPTER 3:  BACKGROUND: Mechanics of dikes 
 

3.1 What is a dike?  

 
 

Dikes are igneous intrusive bodies, with a sheet-like geometry, that are emplaced as 

magma within the host rock (Gonnerman, and Taisne, 2015; Rivalta et al., 2015; 

Gundmundsson, 2020). They are found in a variety of tectonic settings and have different 

compositions, but no matter the location or composition, how dikes form and propagate are 

accomplished by the same mechanisms. Dikes are formed via magma injection into the host 

rock; the pressure of the magma fractures the adjacent rock, making space for the viscous magma 

to invade and further force the fracture walls apart (Gonnerman and Taisne, 2015). Dikes can be 

thought of as cracks forced open by the pressure exerted by invading magma in excess of 

compression in the host rock. Thus, they share many characteristics with other effective tensile 

fractures or hydro-fractures differing primarily by the fluid between their fracture walls (Rivalta 

et al., 2015). Material around the dike responds elastically to dike opening; stretching near the 

dike tip adds tension to the rock whereas contraction adjacent to the dike walls adds 

compression. Variation in opening (Pollard and Segall, 1987; Rubin, 1995) or in the mechanical 

properties of the adjacent rock (e.g., Vachon and Hieronymus, 2017; Taisne and Jaupart, 2009) 

causes additional variation in local stress state.  

3.2 Dike Geometry and Attitude  

 
 
 Dikes tend to have very oblate geometry and are well approximated as planes with 

lengths much greater along strike and dip than their thickness. In general, thickness is less than 

100 times the “in-plane” strike and dip dimensions of the dike. The geometry of the dike depends 
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on the combination of pressure distribution in the dike and regional and elastic stresses acting 

around the dike (Delaney, 1981; Rubin, 1995; Krumbholz et al., 2014) determined by the 

superposition of four sources of stress. In the host rock (a) regional compression acts to resist 

opening, (b) further compression results from elastic contraction of the rock as the dike opens, 

and (c) the rock just beyond the tip-line resists opening inducing a local elastic compression near 

the tip-line. Only where the (d) magma pressure within the dike exceeds the combination of 

closing stresses does the dike open. If these effects are constant, then an ellipsoidal opening 

distribution results where opening is proportional to the ratio of the driving pressure and the 

elastic constants (Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Pollard et al., 1987).  

However, it is more common for these sources of stress to vary spatially. Compression 

generally increases with depth in the earth (Anderson, 1951; Secor and Pollard, 1977) and 

contrasts in density between the invading magma and surrounding rock may induce buoyancy 

pressure that also varies vertically (Rubin, 1995). These variations modify the driving pressure 

and thus the opening distribution of the dike. In stratified rock, variation in density and stiffness 

modify the local accumulation of buoyancy pressure along the dike and the resistance to opening 

due to that pressure, respectively (Taisne and Jaupart, 2009; Vachon and Hieronymus, 2017). 

More complex opening distributions are predicted by other modeling approaches due to viscous 

flow of the dike in the fracture it invades and progressive temperature change (e.g., see reviews 

in Rubin, 1995; Rivalta et al., 2015; Townsend et al., 2017). 

Inelastic processes may also influence dike geometry by modifying the dike wall or 

elastic properties of the surrounding rock (Delaney, 1981; Rubin, 1995; Rivalta et al., 2015). 

Magma flow may cause erosion of the wall rock facilitated by heating that causes contact 

metamorphism or flashing of pore water that promotes spalling and formation of phreatic breccia 
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(Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Delaney et al., 1986). Dikes interact with established structures such 

as faults or joints and can form new fractures around them that reduce the effective stiffness of 

the host rock (Delaney et al., 1986; Rubin, 1995). Contact metamorphism induced by heat 

transferred from the dike into host rock further modifies the mechanical properties of the host 

rock. Finally, after intrusion the magma will cool and contract (e.g., Daniels et al., 2012); this 

implies that the final geometry encountered in the field is an under-estimate of dike opening and 

there could also be late-stage modification to the opening distribution. 

 Dikes open in the direction of least resistance. When propagating in a new plane formed 

by the magma injection, the optimal opening direction is along the least compressive principal 

stress. The attitude of the principal stresses are primarily controlled by the tectonic setting 

(Anderson, 1951; Rubin, 1995). Since the earth’s surface is largely free of shear tractions, it 

represents a principal plane. Consequently, principal stresses are generally horizontal or vertical 

yielding a vertical principal stress, SV, and a most and least compressive principal compressive 

stress, SHmax and Shmin, respectively (table 3.1). In normal and strike slip faulting regimes, the 

least compressive principal stress is horizontal (Anderson, 1951; Zoback, 2007), which promotes 

vertical dikes. Thus, dikes in these settings tend to be vertical. More complex loading of the crust 

can result from crustal density variation, topography, or local stresses such as magma chambers, 

cavities, and fault slip (Jaeger et al., 2007; Kusumoto and Gudmundsson, 2014); and dikes may 

preferentially invade established weaknesses such as faults or bedding planes so long as the 

opening pressure exceeds the resolved closing normal traction on the plane of weakness plus any 

intrinsic tensile strength. 
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3.3 Conditions for Dike Propagation  

 
 

Dike initiation is not well understood because dike location in relation to active magma 

chambers or deep in the earth are largely inaccessible. In general, magma pressure in the dike 

drives propagation. The magma pressure is a combination of an inlet pressure from the magma 

source, buoyancy pressure due to the density contrast between the magma and host rock, and 

viscous resistance to flow (Rubin, 1995; Rivalta et al., 2015). Variation in opening near the dike 

tip is the strongest source of local stress change (Pollard and Segall, 1987) as is generally true for 

all cracks (Lawn, 1993). Within a dike there are three distinct zones: (1) the inner zone flooded 

with magma and nearly constant opening, (2) a region called the process zone where dike 

opening quickly reduces to zero at the tip, but due to magma viscosity no magma is able to 

invade (Rubin, 1995), and (3) the region directly beyond and around the dike tip in the host rock 

(Figure 3.1). The process zone forms because the magma pressure gradient, which varies with 

dike thickness, runs out of pressure to overcome viscous resistance to flow prior to reaching 

narrow crack tip (Barenblatt, 1962; Rubin, 1995).  The process zone is typically very short, less 

than 1% of the dike length (Lawn, 1993; Rubin, 1995), but its tapered geometry moderates the 

stress concentration which is proportional to the gradient in opening along the dike walls. In 

addition, any weakness such as faults, fractures, or layer boundaries may influence dike 

propagation. Thus, two key issues need to be addressed as a dike opens and stresses the 

surrounding rock: (1) propagation of the established dike tip or (2) opening and invasion of pre-

existing heterogeneities (Delaney and Pollard, 1981). In the following, the discussion is 

restricted to vertical propagation of dikes where the buoyancy pressure in the dike plays a critical 

role (Chapter 4 provides evidence that this is the most relevant case for Surprise Valley). 
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 For dike propagation within its own independent plane, the magma pressure at the dike 

tip must exert enough stress to overcome the tensile strength of the host rock so that a mode I 

fracture is produced (Delaney and Pollard, 1981). Furthermore, the stress along the dike walls 

needs to exceed the stress exerted by the host rock so that the dike is able to stay open (Rubin, 

1995). Additionally, the magma pressure gradient within the dike needs to balance with the 

magmas resistance to flow so that magma is able to flood into the crack (Gonnerman and Taisne, 

2015). In this case, the composition of the dike including its volatile content and also its 

temperature are key factors. If the magma pressure driving opening is too low or viscous 

resistance is too high, then the magma would not be able to flood into the crack, open it, and 

propagate through stratigraphy. Under these conditions the dike ceases to propagate. The 

gradient in opening at the tip enhances tension (Figure 1.1) in proportion to the gradient in 

opening and the elastic properties of the rock (Barrenblatt 1961; Rubin, 1995) facilitating dike 

growth. 

Delaney et al. (1986) determined the conditions necessary for an upward propagating 

dike to invade pre-existing vertical structures through a mechanical analysis of the relationship 

between dikes and joints in the San Rafael Swell, Utah. Two key factors are considered, (1) the 

ability to cause opening and (2) the potential role of stress concertation resulting from the 

gradient in opening at the tip. Conditions for opening were determined by examining the 

difference between the magma pressure and the regional horizontal compression by defining a 

stress ratio as the sum of differences between the magma pressure, Pm, and remote horizontal 

principal stresses divided by the horizontal differential stress:  

! = ("!#$"!#$)&("!#$%!&')
($"!#$#$%!&')

     (Eqn.3.2) 
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The direction with least resistance to opening will be in the direction of #'()* in normal and 

strike slip faulting environments where dikes propagate in vertical planes; thus, as the angle 

between the normal of a fracture and #'()* increases, the resistance to opening increases to a 

maximum at 90° when the fracture is normal to #+(,- (Figure 3.2). These two variables 

determine whether the resolved compressive normal traction can be overcome by magma 

pressure and open the structure. Where the stress ratio is greater than one, the magma pressure is 

sufficient to overcome the regional maximum horizontal compressive stress and dilate 

established structures oriented in any direction because it exceeds #'()*. Conversely, where the 

stress ratio between one and negative one, only a subset of orientations may be dilated, or it is 

possible that the dike may propagate a new fracture in response to the concentration of stress 

near its tip. Where the ratio is less than negative one, magma pressure is insufficient to overcome 

the regional compression of any fracture. 

3.4 Dike Propagation Direction  

 
 
 The direction of dike growth is controlled by the near tip stress field resulting from the 

internal pressure distribution in the dike, the gradient in opening of the dike, and the stresses 

external to the dike in the host rock. The dike propagates into the volume where this stress field 

exceeds the tensile strength of the rock (Rubin, 1995). Upward propagation of dikes is promoted 

by the magma pressure derived from the source chamber and buoyancy due to the relative 

density of the host rock and magma. If the surrounding rock is denser than the magma, then there 

is an upward buoyancy pressure which increases from base to upper tip; however, if the rock is 

less dense than the magma density then there is negative buoyancy pressure promoting 

downward migration. Similarly, the reservoir overpressure can either promote or impede 
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propagation. A higher reservoir overpressure can act to pressurize the magma chamber resulting 

in a high magma pressure (Rubin, 1995). Conversely, a low reservoir overpressure will not 

supply as high of a magma pressure to the system, so propagation is impeded (Rubin, 1995).  

Dikes may also propagate laterally. This is common where they emanate from shallow 

magma chambers, interact with the free surface, invade weak structures, or reach neutral 

buoyancy which promotes lateral propagation as the deep tail of the dike continues to rise and 

the dike grows laterally to accommodate the magma volume (Rubin, 1995; Gonnerman and 

Taisne, 2015; Rivalta et al., 2015). 

In addition to mode I propagation, dikes may also undergo mixed mode I-III propagation 

resulting in the formation of en echelon dike segments. This occurs when the leading fracture tip 

breaks down into shorter segments as a result of the mode-I crack propagating into a region 

where the orientation of the regional least compressive stress has become slightly rotated about 

an axis parallel to the direction of dike propagation. On the other hand, dikes that propagate 

along existing planes of weakness will take on the orientation of that heterogeneity (Delaney and 

Pollard, 1981; Delaney et al., 1986).     

3.5 Buoyancy Driven Dikes  

 
 
 A model by Secor and Pollard (1975) posits that vertically ascending dikes are able to 

intrude because buoyantly rising magma produces enough buoyancy pressure for propagation. 

This is because the rock is denser than magma, and that the temperature of the magma is high 

enough to heat and weaken the host rock so that the horizontal stress is close to the vertical stress 

(Rubin, 1995).     
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Prior to the formation of a dike, a pressurized magma chamber acts to produce a uniaxial 

tension that generates the crack which the buoyant magma then invades to produce a dike. For 

the magma to flow into the crack from the magma chamber the flow of the magma has to adjust 

so the viscous pressure gradient in the dike is in balance with the hydrostatic pressure gradient 

(Gonnermann and Taisne, 2015). Once the dike reaches a critical length, called the buoyancy 

length, a dike of a constant volume can begin to propagate without the pressure from the magma 

chamber (Rubin, 1995; Gonnermann and Taisne, 2015). At this length the crack is able to 

continue to propagate upwards because there is a balance between the force of the magma and 

the lithostatic force acting along the dike walls. During this phase the closing pressure at the 

dikes lower tip displaces the magma upwards. The dike acquires a bulbous nose (or inverted 

teardrop shape) rather than the elliptical geometry predicted by a constant internal magma 

pressure due to two factors: (1) the progressive increase of lithostatic and horizontal compression 

with increasing depth and (2) the increase of buoyancy pressure from the base of the dike 

towards its upper tip (Secor and Pollard, 1977; Rubin, 1995; Gonnermann and Taisne, 2015). 

The thickness of the dike will scale with the stress changes produced from the buoyancy pressure 

as:   

Δ% = 	%./01	–	%(,3(,     (Eqn.3.2) 

and the vertical gradient in lithostatic stress which in a tectonically active region will be limited 

by the friction or viscous flow of the rock mass and proportional to the lithostatic stress (e.g., 

Rubin 1995; Zoback, 2007). Consequently, the thickness begins to vary as a result of a balance 

between the elastic stress and the pressure within the dike (Gonnermann and Taisne, 2015).  
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3.6 Level of Neutral Buoyancy  

  

 
Neutral buoyancy is reached where the pressure in the magma chamber is no longer 

sufficient to drive upward migration due to the combination of the viscous resistance to flow and 

the regional stresses acting on the dike walls (Gonnermann and Taisne, 2015). A critical factor is 

the density profile of the rock which determines the buoyancy pressure driving upward flow. If 

the magma density exceeds the density of the host rock a net downward force is exerted 

opposing further rise of the magma. Thus, in stratified sedimentary rock, low density 

sedimentary units can introduce negative buoyancy pressure eventually stalling upward flow. 

When these forces balance the dike stops propagating upward and reaches neutral 

buoyancy. As the dike approaches this state, the ascent velocity of the dike decreases to zero, 

which lowers the viscous pressure and increases the dike’s internal excess pressure and 

transitions from being vertical to predominantly horizontal (Rubin, 1995). This only occurs when 

the excess pressure at the center of the dike surpasses the pressure at both dike tips so that the 

lateral extent of the dike exceeds the dike height (Gonnermann and Taisne, 2015).  

3.7 Host Rock Deformation  

 
 

A brittle structure represents a discontinuity in the rock mass. Differential movement 

across the surfaces comprising this discontinuity redistributes and concentrates forces 

proportional to its length (Lawn, 1993). The largest concentration of stress is at the tips of open 

and sharp structures (Delaney et al., 1986; Billings, 1972; Currie and Ferguson, 1970; Wilson, 

1970). The concentrated stress can cause new cracks to form or reactivate nearby established 

structures. Both affects promote clustering and connectivity among structures (Delaney and 
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Pollard, 1981). This damage tends to accumulate through two related processes: (1) individual 

structures link to form a contiguous larger structure; (2) large structures induce and accumulate 

additional smaller structures forming a zone of localized “damage” (Delaney and Pollard, 1981). 

The question is how these processes self-organize in different geological settings, through 

different driving mechanisms, and what feedbacks may play a role.  

The relative amount of buoyancy pressure, host rock strength, and rigidity of the interface 

between stratigraphic layers controls the likelihood of a dike to produce the damage zones that 

act as conduits for fluid flow (Delaney et al., 1986; Cooke and Underwood, 2001). As a fracture 

propagates, tension is promoted around and ahead of the fracture tip due to variation in opening 

along the fracture (Figure 1.1; Pollard and Aydin, 1988; Helgeson and Aydin, 1991; Cooke and 

Underwood, 2001). Any nearby weaknesses are subjected to this enhanced tension, which 

promotes failure and formation of a secondary daughter fracture (Helgeson and Aydin, 1991). 

Since the region of enhanced tension peaks to the side of the parent fracture, the daughter 

fractures often step off the plane of the parent fracture (Figure 1.1) (Delaney and Pollard, 1981). 

These characteristics promote formation of a dense network of secondary, dilatational fractures 

to form around a dike tip as it propagates so long as the relative rock strength is less than the 

buoyancy pressure driving open the dike (Delaney and Pollard, 1986). Additionally, the fractures 

may terminate upon reaching a weakly bounded interface because of large changes in stress 

(Cooke and Underwood, 2001). For those bedding interfaces that are strong the fracture will 

likely continue propagation since there is a minimum change in the stress state (Cooke and 

Underwood, 2001). Conversely, adjacent to the fracture walls, tension is reduced as the fracture 

walls move apart; in the case of dikes, inflation by magma actively pushes the walls apart 

squeezing the adjacent rock and enhancing compression (Figure 1.1).  
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The concentration of stress diminishes with increasing distance from the discontinuity. 

For elastic stresses, the region experiencing stress change greater than a few percent is generally 

smaller than three times the characteristic half-length of the structure (Lawn, 1993; Jaeger et al., 

2007). Consequently, in the field the density of secondary fractures induced by this effect should 

decrease with distance away from the parent fracture. The detailed distribution is likely to vary 

due to the geometry of the parent fracture combined with the characteristics of the surrounding 

rock including the distribution of flaws, its strength and elasticity (Cooke and Underwood, 

2001).  

Regional joint sets are common in layered strata and may form during early lithification, 

during subsequent uplift, or due to tectonic mechanisms such as folding (Pollard and Aydin, 

1988). These joint sets are recognized by their consistent spacing and attitude across broad 

regions typically hundreds to thousands of meters wide. The spacing of these joints often varies 

by stratigraphic layer due to variation in mechanical properties (Laubach, Olson, and Cross, 

2009; Bai et al., 2000; Cooke and Underwood, 2001). Differing elastic stiffness and Poisson’s 

ratio cause some layers to experience more extreme stress; similarly, spacing may differ due to 

the combination of tensile strength and inherent flaws such as pores, fossils, or other voids such 

as vesicles. Basalt flows accumulate tensile fractures through cooling. For both sedimentary 

strata and basalt flows, spacing is commonly proportional to layer thickness (Bai et al., 2000). 

This implies that the spacing of joints as well as small faults may vary systematically by 

stratigraphic unit. It is expected such fracture sets will form a background separate from 

localized fractures associated with larger structures such as faults or dikes. 

The damage that forms around the dikes can be indicative of how the dike was emplaced 

(Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Delaney et al., 1986; Weinberger et al., 2000). Dikes that created 
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their own fracture propagate perpendicular to the regional least compressive stress direction 

during the time of emplacement. Delaney et al., (1986) found that such dikes may have clustered  

joints with similar attitude nearby; these are interpreted to form ahead of the crack tip where 

tension is enhanced (Figure 3.3). They note that once the dike propagates past the position of 

joint formation, opening of the dike then enhances compression across these same structures. 

This implies open joints will be preferentially retained around the tip line of the dike. 

Conversely, Delaney et al., (1986) also found that dikes that propagated into pre-established 

structures will have both opening and shear displacements on the invaded structures. These dikes 

may also add new joints parallel to the dike (Figure 3.3). The result is a complex region of 

clustered fractures with at least two distinct attitudes as well as possible dike segmentation.  

3.8 Dike Segment Interaction 

 

 

 En echelon arrangement of dikes in an array means multiple dikes may locally stress the 

same volume at the same time (Figure 1.2). The combined effect will be sensitive to dike 

arrangement since tension will be enhanced at the tip whereas compression is augmented along 

the interior surface of the dike between tips. Where dikes under-lap (fFgure 1.2b), both segments 

will contribute tension to the intervening rock maximizing the potential for dilatant damage. 

Where dikes overlap (Figure 1.2c), each dike compresses the intervening rock and thus suppress 

dilation; as rock tends to be strongest in compression, less damage is anticipated in overlapping 

regions. For these effects to be significant, the separation along strike and offset normal to the 

dike plane should be small compared to the dike half-length, a. 

Surficial hydrothermal features may be a result of fluid conduits formed by diking. The 

implied association of hydrothermal features and diking suggests that damage zones around 
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dikes open pathways for fluid migration from depth to the surface (Davatzes and Hickman, 

2010). Dikes propagating vertically connect the heat source to a shallow reservoir through a 

system of fractures created off the plane of the propagating dike. Therefore, upward flow of 

fluids into the zone of high fracture density created from dike emplacement can be found near 

the dike tips, and if such flow may be further enahcned if two dike tips mechanically interact to 

promote further tension. The presence of hot springs within Surprise Valley at the dike tips is 

consistent with this phenomenon.  

Weinberger et al., (2000) investigated the patterns of deformation that occur when 

multiple dikes mechanically interact with one another. They used a damage rheology model, that 

compares the stress state produced from an isolated dike to an array of dikes. Weinberger et al., 

(2000) illustrated that dikes begin to mechanically interact when the ratio between the dike 

segments thickness to the space between the segments is around 80%. Where underlapping dike 

segments begin to mechanically interact, the tips of both segments add tension to the intervening 

rock mass. This promotes continued propagation of the segments toward each other. It will also 

tend to increase differential stress with the effect of increasing available shear stress at the same 

time normal tractions are reduced, frictionally destabilizing established fractures and possibly 

opening them or generating new fractures. They show that these conditions can lead to locally 

dense zones of brittle fracture between dike segments. However, once segments overlap, the 

intervening rock is compressed by both segments. This inhibits opening of the dike and further 

propagation. The enhanced compression is expected to decrease differential stress by locally 

increasing the least compressive principal stress and thus increase frictional resistance to slip. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the areas that make up a dike. Modified from Kavanagh et 
al., 2006 
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Figure 3.2: Conditions necessary for dike emplacement along pre-existing damage. The stress 
ratio is a function between the magma pressure (Pm), maximum horizontal compressive stress 
(SH), minimum horizontal compressive stress (Sh), the differential stress, and the angle ()) 
between the plane of the vertical joint and the direction of +3. Modified from Delaney and 
Pollard, 1986. 
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Figure 3.3: Cartoon diagrams displaying how joints are organized 
around dikes. (A) Shows how joints are oriented for dikes that 
propagated in their own plane. (B) Displays how joints organize if the 
dike were to have invaded a pre-existing fault.  

 
 
Table 3.1: Summary tectonic stress regimes 

Tectonic Stress 
Regime 

Relative compression 
of principal stresses 

Dike Attitude  

Normal Sv ³ SHmax ³ Shmin Vertical Compression is lowest,  
dike is most favorable 

Strike Slip SHmax ³ Sv ³ Shmin Vertical  
Thrust SHmax ³ Shmin ³ Sv Horizontal (sill)  
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CHAPTER 4:  FIELD RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
 

Two field sites are examined to investigate the characteristics and history of dikes in 

Surprise Valley (Figure 4.1). First, Hays Canyon provides exposures of dikes in outcrop. Forty-

four dike segment locations along the Hays Canyon Range were analyzed for this study (Figure 

1.5 and Figure 4.1). Detailed mapping was conducted in the Bulls Creek area which lies in the 

southeastern section of the Hays Canyon Range. Second, dikes in the Surprise Valley middle 

playa are revealed by a 10 newly discovered outcropping dike segments (Figure 4.1, inset b) 

coinciding with previously studied magnetic and gravity anomalies (Glen et al., 2008, 2013).   

Results from mapping include measurements of dike attitude, strike length, and thickness. 

Mapping also reveals the upper tips of several dikes as well as vertical segmentation consistent 

with lateral propagation; together these attributes indicate the dikes reached neutral buoyancy 

below the paleosurface. Adjacent to the dikes, the host rock displays localized metasomatism and 

locally high fracture density. Finally, some of the thicker dikes are hosted within large faults 

which are part of the normal fault system defining the western margin of the Hays Canyon 

Range.  

4.1 Field Methods 

 
 

Mapping of the dikes was supplemented with base maps using a combination of Landsat 

8 in GoogleEarth, digital orthophotos obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey EROS data 

center, LiDAR imagery (Egger et al., 2012), drone-based imagery collected in collaboration with 

J. Glen (2019, 2020), and ArcGIS geological 30'X60' maps (Egger, 2010; personal com. A. 

Egger, July 26, 2020; Grose et al., 2017). Detailed maps of dike, fracture, and fault attitude were 

constructed at Bulls Creek in the Hays Canyon Range. Dike traces were mapped using Apple 
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iPad Pros with preloaded LiDAR, Landsat 8, topographic maps from the gaia app and Google 

Earth. Strike, dip, and rake were measured using a Brunton Compass at designated field stations 

and each measurement was field-tested for the influence of magnetic remanence in the basalt of 

the dike as a result of lightening.  

Although not the focus of this project, the outcrop model featured as inset number 1 in 

Figure 1.5 was constructed in MetaShape Pro from images obtained using a DJI Matrice 100 

(M100) drone with a gimble-mounted camera. Flight paths were pre-computed to follow the 

terrain in the software UCGS using the LiDAR topographic model (Egger et al., 2012; 

downloaded from OpenTopography.org). Geolocation is obtained from the four GPS units 

onboard the drone and benchmarked to a minimum of five control points captured in image. The 

location of each control point was obtained using a Trimble Geo7X which records a minimum of 

60 locations from at least 6 satellites with estimated vertical precision in the field of less than 3 

cm. Concurrent airborne surveys of the magnetic field were conducted by J. Glen of the U.S. 

Geological Survey using the DJI Matrice 600 platform with mounted MagArrow magnetometer 

and a supporting GPS and magnetic field base station in the middle playa. 

Direct observations of the dike’s characteristics are restricted by limited surface 

exposure. Many dikes within the Hays Canyon Range breach the surface, whereas others tip out 

just below the modern erosional surface (Figure 1.5). Exposure is even more limited in the Playa 

as the only surficial evidence of the dikes are heavily eroded dike material south of Surprise Hot 

Springs (Figure 1.4 and 4.1b.1 & b.2) and inferred subsurface dike locations from magnetic and 

gravity analysis (Glen et al., 2008, 2011).  

The limited exposure cannot fully reveal the three-dimensional geometry and 

segmentation of the dikes (Figure 4.2). In most cases, the map extent equates to a single sample 
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of dike length and associated thickness. Limitations in exposure mean it is unlikely a dike is 

revealed from tip to tip. In addition, assuming an elliptical tip-line geometry, as discussed in 

Chapter 3, indicates that field estimates of strike length and thickness are minimums whereas the 

overlap of dikes along strike are most likely overestimates (Figure 4.2). In detail, these will 

further vary due to local mechanical conditions imposed by the properties of the host rock and 

the influence of other nearby dikes. Thickness, in particular, will be significantly impacted by the 

density profile which controls the contribution of buoyancy pressure to opening (e.g, Rubin, 

1995; Taisne and Jaupart, 2009) and the mechanical action of nearby dike segments (e.g., 

Delaney and Pollard, 1981). 

Thus, these measurements are very unlikely to sample the maximum strike length and 

thickness of dikes, which are useful in mechanical modeling (as discussed in Chapter 3 and 

investigated in subsequent chapters) because these quantities must continuously vary between 

zero and a maximum. Similarly, the spatial overlap along strike and separation normal to strike 

(Figure 4.2) may also vary, especially if dike segments emanate from a single parent dike (e.g., 

Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Chapter 3). 

4.2 Dike Characteristics from detailed mapping in the Hays Canyon Range 

 
 

In the Hays Canyon Range, dikes are exposed in the Oligocene undifferentiated volcanic 

unit (Tovu) (Figures 2.2 and 4.1c). The host rock is comprised of a light colored, massive and 

coarse-grained matrix with centimeter size, matrix supported pebbles. Pebbles include angular 

glass, to rounded, vesiculated basalt similar to flows in the area (Figure 4.3). The host rock that 

is laterally distant from dikes is light tan, coarse grained, and has clasts that range from granules 

to cobbles in size that were subrounded to angular with no preferred orientation. Also, the host 
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rock contained phenocrysts that are milky white with a dull luster. This unit is interpreted as a 

volcaniclastic, which is consistent with Egger and Miller’s (2011) classification. 

4.2.1 Dikes 

 

The dikes are primarily comprised of basalt with up to 2 mm phenocrysts of black bladed 

crystals identified in the field as amphibole, and dark platy sheets identified as biotite. The 

interiors of dikes are typically rubbly and weather to grus, dark brown to gray soil (Figure 4.3, 

zone G). However, the margins of well-preserved dikes have a fine-grained to aphanitic zone that 

is several centimeters to a few tens of centimeters thick and more resistant to erosion (Figure 4.3, 

zone F). The best-preserved dikes have a glassy chill margin only a few centimeters thick in 

contact with the host rock (Figure 4.3, zone E). For example, Figure 4.4a and b show an outcrop 

of an aphanitic to medium grained basaltic dike weathering to positive relief and showing 

columnar joints perpendicular to its vertical walls that meet in a central subvertical entablature.  

Other, thicker dikes (Figure 4.4c) display multiple zones of fine-grained basalt separated 

by broad zones of grussy basaltic soils. These zones are subparallel to the dike contact with the 

host rock. In general, grain size in a dike is proportional to the cooling rate with finer grained 

zones at dike margins resulting from faster heat loss to adjacent rock than in the dike interior 

(Delaney and Pollard, 1981). The occurrence of multiple fine-grained zones within the dike 

interior implies these thicker dikes may represent the accumulated material and opening due to 

multiple intrusive pulses, each associated with fine-grained margins. Together they form a 

composite dike.  
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4.2.2 Association of Dikes with Alteration 

 

Interaction of dikes and the host rock has produced two types of metasomatic alteration 

(Figure 4.3) mapped in the field. The host rock in contact with the dikes are heavily silicified, 

erosion resistant, and weather to a dark copper brown color (Figure 4.3, zone D). Larger clasts 

and overall sorting of the host rock is preserved, but the rock is significantly harder. In some 

dikes, there is a pronounced fiscality to the weathering subparallel to the dike margin. Adjacent 

to large dikes several meters thick, this zone may be tens of centimeters to less than two meters 

wide (examples in Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Thinner dikes lack this zone of silicification. In aerial 

imagery or at a distance this silicified zone is easily confused with the basalt of the dike (figure 

4.1c). 

 Beyond the region of silicification, the host rock is characterized by a green hue ranging 

in width from less than a meter to several tens of meters (Figure 4.3). The intensity of the 

coloration is variable, the greatest intensity is within a few meters of the dike (figure 4.3, zone C) 

and decreasing to a lighter, less intense hue far from the dike (Figure 4.3, zone B). In this distal 

region, the green color may appear splotchy and be locally intense around some fractures. This 

zone also contains light to dark green, elongated prismatic crystals, with a silky luster, 

interpreted as actinolite (Figure 4.3). These crystals are surrounded by matrix stained a darker 

green color. Both the green hue and replacement alteration suggests low grade metasomatism.  

These features mean that in aerial imagery dikes are evident as dark bands of color in 

negative relief, often with margins in positive relief casting shadows and surrounded by light 

green halos (Figure 4.1c). 
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4.2.3 Tips 

 

 Deep washes such as Bulls Creek and intervening ridges in the southern part of the Hays 

Canyon Range study area (Figure 4.1) reveal the upper tip of dikes extending from the 

subsurface (Figure 4.6). These dikes are generally less than a meter thick and surrounded by 

vivid green haloes. The occurrence of these upper tips indicates that at least some dikes ceased 

their upward propagation in the relatively low density volcaniclastic rock of the Tovu (discussed 

in Chapter 6). In addition, one dike shows a transition from a single, steeply dipping dike in one 

wash wall (Figure 4.6d) into multiple steeply dipping vertically en echelon dikes in an adjacent 

wash wall (Figure 4.6e). The overall pattern (Figure 4.7) indicates a transition from a single dike 

in the northwest into multiple vertically stacked segments in the southeast which can be 

explained by horizontal propagation (Figure 4.7d) consistent with similar observations by 

Delaney and Pollard (1981) for the origin of segmentation at Ship Rock, NM. Once neutral 

buoyancy is reached and vertical propagation stops, the continued rise of deeper magma can feed 

horizontal propagation consistent with this geometry (Rubin, 1995; Rivalta et al., 2015). 

4.2.4 Relationship to Faults 

 

 Several characteristics indicate some dikes in the Hays Canyon Range intruded into 

established faults. At Site 4 (detail images of structures in Figure 4.8 and map and cross-sections 

in Figure 4.9), basalt occurs in a structure dipping toward the basin with an attitude of 176/57° 

(right-hand-rule, Table 4.1, Figure 4.10), parallel to the Hays Canyon Range fault system (maps 

in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, stereogram in Figure 4.11); and attitude of faults and fissures north of the 

study area in the Larkspur Hills, that initiated between 8 – 3 Ma with a similarly stratigraphy 
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(Strickley, 2014). Abundant slickensided surfaces and thin breccia seams occur both on the dike 

margin and in the host rock adjacent to the dike wall. The slickensides indicate normal slip 

(Figure 4.12). Notably, slip surfaces and fractures are both associated with alteration haloes and 

cut through the silicified Tovu of zones B and altered Tovu of zone C. In the adjacent host rock 

joints are abundant and several joints are also enveloped by green haloes (but host no basaltic 

intrusive material). Together, these relationships indicate intrusion of basalt into a fault that is 

part of the structure defining the western margin of the Hays Canyon Range and which has 

slipped since intrusion.  

Site 3 (detail images of structures in Figure 4.8 and map and cross-section in Figure 4.12) 

shows similar characteristics, although a steeper dip with an attitude of 182/80°. Slickensided 

surfaces on the dike margin in Zone D and fractures in both the footwall and hanging wall 

indicate normal slip (Figure 4.12). 

 The dikes at Site 4 and 3 both share the trend of the basin bounding faults (Figure 4.10a 

and c) whereas dikes at site 2 have a distinct attitude (Figure 4.10e). Broadly, there are two 

distinct orientations of dikes (Figure 4.11a and b). Those that strike parallel to the Hays Canyon 

Fault system, with a dominant north-south trend, and a second group with a north-northwest to 

south-southeast trend. In the Hays Canyon Range, those dikes that parallel the major basin-

bounding faults account for the majority accumulated dike thickness (Figure 4.11c). 

4.2.5 Association with Brittle Fracture and Damage Zones 

 

 Where exposure allows an assessment, fractures are abundant throughout the Tovu. At 

Site 1 (Figures 4.8 and 4.9), fractures are evident throughout the outcrop, but no clear variation 

in spacing is evident (Figure 4.13a and b). The longest fractures with trace lengths of tens to 
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hundreds of meters share similar attitude to the dike and fault, dominantly north-south and 

steeply dipping (Figure 4.10b, Table 4.2). A subpopulation of fractures bridge between these 

relative long fractures; they are characterized by trace lengths of a few meters, dip steeply and 

occur at high angle to the larger set that they abut. This indicates they formed after the fault-

parallel set. 

Both Site 4 (Figure 4.13c) and Site 3 (Figure 4.13f) show high fracture density in the 

highly silicified Tovu in Zone D adjacent to the dikes. This is especially evident at Site 3, where 

the joints are approximately orthogonal to the dike margin. At both sites, jointing is pervasive 

and defines a polygonal pattern with a wide range of dips (Figure 4.10d) with spacing of 20 to 50 

cm and span Zone D which is 0.5 to 2 m thick. Fractures are pervasive and well-connected. 

Within a few meters of the faults and dikes at Sites 3 and 4, small, slickensided fractures 

parallel to the faults are abundant (Figure 4.10a and c). These relationships appear to indicate 

that at these sites dike intrusion did not result in additional fracture formation. However, the dike 

at Site 6 (Figure 4.13d and e), which lacks evidence of fault slip, clearly shows an association 

with locally abundant joints, some of which have green alteration haloes.  

4.2.6 Inferences About Intrusion from Dikes in the Field 

 

 The intrusion mechanism for dike formation is critical to understanding the mechanical 

constraints on dike geometry. In a simple case, a dike propagates in the plane perpendicular to 

the least compressive principal stress; for a normal faulting terrain such as Surprise Valley, the 

least compressive principal stress is horizontal, so dikes are expected to be vertical. Following 

Rubin (1995) and Taisne et al. (2015), dikes bud from a deep magma chamber and rise due to 

buoyancy pressure plus the inlet pressure at the base of the dike (Figure 4.14a) and is resisted by 
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viscous drag. The persistent supply of magma and its pressure support from the base deliver 

magma to the head which opens proportional to the applied driving pressure. The tail is defined 

by a balance between viscous drag, flow rate, and driving pressure due to both buoyancy and the 

inlet pressure to maintain modest opening. The head is characterized by slightly greater opening, 

which reduces viscous resistance to flow, allows pressure to build driving greater opening 

necessary to break overlying rock. The opening profile in the head is proportional to the driving 

pressure resulting from the sum of buoyancy pressure and regional compression in the host rock. 

Alternatively, the base tail of the dike may be forced closed by the regional horizontal 

compression, isolating the rising magma volume. In this case a finite volume of magma rises due 

to the combination of buoyancy pressure and the closing of the tail that squeezes the magma 

upward (e.g., Secor and Pollard, 1997; Pollard and Townsend, 2018) (Figure 4.14b). Opening is 

expected to be somewhat less than the previous case due to the isolation from the magma source. 

A third case is that the abandoned tail sustains multiple pulses of intrusion (Figure 4.14c). In this 

case, dike thickness is the accumulated impact of multiple intrusions and may reveal multiple 

chill margins distributed through the composite dike structure as observed at Sites 3 and 4, rather 

than proportional to the driving pressure. 

A fault may capture rising dikes due to the inherent weakness of the fault plane. This may 

have two critical effects on dike formation in Surprise Valley. First, faults may capture upward 

propagating dikes, after which the dike adopts the attitude of the fault (similar to the argument 

made by Delaney et al., 1986 where regional joints are invaded by magma despite not being 

normal to the least compressive principal stress at the time of dike formation). Second, the low 

dip of the fault may allow it to capture and channel multiple rising dikes resulting in pulsed 

intrusion with multiple chill margins and aggregate thickness. 
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Additionally, the dikes within Surprise Valley show sharp, planar dike walls (e.g., 

Figures 4.4 and 4.6). A few small dikes also display sharp dike tips (Figure 4.7 site 2) and en 

echelon segmentation (Figures 1.5, 4.6 and 4.7), which implies that the dikes are formed by 

brittle fracture (Kjøll et al., 2019). Along with glassy and aphanitic dike margins, this indicates 

intrusion into relatively cold rock well-above the brittle ductile transition. Characteristics of 

ductile fracture processes such as undulating contacts, rounded dike tips, and ductile folding in 

the host rock (Kjøll et al., 2019), are absent, even in the dikes comprised of multiple intrusions, 

although the quality of these outcrops is poor. Another key characteristic of ductile fracture is 

high thickness-length ratio (discussed below); only composite dikes show a tendency toward 

high ratios. 

4.3 Dike Geometry: Attitude, Length, and Thickness 

 
 
 Dike length, width, trend, number of pulses, and association with faults is characterized 

for dikes in the Hays Canyon Range (Figure 4.15 and tables 4.1 & 4.2) and the Middle Playa of 

Surprise Valley (Figure 4.16 and table 4.3). Most dikes are thin at less than 2 meters thick and 

have trace lengths of tens to hundreds of meters (Figure 4.17). This trace length is taken to be the 

minimum due to outcrop limitations. It may also be that field measurements are biased towards 

thicker dikes which are more likely to form erosion resistant outcrops with silicified margins that 

retain positive relief in the field. The combination of under-estimating strike length and limited 

precision in the thickness measurements precludes a detailed assessment of the expected 

proportionality between dike length and thickness (e.g., Pollard and Segall, 1987; Rubin, 1995; 

Taisne et al., 2015). 
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However, the analysis does broadly define two dike types (table 4.4). NNW-SSE trending 

dikes with steep dips interpreted to result from single intrusions, and A N-S trending dikes that 

invade normal faults, thus sharing their dip. This second type may sustain multiple intrusions 

revealed by chill margins within the basalt comprising the dike. This direct observation is 

consistent with independent modeling of magnetic and gravity anomaly data by Athens et al. 

(2016) which required the collocation of a fault invaded by a mafic dike that adopts it dip. 
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Figure 4.1: (a) Landsat image of field sites with example dike outcrop locations. In the Middle 
Basin Playa, magnetic anomalies outline a broad distribution of dikes extending NNW-SSE 
(purple) which outcrop in the south (b) associated with hot springs (yellow circles). In the 
Hays Canyon Range, dike outcrops define a similarly broad zone extending NNW-SSE 
(yellow). (c) Outcrop in northern study region is associated metasomatism green and (d) in the 
Bulls Creek region the perimeter of dikes are associated with silicified host rock resistant to 
weathering. 
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Figure 4.2: Diagram showing a potential source of bias for under-estimating the strike-length 
of dikes (gray) and measuring underlap of dike segments. (a) Cross-section aligned with dike 
strike and (b) cross-section perpendicular to dike strike revealing the thickness of dike 
segments. 
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Figure 4.3: Idealized architecture of dikes intruded into faults mapped in the Hays Canyon Range summarizing key rock types and 
structures. Detailed descriptions are provided for specific sites below. Examples are drawn from a composite of sites. 
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Figure 4.4: (a) Field photo showing an isolated, subvertical dike with horizontal columnar 
jointing indicating cooling from both dike walls toward the interior. (b) View of (a) from 
further south looking north showing the architecture of the dike in cross-section including host 
rock, low-grade metasomatism resulting in green tinge and higher grade silicification 
adjacent to the dike chill margin. (c) Coarse-grained dike material separated by finer grained 
dike material. The finer grained rock tends to resist erosion leading to positive relief relative 
to the coarse-grained rock which forms grussy soil. At this site, the variation in grain size is 
interpreted to represent three distinct intrusions of magma. Dikes are observed by dark grussy 
soil with negative relief. Note, silicification of host rock adjacent to the dikes is a dark brown 
and erosion resistant resulting in the most prominent positive relief features. The current 12 to 
13 meter thickness of dike material is accumulated from three pulses of intrusion. 
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Figure 4.5: Detail images of metasomatism at Site 3 (a) on the west hanging wall and the (b) 
the eastern footwall contact of the dike with volcaniclastic host rock in the footwall of the fault 
and (c) at Site 4 at the eastern contact between the dike and volcaniclastic host rock in the 
footwall of the fault. Structural zones are as in previous figures. 
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Figure 4.6: (a) Landsat image of dikes just north of Bulls Creek show a green halo 
surrounding dikes on the left also shown in a field photo (b). This oblique field image shows 
how these dikes sub-crop at the crest of the hill, but are exposed toward the eroded Bulls 
Creek valley. (c) Landsat image of dike exposed by two washes, (d) and (e) are field photos 
that show opposite faces of the southeastern wash and display en echelon vertical 
segmentation in cross section.  
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Figure 4.7: (a) Landsat image and (b) map of a vertically segmented dike. The steep walls of 
the washes reveal cross-section views of the dike. (c) Shows field sketches of cross sections of 
the dike geometry from stations northwest to southeast. (d) The change from a single segment 
to vertically separate segments can be explained by lateral propagation into a rotated stress 
field that results in vertically distinct en echelon segments. 
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Figure 4.8: (a) Field photo of the Bulls Creek study area in the Hays Canyon Range looking 
north showing six sites of detailed study. In Site 3, (b) a dike is intruded into a west-dipping 
fault with slickensides on its west side (c) and east (d) contact with metasomatized and 
silicified volcaniclastic rock. In Site 4, (e) shows a Landsat image of a dike is intruded into a 
fault and (f) shows a field photo of the outcrop from the south. (g) and (h) provide two 
examples where the margins of the dike are defined by metasomatized zones dissected by 
extensive slickensided surfaces and breccia seams. 
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Figure 4.9: (a) Landsat and (b) map of the dike intruded to the west-dipping fault at site 4 and 
adjacent fractures in Site 1. (c) Cross-section of the dike intruded into the fault with 
representative fractures attitude and density in Site 1.  
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Figure 4.10: Summary of structural attitude at key study sites in the Bulls Creek area. Color 
codes reflect structural zone as defined in other figures. (a) Site 4 and (b) Site 1 sample 
fracture attitude in Tovu near the dike intruded by the fault; (c) Site 3 and (d) the sub area of 
site 3 at station 4 representing joints that occur in the silicified volcaniclastic at the dike 
margin; (3) Site 2. 
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Figure 4.11: (a) Attitude of dikes mapped in the Hays Canyon Range. Note two distinct 
populations. One group has similar strike to the faults, many with dips similar to the HCF. 
Another group strikes NNW-SSE and are subvertical. (b) Trend of dikes in the Hays Canyon 
Range and Surprise Valley playa from both field measurements and map measurements. (c) 
Trend of dikes in the Hays Canyon (only) field site weighted by maximum observed thickness.  
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Figure 4.12: (a) Landsat image of sites 3 and 5. Map (b) and cross-section (c) shows the dike 
intruded in the a fault dipping west in the northwest and three sub-vertical dikes without any 
evidence of faulting. All dikes are associated with metasomatism evident as green haloes in 
Landsat and field images. Detailed map (e) and cross section (f) of the ~10 m thick dike 
intruded into the fault. The cross-section detail reveals the structure of metasomatism 
surrounding the dike including: (D) silicified host rock, often foliated, and containing 
abundant slicken-sided surfaces and breccia seams less than 1-3 cm thick; (C) slightly altered 
host rock visible as a green halo in images. The intensity of green alteration reduces across 
zone (B) to the host rock (A). Within the dike are one to three seams of finer-grained dike 
material surrounded by courser grained rock. 
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Figure 4.13: (a) Landsat and (b) structure from motion model of sites 1 and 4 showing 
fractures around the dike and fault. These fractures occur in clusters and are distributed 
throughout the entire exposed outcrop. (c) Field photo of heavily fractures zone D adjacent to 
the dike margin at Site 4. (d) Landsat and (e) field photo of dike (with no fault) that has 
localized fractures subparallel to the dike. (g) Field photo of heavily fractures zone D adjacent 
to the dike margin at Site 1 (similar to (c)). 
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Figure 4.14: Thickness of dikes may be due to several potential emplacement mechanisms. (a) 
Steady flow where the dike remains connected to the magma source and opening is a result of 
the pressure in the chamber, buoyancy pressure, and viscous drag. Below a critical width, 
viscous drag and buoyancy pressure balance producing minor thickness variation in the tail, 
whereas in the head of the dike, greater thickness facilitates variation in driving pressure 
inflating the dike. (b) The dike rises as a finite volume pulse, where the tail is closed by the 
ambient compressive confining pressure. (c) Dike thickness may also accumulate if multiple 
pulses of finite magma volume are intruded along the same structure. 
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Figure 4.15: Map of dike outcrops in the Hays Canyon Range near Bulls Creek. Dikes are 
numbered for reference to table 4.1. Hays Canyon Fault from Sawyer (1986) in the USGS 
Quaternary Fault Database. 
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Figure 4.16: Map of dike outcrops in the Middle Lake Playa. Dikes are numbered for 
reference to table 4.2. Insets show views looking north toward heavily eroded dike outcrops. 
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Figure 4.17: Plot of dike length (taken to be an underestimate) versus dike thickness. Kernel 
density is estimated to probability density distribution of dike length versus thickness. Note, 
these data are limited to direct observations from outcrop measurements and thus do not 
incorporate the large dikes in the Surprise Valley Playa indicated by magnetic anomaly 
mapping. This is especially evident in the small strike-length of dikes in the playa where 
exposure is very limited but magnetic anomalies indicate dikes with lengths of 100’s to 1000’s 
of meters. 
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Table 4.1: Dike Attitude, Length, and Thickness Measurements of outcrops in Hays Canyon Range, Bulls Creek Area (refer to Figure 
4.15) 

Dike 
(#)  

Latitude 
(deg) 

Longitude 
(deg) 

Max. 
Thickness 

(m) 

Min. 
Strike 
Length 

(m) 

Trend 
(map) 

(azimuth, 
RHR) 

Strike 
(field) 

(azimuth, 
RHR) 

Dip 
(field) 

(degrees) 

Association Number 
Pulses 

Comment / 
Source 

2 41.479315° -119.960121° 0.01 - 0.1 39 145 147 64 Independent 1 Vertically 
segmented 
(Figure 4.6d,e 
and 4.7)  

3 41.479990° -119.965460° 8.0 – 10.0 93 202 196 80 Fault 3 Nearly pure dip 
slip slickenlines  

4   10.0 – 14.0 930 177 190 57 Fault 3 to 4 Walls contain 
slickensided 
surface 
decorations, and 
host rock shows 
evidence of 
metasomatism  

5.1 41.479177° -119.963130° 1.0 290 142 --- ~90 Independent 1 Three-point 
calculation for 
dip 

5.2 41.479570° -119.963693° 0 - 0.5 115 168 --- --- Independent 1  
5.3 41.480127° -119.964823° --- (0.5) 53 145 --- --- Independent 1  
6   20-24 200 000 007 58 Independent >1  
6   --- --- --- 010 58  >1  
6   --- --- --- 356 63  >1  
6   --- --- --- 010 62  >1  
7   --- (0.5) 76 348 --- --- Independent 1  
8   0.3 - 1.0 435 200 214 85 Fault 1 Nearly pure dip 

slip slickenlines 
9   --- (1.0) 66 205 210 79 Independent 1  
9   --- --- --- 212 84 --- ---  
10   --- (1.0) 55 190 204 70 Independent 1  
10   ---  --- --- 208 64 Independent 1  
11   --- (1.0) 155 300 --- --- Independent 1  
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12   --- (1.0) 56 304 --- --- Independent 1  
13   0.4 – 4.0 450 160 178 77 Independent 1 Cut by small, 

slickensided 
normal faults 

13   --- --- --- 179 88 Independent 1  
13   --- --- --- 154 75 Independent 1  
14   --- (1.0) 250 350 --- --- inferred 1 LiDAR images 

show green halo 
suggesting 
contact 
metamorphism 

15.1   --- (0.5) 24 339 --- --- Independent 1  
15.2   --- (0.5) 28 327 --- --- Independent 1  
15.3   --- (0.5) 13 320 --- --- Independent 1  
15.4   --- (0.5) 49 135 --- --- Independent 1  
16   2.5 1055 319 305 89 Independent 1 Cut by small, 

slickensided 
normal faults 

16   --- --- --- 302 87 --- ---  
16   --- --- --- 301 88 --- ---  
17   --- (>1.0) 46 313 --- --- Independent 1  
18   --- (>1.0) 53 327 --- --- Independent 1  
19   0.3 254 336 --- --- Independent 1  
20   --- (>1.0) 247 332 --- --- Independent 1  
21   >1.0 79 339 300 69 Independent 1 Cut by small, 

slickensided 
normal faults 

21   --- --- --- 311 76 Fault --- Slickenlines 
21   --- --- --- 308 65 Fault --- Slickenlines 
22   --- (>1.0) 202 312 --- --- Independent 1  

Note: Strike in the field was obtained relative to magnetic north and post-corrected to true north by adding the declination of 13.83° 
obtained from NOAA in this and all other tables. Thickness in parentheses indicate field estimates where outcrop limitations 
prevented precise measurement. 
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Table 4.2: Description and attitude of damage surrounding dikes at Site 1 (figures 4.9 and  
4.13).  

Site Latitude 
(deg) 

Longitude 
(deg) 

Strike 
(field) 

(azimuth, 
RHR) 

Dip (field) 
(degrees) 

Association Comment / Source 

01   172 65 Small fault Metasomatism in host rock  
02   275 79 Joint Low grade metamorphism in host rock  
03   107 89 Joint  
04   126 68 Small fault  
05   215 90 Joint  
06 41.4834407 -119.9611618 227 85 Joint  
07 41.4834324 -119.9611826 147 72 Joint  
08 41.4835075 -119.9612929 192 85 Joint  
09 41.4836014 -119.9613526 186 87 Joint  
10 41.4836070 -119.9615340 186 78 Joint  
11   178 86 Joint  
12   112 89 Joint  
13   184 67 Small fault  
14   240 87 Joint  
15   190 85 Joint  

Note: Strike in the field was obtained relative to magnetic north and post-corrected to true north by adding the declination of 13.83° 
obtained from NOAA in this and all other tables. 
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Table 4.3: Dike Attitude, Length, and Thickness Measurements of outcrops in Middle Lake Playa 
Dike Latitude 

(deg) 
Longitude 

(deg) 
Max. 

Thickn
ess 
(m) 

Min. 
Strike 
Length 

(m) 

Trend (map) 
(azimuth, 

RHR) 

Strike 
(field) 

(azimuth, 
RHR) 

Dip 
(field) 
(degree

s) 

Association Number 
Pulses 

Comment / Source 

1   ~0.8 22 354 356 --- Independent 1  
2   ~1.2 77 348 --- --- Independent 1 abundant 

chalcedony float, 
localized in pocket 
on dike margin 

3   ~1.0 75 352 --- --- Independent 1 rubbly 
4   ~0.6 43 345 --- --- Independent 1  
5   --- 

(1.0) 
35 347 344 --- Independent 1  

6   ~0.6 78 332 --- --- Independent 1  
7   --- 

(0.8) 
43 331 --- --- Independent 1  

8   --- 
(0.8) 

38 330 --- --- Independent 1  

9   --- 
(0.8) 

92 335 --- --- Independent 1  

10   --- 
(0.8) 

35 332 --- --- Independent 1  

Note: Strike in the field was obtained relative to magnetic north and post-corrected to true north by adding the declination of 13.83° 
obtained from NOAA in this and all other tables. 
 
Table 4.4: Summary of Dike Sets. 

Dike Set Relation to Faults Dip Number Pulses Thickness 
NNW-SSE independent of faults subvertical: 70-90° singe pulse <5 meters 
N-S invade faults shallower dip: 50-70° multiple pulses 10’s of meters 
figure figures 4.15 and 4.16 figures 4.11 and 4.12 figure 4.4 figure 4.17 
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CHAPTER 5:  NUMERICAL METHODS 
 

5.1 Boundary Element Method: Modeling of Dike Opening and Local Stress  
 
 
 This study models a stagnant dike and the resulting elastic deformations using a 

displacement discontinuity boundary element method (BEM) (Crouch and Starfield, 1994) 

implemented in Poly3D written in C (Thomas, 1993). Poly3D solves the boundary value 

problem relating displacement discontinuity or traction boundary conditions on triangular 

dislocations to far field strains or stresses and computes the displacement, strain, and stress field 

in the surrounding medium at specified observation points as well as the complementary 

boundary condition on the elements (Figure 5.1; Thomas, 1993). Complex surface geometries 

are simulated using an array of boundary elements to discretize the surface which interact 

elastically through the surrounding linear elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic medium within a 

semi-infinite whole or half space. Use of triangular elements allows definition of continuous 

curving boundaries and changes in the attitude (Figure 5.1; Thomas, 1993). Poly3D is far more 

computationally efficient than finite element or finite difference models because only the 

discontinuity is discretized rather than the entire volume.  

5.2 Model Set Up  
 
 
 Dikes may have complex geometry as a result of their propagation history and interaction 

with other structures including other dike segments, fractures and faults, or stratigraphy. This 

geometry is critical to modeling how dike opening may locally strain and thus damage the rock 

with the potential to explain the pattern of hot springs in Surprise Valley, California. This 
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analysis explores the geometry of dikes and associated fracture damage in Surprise Valley in two 

ways. First, the geometry is constrained through the combination of published maps and 

geophysical surveys supplemented by field mapping in 2019 and 2020 (Figures 1.3, 1.4, and 

1.5), as described in Chapter 4. Second, simulations are conducted to explore the sensitivity of 

dike opening to strike length and dike height where opening is driven by buoyancy pressure in a 

layered density stratigraphy (Chapter 6). These simulations are compared to the geometry 

mapped at Hays Canyon. Third, the simulations that match the field constraints are used to 

model the stress perturbation around a segmented array of dikes inferred from magnetic 

anomalies in the Surprise Valley playa (Figures 1.3 and 1.4; Athens et al., 2016; Chapter 7). The 

local stress state is then used to infer where dilatant damage is likely to occur and compare this 

prediction with the distribution of hot springs. (The overall workflow is summarized in 

APPENDIX A and scripts for defining and meshing dikes are provided in APPENDIX B.) 

5.2.1 Meshing Scheme   

 

Dikes in this analysis are idealized as quasi-planar, elliptical discontinuities. The 

elliptical geometry provides a basis for iterative exploration of dike height along dip and length 

along strike; it also avoids unrealistic corners endemic to rectangular geometries. These elliptical 

surfaces are defined and discretized into a set of triangular elements; this set of elements is called 

the mesh.  

Individual elements behave as an elastic crack-like dislocation subject to displacement 

discontinuity that reduces to zero at its edge but with an infinite gradient that produces a local 

stress singularity. Like other dislocation models, the singularity affects a volume proportional to 

a few percent of the element edge length (Crouch and Starfield, 1983). If the singularity overlaps 
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the centroid of another element, then the method returns a non-physical estimate of traction or 

burgers vector. Several approaches are adopted to prevent this issue. First, careful edge-to-edge 

arrangement of elements allows their singularities to partially cancel. Second, element size is 

forced to vary smoothly to prevent large elements from occurring adjacent to much smaller 

elements. Third, element shape is optimized to favor equilateral triangles. Fourth, boundary 

conditions are evaluated at element centers (Figure 5.1) outside the region of singularity. These 

methods help avoid non-physical numerical artifacts where the singularity at the edge of one 

element acts on the center of an adjacent element. Similarly, singularities may also occur if one 

edge length of the element is very short compared to the other two which brings the edges of the 

triangle in close proximity to the element centroid, which forms a “flat” triangle. Discretized 

surfaces are tested for such “flat” triangles by searching for minimum interior angles less that 

15°, which are then removed.  

Several schemes were considered for automatically discretizing the simulated surface. A 

structured mesh requires elements have the same size and a fixed distribution of vertices chosen 

at the start of meshing (Figure 5.2a). This method is simple to understand, implement, and can be 

quickly computed. Initial vertex locations are also explicitly defined and remain fixed. An 

elliptical shape can be recovered from an initially rectangular discretization by testing whether 

element centroids lie within a specified equation of an ellipse, although this produces a jagged 

edge. An alternative is an unstructured mesh which has elements of the same size, but their 

distribution is optimized using Delaunay triangulation to derive the smallest number of nearly 

equilateral triangles to best fit the geometry of the structure (Figure 5.2b). The meshing is 

iterative and typically begins from a random sample of points or by specifying the perimeter of 

the shape, produces an initial triangulation of these vertices, then interpolates interior points to 
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improve the geometry of discretizing triangles. Additional iterations may move points in the 

interior or along the perimeter to optimize the triangulation. This method is more capable of 

matching complex perimeters or curvature of the surface. Furthermore, the constraint for uniform 

element size can be relaxed resulting in graduated (variable) element size (Figure 5.2c).  

All of these meshing schemes can produce viable results, but the graduated unstructured 

mesh is implemented in this study for three reasons. First, it preserves the shape of the modeled 

ellipse. Second, element size determines the distance at which stress can be evaluated in the 

surrounding elastic medium (Crouch and Starfied, 1983; Thomas, 1993); typically, solutions will 

be reliable at distances greater than one-element edge length from the discretized surface. 

Element size similarly determines the resolution at which dike opening can be characterized 

which varies from tip to interior (e.g., Delaney and Pollard, 1981). Third, the number of elements 

also determines the size of the matrix inverted to solve the boundary value problem; using larger 

elements where high resolution is unnecessary reduces the number of elements in the model and 

results in faster model run times and lower use of memory. The graduated unstructured mesh 

allows for the elements to vary in size and be refined where more detail is needed (Figure 5.2c), 

thus balancing the tradeoff between resolution and the number of elements.  

The graduated unstructured mesh for this study is built by sampling the perimeter of an 

ellipse, resulting in the vertices defining a polygon that approximates the ellipse (Figure 5.3). 

Then interior vertices and triangles are found and refined using a slight modification of the 

Delaunay-based algorithm Mesh2D implemented in Matlab (Engwirda, 2014). This algorithm 

helps enhance numerical efficiency by finding the smallest number of triangles to capture the 

polygon shape while controlling numerical artifacts by finding sub-equilateral triangles and 

enforcing a specified gradient in triangle dimensions from edge to interior. For this 
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implementation, element size varies from edge to center so that variation in displacement 

discontinuity is well-characterized where its gradient is highest. The element size distribution 

can be controlled by the sample interval along the perimeter and the specified maximum gradient 

in element size.  

The resolution of the mesh is based on two considerations. First, it must reasonably 

estimate dike opening for comparison to field measurements (presented in Chapter 4). Second, it 

must produce physically reliable estimates of stress state at the relative position of hot springs to 

the dikes in the playa, as well as on nearby dikes to appropriately simulate their mechanical 

interaction but also prevent numerical artifacts that result where two modeled dikes are closer 

than a few element edge lengths. Since element size is graduated from small elements on the 

edge to larger elements in the ellipse interior, the first metric is determined from the validation 

against the analytical solution by Pollard and Segal (1987) (see APPENDIX C). The second 

metric is met where element edge lengths at the ellipse perimeter are less than the several 

hundred meters distance from magnetic anomalies in the playa to hot springs (Figure 1.4). It is 

worth noting that dike segmentation in Surprise Valley occurs at a wide range of scales from a 

few tens of centimeters to nearly a kilometer, and dike length varies from tens of meters to 

multiple kilometers (discussed in Chapter 4). Where the spacing of discontinuities in the 

boundary element model is very small compared to their length, the simulated discontinuities 

effectively behave as a single discontinuity as discussed above (e.g., Willemse et al., 1996; 

Willemse, 1997).  

Simulations in Poly3D were compared to the analytical solution for opening of a semi-

infinite blade-like crack in a semi-infinite elastic medium (Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Pollard 

and Segall, 1987) conforming to plane-strain. Opening is driven by a uniform internal driving 
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pressure. The tests show the meshes can be automatically generated to search for the in-plane 

dimensions and internal pressurization that produce opening which best matches dikes mapped in 

the Hays Canyon Range (Figure 1.5). For simulations of single discontinuities, model runs 

typically involved less than 1000 elements, took less than 10 minutes to run, and required 1 to 10 

MB of storage (refer to APPENDIX C for a detailed summary of mesh development and testing). 

5.3 Boundary Conditions on Elements 
 
 
 The next step in the modeling procedure is to determine the boundary conditions on the 

elements of the discontinuity and the properties of the elastic medium. Boundary conditions on 

each element of the discretized surface are defined as a burger vector and/or traction vector 

boundary condition in a local right-handed dip, strike, normal (upward) reference frame (Figure 

5.1). In this analysis, dike opening is inferred to result from buoyancy pressure due to differences 

in density between the magma and the host rock acting normal to elements.  

																																									"! = $%&'"#$% −	'&'(&')*                                         (Eqn. 5.1) 

This analysis treats the magma as quasistatic (i.e., tractions resulting from viscous flow are 

neglected), so that the shear tractions in the dip and strike directions are set to zero. This allows 

for the integrated pressure from the dike’s lower tip to the element center position to be 

calculated.  

 The buoyancy pressure depends on the density of the magma in the dike and the 

surrounding rock. Egger and Miller (2011) determined that the dikes within the Hays Canyon 

Range are formed from basaltic magma during the Miocene. The density of the dikes was not 

determined. Standard laboratory measurements for representative basalt magma density are 2500 

kg/m3 at 1150oC (Murase and McBirney, 1973). The density of stratigraphic units in the field 
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area are based on core measurements by Ponce et al. (2009). Unit thickness is determined for 

each study location from the appropriate cross-section (Figure 2.3). The buoyancy pressure may 

be further supplemented by an inlet pressure due to pressure in the magma chamber that supplied 

magma to the dike during its initial formation. 

Figure 5.4 provides a conceptual model of the stress state associated with dike intrusion 

into a normal faulting stress regime consistent with Surprise Valley. Dikes bud from the magma 

chamber and rise as a buoyant body. Vertical compression, Sv, in the earth increases from the 

surface in proportion to depth due to the integrated weight of overburden (Figure 5.4a, purple 

lines). Pore fluid pressure similarly increases. In the shallow crust, frictional strength limits 

differential stress, which if it grows too large induces fault slip. As a result, Shmin is proportional 

to Sv where the crust is at the critical stress for failure. As temperature rises with increasing 

depth, dislocation motion enables ductile flow which reduces the magnitude of the differential 

stress the rock can support. Consequently, Shmin becomes more compressive and approaches the 

vertical stress. Given the recent fault motion in Surprise Valley and the northern Basin and 

Range as well as the modern velocity field, it is reasonable to assume the valley is at or close to 

this strength limit. In the dike (Figure 5.4a, red lines), outward acting pressure is the sum of the 

buoyancy pressure plus any inlet pressure obtained when the dike budded from the magma 

source. The net pressure driving opening (Figure 5.4b) will be the sum of the compression across 

the dike due to the remote stress (gray) and the pressure in the dike (red). Where this pressure is 

positive, the dike opens, where it is negative it closes (Figure 5.4c). 

The pressure and stress model are complex. Some aspects have been explored and are 

provided in APPENDIX D. Major considerations are the remote stress state related to Basin and 

Range extension. This stress state is limited by rock strength which will be dominated by friction 
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in the upper crust and ductile flow at higher temperature in the lower crust (Jaeger et al., 2007). 

The position of the magma chamber in the crust has an important impact on the potential inlet 

pressure to the dike. Below the brittle-ductile transition, the inlet pressure may reach the 

magnitude of the vertical stress integrated from the weight of overlying rock (Rubin, 1995). If a 

dike were to extend from the chamber to the surface to supply basalt flows in Surprise Valley 

and surrounding regions, then the integrated weight of the pressure in the magma chamber must 

exceed the weight of the column of magma (Delaney and Pollard, 1981). Unfortunately, the 

likely depth of the magma chamber, and thus a constraint on the inlet pressure, is not directly 

observed. It likely resides below the brittle-ductile transition and at temperatures necessary to 

exceed the solidus, which depends on mineralogy and volatile content of the magma as well as 

the confining pressure (Turcotte and Schubert, 2014). Although the brittle-ductile transition may 

be as shallow as six to eight kilometers (Figure 1.3, Lerch et al., 2010), the necessary parameters 

to determine the frictional strength, ductile flow, the detailed subsurface temperature distribution, 

and solidus are poorly constrained. 

In cases where the magma is denser than the host rock, negative buoyancy pressure is 

generated (APPENDIX E). This could result in a net negative pressure on the element which 

would mathematically result in non-physical interpenetration of the dislocation element. This 

issue is mitigated by modifying the boundary conditions where interpenetration occurs. Three 

options are considered to mitigate this issue. First, a full linear-complimentary solution (Kaven et 

al., 2012) that solves the elastic boundary value problem by testing an inequality so that (a) if 

negative displacement discontinuity is detected opening is set to zero and the resulting normal 

traction is used to establish a frictional resistance to slip that modifies the tangential tractions 

otherwise (b) if the displacement discontinuity is positive, then the opening is allowed and the 
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tangential tractions are set to zero allowing tangential displacement discontinuities free of 

frictional resistance. This solution typically requires an iterative least squares solver and can be 

computationally expensive. Alternatively, there are two other computationally efficient, but less 

precise solutions tested. Second, boundary conditions on elements that have negative normal 

tractions are updated to zero normal traction (APPENDIX E). This minimizes interpenetration, 

but small interpenetrations may still occur in the solution due to elastic loading from adjacent 

elements via the Poisson effect. Third, mixed boundary conditions can be implemented so that on 

each element subjected to negative normal tractions, the normal boundary condition is re-defined 

as a zero normal displacement discontinuity, thus preventing opening or interpenetration (but 

may allow slip on the dike due to local stress perturbation) (APPENDIX E). 

For this analysis, models are restricted to considering dike opening due to the buoyancy 

pressure arising from the integrated difference in density between the magma and the host rock 

from the base of the dike to its upper tip. Buoyancy pressure is calculated at the centroid of each 

element as the piecewise sum of the density contrast across each layer of strata the dike crosses 

from the lower tip to the position of the centroid (as discussed in Chapter 6). If negative normal 

tractions are calculated, the normal traction on those elements are reset to zero. Only the density 

contrast is considered, and other physical properties are treated as constant for all layers. The 

resulting positive, outward acting buoyancy pressure is applied as a normal traction. Because the 

role of Shmin acting against buoyancy pressure is neglected, these simulations will predict 

relatively large opening for a given dike height and should be treated as a limiting case. 
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5.4 Mechanical Properties  
 
 

No direct measurements of Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio are available from the 

rock units in Surprise Valley. Therefore, a representative estimate of 30 GPa for Young’s 

Modulus and 0.2 for Poisson’s Ratio (Middleton and Wilcox, 1994) from similar rock types 

within the Basin and Range is used. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the 

impacts of the uncertainty in mechanical properties on the simulated maximum dike opening and 

volume for a single, isolated dike (Figure 5.5 a and b) and for the central dike and in an en 

echelon array of five dikes (Figure 5.5 c and d). Dikes in the simulations have a height of 3 km 

and length along strike of 1 km; dike en echelon array segments have an overlap of 100 m and 

are separated normal to strike by 150 m which is significantly shorter than their half-lengths in 

either dimension enabling strong mechanical interaction. Dike opening is driven by a 1 MPa 

magma pressure defined as a positive (outward acting) normal traction on each element with zero 

shear traction along strike and dip. Young’s Modulus was varied from 15 to 60 GPa with a 

preferred value of 30 GPa and Poisson’s Ratio from 0.12 to 0.26 with a preferred value of 0.2. 

The models show that over this range of Young’s modulus, dike opening varied from 1 to 3 

meters. Moreover, varying Poisson’s Ratio within this range had little impact on the amount of 

dike opening and volume for both the single dike and the en echelon case where loading from 

nearby dikes might increase its impact (Figure 5.5). 

5.5 Fracture Prediction Criteria  
 
 

This analysis has two main goals: (1) locate regions that produce favorable conditions for 

dilatant brittle fracture and (2) compare this local favorability of fracturing to the distribution of 

hot springs. The local stress state due to dike opening is investigated at an array of observation 
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points immediately above the upper tip relevant to upward propagation of the dike, to mapped 

outcrops, and at the midplane relevant to the vertical continuity of the stress concentration that 

promotes vertically extensive damage down to a heat source. As described below, rock fails 

where the stress states exceeds rock strength. Jointing is promoted in areas of tension but 

suppressed where compression is enhanced. Shear fracture is promoted by increased coulomb 

stress but suppressed where it is reduced.  

5.5.1 Maximum Coulomb Stress  

 

The propensity for dilatant shear fracturing in the host rock is evaluated using the 

coulomb stress criterion (King and Stein, 1994; Maerten et al., 2002; Mickelthwaite and Cox, 

2004). The coulomb stress, Sc, is a threshold criterion that compares the resolved shear and 

normal traction to assess the potential for frictional failure. It can be obtained for a specified 

fracture attitude or for the optimal orientation with maximum value. It requires the static 

coefficient of friction, +, of the material to be specified. The maximum coulomb stress is 

calculated such that: 

,$&') =	 -*!+*", ./1 + +, − + -*!-*", .                                      (Eqn. 5.2) 

where 2. is the maximum principal stress, 2/ is the minimum principal stress, and + is the 

coefficient of static friction (Byerlee, 1978). The difference in principal stresses indicates the 

available shear stress to drive slip whereas the mean of the principal stresses indicates the normal 

stress resisting slip. According to the equation a positive value of ,$&') indicates regions where 

optimally oriented faults can be activated, while negative values of ,$&') specific regions where 

slip is inhibited. The assumption of this test is that the higher values of ,$&') indicate higher 
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fracture density, whereas lower values of ,$&') indicate lower fracture density, or where negative 

it indicates regions of stability without active fractures (Maerten et al., 2002).   

5.5.2 Tension and Mode-I Fractures   

 

Rock is generally weaker under tension than compression (Zhang, 2016). The presence of 

heterogeneities within a rock mass concentrates tension around the heterogeneity so that if even a 

small amount of tension is added the pre-existing flaw the rock will tend to fail. In large volumes 

of rock with edge-lengths of tens or hundreds of meters, the probability of such flaws is very 

high, which is supported by the general reduction in strength with increasing sample volume 

(Jaeger et al., 2007). Hence, regions where tension is generated are interpreted to indicate 

promotion of jointing and higher magnitudes of tension to indicate greater joint density. In 

addition, tension effectively removes resistance to slip so that regions where tensile failure is 

predicted should overlap with regions of high coulomb stress.   
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Figure 5.1: Simulation of array of idealized elliptical dikes in an elastic whole or half-space. 
Each dike is comprised of a discontinuity discretized into triangular elements. The boundary 
conditions on each element is specified at the element center in one of three ways: (1) 
displacement discontinuities (burgers vectors), (2) tractions, (3) a combination of one and 
two. The resulting displacements, strains, and stresses within the volume is calculated at a 
series of observation points (red dots). In this example, opening is generated by buoyancy 
pressure calculated from the contrast in magma and host rock density which loads the 
surrounding elastic medium generating variation in 2... The buoyancy pressure is negative in 
the bottom 25% of the dike so opening is set to zero to prevent interpenetration of the 
discontinuity. Modified from Laurent Maerten.   
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Figure 5.2: Examples of a rectangular surface discretized by a (a) structured mesh, (b) 
unstructured mesh with uniform element size, and (c) unstructured mesh with a gradient in 
element size. Modified from Laboso, 2016.  
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Figure 5.3: Visual comparison of various meshing resolutions moving from lowest to highest 
resolution from left to right. The lower resolution meshes does not capture geometry of the 
dike tips, and does not have a gradient in element size moving from the tips to the center. 
Higher resolution meshes captures the curving geometry of the dikes upper tip and has a 
gradient in element size moving from the tips to the center.   
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Figure 5.4: Conceptual model of the stress state associated with dike intrusion assuming a 
normal faulting stress regime. (a) Stress is defined in the tensor convention for which tension 
is positive and compression is negative. Regional compression (purple) is determined from the 
vertical stress, Sv, due to overburden, and the minimum horizontal stress, Shmin. In the shallow 
crust Shmin is limited by friction, µ, and fluid pressure and is proportional to Sv. Below the 
brittle ductile transition, Shmin is limited by viscous flow. Pressure in the dike (red) results from 
inlet pressure from the magma chamber and buoyancy pressure due to density contrast with 
the host rock. (b) The net pressure driving opening, Tn, is the sum of the regional stress and 
internal pressure. (c) Where this pressure is positive, the dike opens until balanced by elastic 
stress in the rock, where it is negative it closes. 
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Figure 5.5: Sensitivity of Poisson’s ratio and young’s modulus on dike volume and opening. 
(a) and (c) are for a single dike and (b) and (d) are for the third dike in a five dike array. (a) 
and (b) show the sensitivity of the mechanical properties on the dike volume and (c) and (d) 
for the amount of dike opening. The model uses a 3 kilometer tall dike with 60 element edge 
points defined along its perimeter. The dike array has a constant overlap and separation. The 
third dike in the array was modeled to show the impact of the surrounding dikes compressing 
the material around the center dike in the array. Because of the surrounding compression 
around the third dike in the array the amount of volume and opening is suppressed as 
compared to the single dike case. Nonetheless, both the single dike and dike array show a 
negligible sensitivity to Poisson’s ratio and young’s modulus.   
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CHAPTER 6: ANALYSIS OF NEUTRAL BOUYANCY AND 
DIKE OPENING IN DENSITY STRATIGRAPHY 

 
 

This analysis gathers the geometric constraints of dike height and length from the 

buoyancy pressure that is necessary to match field results of the dikes observed within the Hays 

Canyon range, and the Valley Playa. The height and length of the dikes for the specified 

locations are gathered from a piecewise function of the buoyancy pressure.  

 In this simple model, buoyancy pressure acts as the driving pressure opening the dike. 

The buoyancy generated in the dike results from the contrast in density with the adjacent 

stratigraphic unit and accumulates from the lower tip of the dike to its upper tip. Therefore, the 

buoyancy pressure at an element is the piecewise sum of the buoyancy from the base of the dike 

to the height of the element:  

																																																						'! = *∑ (Δ'0)(Δℎ01
02. )   (Eqn. 6.1) 

where '! is the buoyancy pressure, * is gravity, Δ'0 is the difference between the rock and 

magma density defined as '34"'4' − '&'(&', and Δℎ0 is the vertical distance from the bottom of 

the dike to the elements center. This piecewise integration includes changes in density contrast 

where a dike spans stratigraphic units (APPENDIX E). 

Where the surrounding rock is denser than the magma, positive buoyancy pressure is 

generated, the dike opens, magma can migrate vertically, and upward propagation may be 

possible (APPENDIX E). However, where the stratigraphy is less dense than the magma, 

negative buoyancy pressure is generated. Thus, the pressure opening the dike will vary according 

to the density of stratigraphy spanned by the dike. Where the integrated buoyancy pressure at the 
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upper tip is zero, neutral buoyancy occurs and the dike will be unable to open, thus preventing 

upward propagation.  

The critical parameters in determining whether neutral buoyancy occurs are (1) the 

density of stratigraphic units and their distribution in depth, (2) the density of the magma, and (3) 

the position of the upper and lower tip of the dike in the stratigraphy (Figure 6.1). Opening and 

upward propagation are promoted by greater density contrasts. In stratigraphic sequences density 

tends to increase with depth accompanying compaction, porosity loss, mineral phase changes, 

and rock type (Turcotte and Schubert, 2014). This is evident in Surprise Valley (table 6.1) 

accompanying the transition from shallow quaternary sediments to Oligocene volcanics to 

basement rock (table 6.1). Thus, positive buoyancy pressure is expected at great depth where 

dikes originate but may decrease or become negative at shallow depth. This variation in pressure 

will be a primary control on the opening profile of the dike and whether it stagnates at neutral 

buoyancy or breaches the surface. A dike can continue to propagate into less dense stratigraphic 

units if its lower tip is deep enough in denser strata to generate net positive buoyancy pressure at 

the upper tip.  

Using this simple treatment, any upper tip position of a dike in stratigraphy can be 

evaluated to determine whether buoyancy pressure sufficient for opening and upward 

propagation can be generated. One simple approach is to iteratively vary the vertical extent and 

strike-length of a dike at each upper tip position (Figure 6.1), calculate the distribution of 

buoyancy pressure on its surface using equation 6.1, then use a boundary element model to 

simulate its opening profile. Opening will depend on the combination of in-plane dimensions, 

pressure applied to the dike walls, and the mechanical properties of the rock. Both the maximum 

opening and strike length can be compared to the measurements of dikes in the Hays Canyon 
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Range and in the Middle Playa of Surprise Valley (discussed in Chapter 4). In addition, the 

vertical extent of dikes can also be determined where neutral buoyancy is indicated by field 

relationships (discussed in Chapter 4). 

This analysis yields two insights not available from field observations. First, it adds 

constraints on the height of dikes necessary to match the strike length and thicknesses measured 

in the field. These in turn allow the calculation of the volume of magma represented by each dike 

from its integrating opening profile (APPENDIX F). Assuming the dike maintains constant 

density and temperature without losing mass to the surrounding rock, this volume would be 

conserved from initiation until it reaches the mapped dimensions in the outcrop. Second, if dikes 

propagate upward in pulses of fixed volumes of magma, the evolving dimensions of the dikes 

due to the stratigraphy can be ascertained from the set of models that share the same volume at 

each upper tip depth.  

6.1 Model Simplifications 
 
 
 This analysis is based on several simplifications. First, as indicated in Chapter 5.4, the 

opening results from buoyancy pressure on the dike walls. In detail, the inlet pressure as well as 

variation in the horizontal minimum compressive stress should also be considered (Secor and 

Pollard, 1977; Rubin, 1995). Secor and Pollard (1977) posited that the driving pressure opening a 

vertical dike was simply the sum of the gradients in the minimum horizontal compression acting 

on a dike supplemented by a constant inlet pressure:  

																																									∆" = -56#57 +
58$%&'
57 . Δℎ +	"019:4              (Eqn. 6.2) 

Here $"; is positive and due to gravity multiplied by the density contrast and $,<&01 is negative 

as it acts to close the dike under compression. Their treatment varies only slightly from the one 
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explored here; without the action of Shmin, this analysis yields a higher gradient in opening. 

However, the overall findings will be compatible and will not be confused by the large 

uncertainties in these parameters. 

Another simplification is that although variation in density by stratigraphic unit is 

considered, related variation in mechanical properties is not. These effects tend to be small, since 

mechanical properties vary by less than a factor of 2 or 3 for most rock (e.g., Zoback, 2007; 

Zhang, 2019) and produced only minor variation in the model results discussed in Chapter 5 

(Figure 5.5). The primary effect of this simplification will be on the relationship between dike 

dimensions and the computed maximum opening and volume. In particular, lower stiffness in the 

volcaniclastics of the Tovu unit where dikes outcrop in the Hays Canyon Range would allow 

relatively more opening for given driving pressure. 

Perhaps the most important simplification is that details of viscous flow including shear 

stresses, heat loss during flow, and mass loss by solidification of magma to the dike wall are 

neglected. These effects would tend to increase the viscosity of the magma, which would act 

against the buoyancy pressure to inhibit upward flow of the magma and dike opening towards its 

upper tip. By neglecting this process, the analysis proposed above and resulting estimates for the 

depth of neutral buoyancy will be shallower than the natural case or that the dikes would need to 

be taller and of larger volume to reach the estimated depth of neutral buoyancy predicted by the 

analysis. Nevertheless, the pressure exerted on the dike wall is sufficient to estimate an elastic 

opening of the dike as an upper limit, but it should be recognized that the analysis is insufficient 

to precisely trace the propagation history of the dike; nor does this analysis attempt to model the 

geometry of the formation, rise, and ascent of a magma volume deterministically through a series 

of propagation steps. 
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6.2 Dike Opening in the Density Stratigraphy  
 
 

In regions of normal faulting, vertically ascending dikes are driven by buoyancy where 

the opening pressure exceeds local least compression. Field analysis documents the strike-length 

and thickness of dikes and their upper tip termination in low density volcaniclastic units in 

stratigraphy, implying buoyancy-driven vertical propagation ceased. Since opening is driven by 

buoyancy pressure determined by dike height, the model explores the dependence of thickness 

on dike geometry and position in the density stratigraphy of both the Valley Playa and the Hays 

Canyon range. The resulting simulations are used to trace the geometry of a finite magma 

volume with density of 2500 kg/m3 (at a constant temperature of 1150°C) as it quasi-statically 

rises to stagnation. The best fitting height and pressure profile are determined from the strike 

length and opening observed in the field.    

 This analysis makes four simplifying assumptions: (1) dikes are coeval and thus likely 

from the same source, (2) the source depth is equivalent, (3) any small changes in height are a 

function of the density stratigraphy, and (4) the mapped geometric characteristics are compatible 

between each location. These assumptions can be justified by the close proximity of each site 

with similar orientations of dikes.  

 

6.2.1 Visualizing Buoyancy Pressure, Opening, and Neutral Buoyancy in a density 
stratigraphy 

 

The buoyancy pressure generated to drive upward propagation of a dike and magma flow 

is determined by the density contrast between the host rock and magma. In Surprise Valley, a 
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rising dike will traverse units of distinct density, resulting in variable generation of buoyancy 

pressure along the height of the dike due to its position in the stratigraphy. Where density 

contrast is positive, opening and upward flow is promoted. Where density contrast is negative, 

opening and upward flow is inhibited. If the net normal traction at the upper tip of the dike is less 

than zero, the dike cannot be driven open by the pressure of upward flowing magma and upward 

propagation will cease.  

However, simulations indicate that even if net buoyancy pressure is zero causing the 

cessation of upward flow, the dike will still open slightly due to transference of elastic stress 

from opening of the dike below (Figure 6.2). This effective tension is further enhanced where the 

dike is close to the free surface (within the half-height of the dike). These affects indicate the 

final upper tip position of the dike could be slightly shallower than indicated by the depth of net 

zero buoyancy pressure and that invasion of this opening will be incomplete (Figures 6.3 and 

6.4). 

In a density stratigraphy, the position of the upper tip (Figure 6.4) and the dike height 

(Figure 6.5) are the primary factors determining the normal traction that drives opening at the 

upper tip. Figure 6.4 illustrates the result if the upper tip of a dike is placed in a unit of negative 

density contrast and extends into an underlying unit with positive density contrast (while the 

semi-length of the dike is held constant). If the dike height is short, there is insufficient buoyancy 

pressure to open the dike in the overlying low-density unit; only taller dikes generate sufficient 

buoyancy pressure to drive opening in the shallow low-density unit. Elastic distortions due to 

opening in the lower part of the dike may still allow some upward propagation (Figure 6.2), thus 

opening extends to shallower depth than positive buoyancy pressure (Figures 6.5); but the region 

effected is proportional to the length of the open dike (Figure 6.5), and thus a critical minimum 
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height remains necessary. Generating the critical buoyancy to propagate across the low-density 

unit depends on the density contrast in the underlying strata combined with sufficient dike 

height, otherwise upward propagation will stall.  

An alternative illustration is provided by varying the position of the upper tip of the dike 

(while holding the semi-height and semi-length constant) (Figure 6.5). This case illustrates how 

both opening of the dike and the pressure driving the upper tip open depend on position in the 

stratigraphy. Again, low density units can provide a barrier to upward propagation if the 

combination of density contrast and dike height are insufficient to generate positive net 

buoyancy pressure to open the dike in the low-density unit (Figure 6.6). 

Neither of these illustrations realistically depicts a propagation history. For example, 

consider the upward propagation of a fixed volume of magma. As the dike propagates upward, 

the volume of magma can be accommodated by varying combinations of height, length, and 

opening. If upward propagation stalls at a low-density unit, it can transition to lateral propagation 

driven by opening at the tips along strike and resulting fracture of the rock beyond these tip-lines 

(Figure 6.3). Movement of magma into the laterally extended dike allows magma at the base of 

the dike to rise. Since the magma is vacating the base and volume is fixed, the dike will grow 

shorter and buoyancy pressure will decline. Such a reduction in buoyancy pressure further 

inhibits upward propagation. In addition, as the pressure to open the dike against the elastic 

resistance of the surrounding rock and the overall compression in that rock is reduced, the dike 

will become thinner. Thus, just from these geometric considerations the dike grows shorter, 

thinner, and longer along strike. In a sedimentary basin, increasing thickness of low-density 

sediment accumulating in the playa during progressive extension will tend to prevent dikes 

propagating in the basement from reaching the surface. In the simulations summarized by Figure 
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6.6, dikes less than approximately 3000m to 4000m tall have the potential to reach neutral 

buoyancy in the Tovu. However, the maximum thickness of such dikes is ~0.8m and closer to 

≤0.4m in the Tovu. This is similar thickness to some dikes with demonstrated horizontal 

propagation (e.g., Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.15 at stations 5 and 2 with thickness in Table 4.1), but 

much smaller than the thickness of other independent, vertical dikes (e.g., Figure 4.15 at station 

13 in Table 4.1) or dikes invading faults (e.g., Figure 4.15 stations 3 and 4 with thickness in 

Table 4.1). It is similarly thinner than the dikes observed in the central playa (Figure 4.16 and 

Table 4.3). 

Greater thickness can be achieved by taller dikes that deliver greater buoyancy pressure; 

however, the simulations predict such dikes are likely to breach the free surface. Alternatively, 

reduced stiffness (increased compliance) of the host rock will yield thicker dikes for the same 

driving pressure. To achieve dike thickness greater than one meter as observed in the Tovu in 

Hays Canyon, a lower Young’s modulus consistent with these relatively compliant 

volcaniclastics must be adopted. Since this is implemented throughout the model space, this will 

result in larger estimates of magma volume in dikes than would likely occur if the stiffer, deeper, 

and more extensive rock units were represented. 

Note that in these simulations, the mechanical action of the magma on the dike walls is 

represented by the normal tractions on the discontinuities (Figure 6.2 and 6.4). Several important 

simplifications have been made. First, the mechanical action of the magma is solely represented 

by a piecewise calculated buoyancy pressure due to density contrast of the dike with the 

surrounding rock without considering an inlet pressure or variation in confining pressure. 

Second, there is no viscous drag of the magma on the dike walls that would impose both minor 

shear tractions in the direction of flow as well as resistance to flow towards the dike tips. It 
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similarly neglects any evolution of magma properties accompanying heat flow between the 

magma and surrounding rock, changes in confining pressure, or interaction with pore fluids in 

the confining rock. Neglecting these drag effects imply that the simulated dikes represent a lower 

limit on dike height necessary to deliver the modeled buoyancy pressure. Third, there is no 

conservation of mass which might provide additional sources of force if magma were being 

squeezed from portions of the dike that are closing due to negative normal tractions into portions 

that are opening. Finally, the model does not consider a formal energy balance consisting of the 

changes in gravitation potential energy, the formation of new fracture surface area, transfer of 

thermal energy, and elastic strain energy as the magma pressure does the work to open the dike. 

6.3 Target Dike Characteristics 
 
 

Suites of models are analyzed to match three characteristics exhibited by dikes in the 

field: (1) cessation of upward migration (at neutral buoyancy), (2) dike thickness, and (3) strike 

length. This analysis yields constraints on dike height, which were configured from modeling the 

upper tip position of the dike at or just below the depth of neutral buoyancy and determining the 

maximum vertical extent of the dike that matches field results of dike thickness and strike length. 

Results are visualized on two contour plots, (1) dike semi-height versus strike semi-length versus 

dike maximum opening, and (2) dike semi-height versus strike semi-length versus dike volume 

(e.g., Figure 6.7). On the plots, contours represent constant maximum opening or the volume. 

The contour of maximum opening that matches dike thickness measurements in the field reveals 

the compatible dike strike lengths and heights. Similarly, the set of possible dike geometries is 

further restricted to the range in strike lengths observed in the field. Different scenarios are 
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evaluated for the Surprise Valley playa and for the Hays Canyon Range due to corresponding 

differences in density stratigraphy and dike characteristics. 

Neutral Buoyancy: Plots of the density contrasts for the Valley Playa, hanging and 

footwall of the Hays Canyon Region were configured to determine where the dikes will reach 

neutral buoyancy. Simply put, neutral buoyancy will be reached when the density contrast is 

equal to zero, or where the normal traction reaches zero.  For all locations this corresponds to a 

300 meters depth using the 8 – 4 Ma stratigraphy, and evidenced from field results of dikes at 

sites 2 and 5 in the Hays Canyon range (Figure 4.15).  

 Dike thickness: A representative dike thickness of 2.0 meters is assumed for all dikes. 

This thickness measurement is inferred from the analysis of dike thickness in the Hays Canyon 

Range. It both captures the range of measured thickness for dikes formed from a single pulse of 

magma injection and is within the range of behavior appropriate for brittle-elastic deformations 

which are expected to be a fraction of a percent in strain, consistent with brittle dikes discussed 

in Chapters 3 and 4 (Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Pollard et al., 1987; Ito and Martel, 2002; 

Jaeger et al., 2007).  The same thickness of 2.0 meters is also assumed for the Valley Playa. 

Therefore, the modeled ranges may show an upper limit of dike thickness, thus impacting the 

modeled dike height. 

Dike Strike Length: A range in strike lengths between 600 – 4500 meters is assumed. 

Strike lengths in the Hays Canyon Range vary from 13 – 565 meters, however this is likely a 

lower limit due to limited exposure and the curving geometry of the dikes upper tip. Conversely, 

strike lengths in the Valley Playa, gathered from the magnetic anomaly map, are closer to the 

true strike length, because the magnetometer is sensitive to the full length of the dike even at 

depth, although as it deepens the anomaly magnitude will drop and the wavelength will broaden. 
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Strike lengths from the Valley Playa are inferred to range between 600 – 4500 meters. The range 

in strike length used for modeling takes into account the upper limit of the dikes strike length in 

the Hays Canyon range and the range of the dikes length for the Valley Playa. 

 

6.4 Results 
 
 

Using the depth of neutral buoyancy at 300 meters, a maximum opening of 2.0 meter, and 

the semi-length of the dike at 2000 meters, the semi-height of the dike is approximately 3000 

meters for all three locations. This produces a 6000 meter (6.0 kilometer) tall dike, which at the 

level of neutral buoyancy would have a lower tip depth of 6300 meter (6.3 kilometers). Since this 

lower tip depth is above the brittle ductile transition zone (BDT) this dike height is considered to 

be geologically reasonable. Furthermore, model results of the dikes with this length to height 

aspect ratio stratigraphy have a volume of 2.466 ×107m3 for the Valley Playa (Figure 6.7 plot 

D), 2.444 X 107 m3 for the Hays Canyon Range hanging wall (Figure 6.7, plot E), and 2.482 X 

107 m3 for the Hays Canyon Range footwall (Figure 6.7, plot F).   

 

6.5 Dikes that Surpass Neutral Buoyancy  
 
 
 Dikes are observed at the surface in both the Valley Playa and the hanging wall of the 

Hays Canyon Range, which is above the depth of neutral buoyancy. For these cases it is still 

assumed that the dikes are active over the same period of time and from the same source, thus 

the lower tip of the dike is at depth of 6300 meters (6.3 kilometers). This correlates with a dike 

height of 6300 meters (6.3 kilometers) for both the Valley Playa and hanging wall of the Hays 
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Canyon Range. The dike that reaches the surface in the Valley Playa has a strike length of 565 

meters. Dikes in the footwall of the Hays Canyon Range vary in strike length from 13 – 565 

meters. These strike lengths are likely underestimates from the actual strike lengths due to 

limited exposure. Similar to the dikes that reach neutral buoyancy a range of strike lengths from 

600 – 2800 meters is assumed. Dike thicknesses are not constrained for both locations in the 

field due to limited exposure. However, it is assumed that the thickness and volume must be 

greater than the values for the dikes that reached neutral buoyancy in order to support the 

increased height.  

 Following these assumptions, dikes taller than 6000 meters (6.0 kilometers) (e.g., Figure 

6.5) retain positive buoyancy pressure at their upper tip all the way to the surface and are 

expected erupt consistent with ~ 4 Ma fissures mapped in the Larkspur Hills (Strictly, 2014). 

Shorter dikes will stagnate due to insufficient buoyancy pressure to cross the low-density strata 

near the surface such as dikes 2 and 5 mapped in Hays Canyon (Figure 4.15).  

 

6.6 Summary 
 
 

Although each location varies in stratigraphy and the depth of neutral buoyancy, the 

modeled semi-height, semi-length, and depth of the dikes lower tip remain relatively constant. 

Field results constrained the model to an average thickness of 2.0 meters and a strike length to 

2000 meters. Additionally, the model applied the 4 Ma stratigraphy. Using these assumptions the 

height of the dike would be ~6 kilometers. The depth of the dikes lower tip for each location 

occurs at a 6.3 kilometers. Theses, heights indicate the root of the dikes is near the modern brittle 

ductile transition in the valley (Lerch et al., 2010) (Figure 1.3).   
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Figure 6.1: Model setup showing the rock density and the fixed upper tip position in the 
stratigraphy at different heights and widths of the dike for model five. Each set of models tests a 
range of strike length (L) and dike height (H) extending down from the upper tip position. (a) 
Density stratigraphy and representation of normal traction boundary conditions resulting from 
the density contrast between stratigraphic unit and magma. (b) Sensitivity model set at each 
upper tip position. (c) Analysis of resulting set of models.  
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Table 6.1: Density Stratigraphy (see also figure 2.4). Rock type and description complied from field mapping and Egger and Miller, 

2011 as well as the map unit name. Age of the units are compiled from Egger and Miller, 2011. Thickness of units are inferred from 

cross section construction done for this study and descriptions and cross sections north of the study area compiled by Egger and 

Miller, 2011. Decreasing thickness of the units through time is consistent with the small amount of erosion throughout the valley. 

Map 
Unit 

Rock Type Age  
(Ma) 

Thickness  
(m) 

Density 
(kg.m-3) 

Description/Comm
ent 

Density 
Source 

   Playa HCR    
   0 4  14 0 4 14    
Dike Basalt 14 – 14.5;   

3 – 8  
-- -- -- -- -- -- 2500 Basaltic trachy-

andesite to basaltic 
andesite 

Egger and 
Miller, 
2011; 
Murase 
and 
McBirney, 
1973 

Qf Fan deposits Modern 0 - 700 -- -- 0 - 300 0 - 300 -- 2300 Coarse gravel in 
alluvial fan deposits 

Athens et 
al., 2016 

Qal Alluvium Modern 0 - 1000 100 -- 0 - 500 0 - 500 -- 2150 Unconsolidated 
sedimentary deposits 
in a modern fluvial 
systems 

Athens et 
al., 2016 

Qc Colluvium Modern 0 - 50 -- -- 0 - 500 -- -- 2550 Unconsolidated 
sedimentary deposits 
at the base of slopes 

Athens et 
al., 2016 

Qpl Playa deposits Modern 200 50 -- -- -- -- 1900 Tuffaceous 
sediments  

Athens et 
al., 2016 

Tmbu basalt and 
andesite flows 

24.0-17.0 -- -- -- -- -- 150 2650 Basaltic to andesitic 
lava flows  

Ponce et 
al., 2009 

Tmvu Undifferentiated 
Miocene 
volcanics 

 -- -- -- 370 390 400 2700 Basaltic to andesitic 
lava flows with 
minor rhyolite and 
sandstone 

Ponce et 
al., 2009 

Tovu Undifferentiated 
volcanics 

27.5 – 24.0  370 390 400 370 390 400 2100 Includes thick, low 
density volcaniclastic 
sequence, and denser 
basalt 

Athens et 
al., 2016 
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Tsu undifferentiated 
sedimentary unit 

33.0-  30.0 960 980 990 960 980 990 2400 shales, andesitic 
lahars, and debris 
flows 

Athens et 
al., 2016; 
Ponce et 
al., 2006 

Tmrv Undifferentiated 
volcanics 

40.0 – 27.5 650+ 650+ 650
+ 

650+ 650+ 650+ 2670 Weathered andesitic 
breccias, lahars, and 
debris flows 

Ponce et 
al.,  2009 

Base-
ment 

        2800   
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Figure 6.2: Example density stratigraphy and resulting simulation of a dike 3000 m tall with an 

upper tip placed 500 m below the half-space. (top) Maps of net normal traction, opening, and 

anomaly in the !!! stress component (acting East-West) at the midpoint of the dike height. Tractions 

and displacements are mapped at the center of elements. The black line describes the opening 

distribution obtained for a two-dimensional blade-like crack for the strike-length of the modeled dike 

and with a uniform driving pressure equal to the maximum buoyancy pressure (Pollard & Segall, 

1987) (bottom) the density profile, resulting distribution of buoyancy pressure driving opening, 

opening, and anomaly in the !!! stress component at the midline of the dike plane below the half 

space at zero depth. Views are cross-sections perpendicular to the dike plane. 
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Figure 6.3: Meshed planar, elliptical dike viewed normal to the dike plane. (left) Normal 
tractions imposed on the dike surface due to buoyancy pressure; zero values indicate net 
negative buoyancy pressure is resolved due to a negative density contrast (magma is denser 
than stratigraphy) updated to prevent interpenetration of the elements. (right) Resulting 
distribution of opening. 
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Figure 6.4: (top) models of the net normal traction resulting from accumulated buoyancy pressure 
colored by stratigraphic unit (see Figure 6.3) and (bottom) resulting opening of the dike. In these 
simulations, the upper tip position in the density stratigraphy and strike length are fixed and dikes 
of different height are evaluated. Open symbols indicate zero opening. 
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Figure 6.5: (top) models of the net normal traction resulting from accumulated buoyancy pressure 
colored by stratigraphic unit (see Figure 6.3) and (bottom) resulting opening of the dike. In these 
simulations, the height and strike length of the dikes are fixed while the upper tip position in the 
density stratigraphy is evaluated. Open symbols indicate zero opening. 
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Figure 6.6: Dependence of normal traction on elements at the upper tip on the elevation of the 
upper tip in the density stratigraphy and the semi-height of the dike. 
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Figure 6.7: Analyses of dikes with upper tip position at 300 m depth. This position corresponding to the estimated depth 
of outcrops in Hays Canyon during the 8-4 Ma time frame modeled where dikes 2 and 5 (Figure 4.15) are interpreted to 
have reached neutral buoyancy indicated by mapped upper tips and undergone lateral propagation indicated by 
vertical segmentation. The top row (a, b, c) shows a contour plot of the dikes semi-length, semi-height, and maximum 
opening at the depth of neutral buoyancy for each location, and the bottom row (d, e, f) shows contour plots of the dikes 
semi-length, semi-height, and volume at the dikes neutral buoyancy for each location. Contour lines are lines of equal 
opening for plots a, b, and c or volume for plots d, e, and f. Red dots represent the dike geometry that best match field 
measurements. White dots are where data has been removed and interpolated from the surrounding data.  
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CHAPTER 7:  ANALYSIS OF STRESS PERTURBATIONS 
AROUND DIKES 

 
 
 There are two major goals of this analysis: (1) locate regions that produce favorable 

fracture criteria, and (2) if the domains favorable for fracture are associated with field indicators 

of hydrothermal fluid flow, that manifest as active hot springs. Dikes are observed to be 

emplaced via a mode-I deformation and produce mode-I off plane fractures. Therefore, to 

determine if dikes provide the permeability to support hydrothermal fluid flow, Sc(max) and !! 

criteria (described in section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2) is used to identify the potential for the formation of 

damage zones in the host rock region surrounding the dike. The potential formation of dense 

damage zones provides information about where permeability is enhanced to support focused 

hydrothermal fluid flow. The location of the hot springs are used to analyze the fracture criteria 

since they show direct evidence for the circulation of hydrothermal fluids to the surface. In 

addition, analysis of borehole wall failure in WME-E1 indicates a local direction of SHMAX (018 

+ 23.6o) (Nicholas Davatzes personal comm., 2019) which is misaligned with the expected 

regional trend (Figure 7.1) (Kusku et al., 2019). This misalignment may be explained by the 

stresses resulting from local deformations such as dike opening. 

Additionally, dikes within Surprise Valley form arrays of segments. Each dike in the 

array perturbs the local stress field, potentially influencing the behavior of neighboring dikes and 

surrounding rock (e.g., Delaney and Pollard, 1981) (Figure 1.2). Consequently the geometry of 

the dike array (which governs the set of structures perturbing the stress field) and density of the 

surrounding rock (which governs the driving pressure opening each dike segment) influence the 

local stress state to promote or suppress the formation of brittle structures. This alteration of the 
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local stress state can either promote or suppress formation of new brittle structures as well as 

reactivate established structures (e.g., Delaney et al., 1986). Jointing is promoted in areas of 

tension but suppressed where compression is enhanced. Shear fracture is promoted by increased 

coulomb stress but suppressed where it is reduced. 

This modeling focuses on the Valley Playa where dikes are associated with modern hot 

springs, but uses the observations of the attitude of the dikes in the Hays Canyon Range as input 

parameters (Figure 7.1). Observations from the attitude of the dikes in the Hays Canyon Range 

are adapted to the Valley Playa based on the assumption that the close proximity ensures that the 

region has nearly the same stratigraphy and tectonic history. The two attitudes of the dikes that 

are explored are (1) NNW-SSE striking dikes with an azimuth of 330 and an 85o dip east and (2) 

N-S striking dikes with an azimuth of 180 and a 60o dip west (Figure 7.1). The first orientation 

aligns with the overall trend of the magnetic anomaly structure (Figure 7.1 & 1.3) (Glen et al., 

2013; Athens et al., 2015). This orientation matches the dikes observed in the Hays Canyon 

Range formed from single pulses of magma and independent of faults. The second orientation of 

the dikes aligns with the attitude of the basin bounding Hays Canyon fault system, known to be 

invaded by dikes (as discussed in Chapter 4.2.4). Athens et al. (2015) also argue that their 

potential fields data are best fit by dikes that invade normal faults. Overall, their strike is also 

consistent with the orientation of the horizontal principal stresses anticipated from both the 

Surprise Valley and Hays Canyon fault systems. Although, there is some uncertainty in the 

interpretation of dike array geometry because magnetic anomaly lows may not be a gap between 

distinct dike segments but rather due to hydrothermal alteration at an intersection of the dike and 

a crossing structure. Similarly, closely spaced magnetic anomaly highs may be one continuous 

dike segment.     
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 Starting from these two distinct dike attitudes, dikes were interpreted to fit within the 

magnetic anomaly highs (Figure 7.1). No effort has yet been made to evaluate the validity of this 

dike geometry through either potential field modeling of the dikes or an evolutionary growth 

model of the dike array. The result is two distinct conceptual models of dike array geometry 

differing in attitude, strike length, and segment spacing. These differences also lead to distinct 

patterns in the stress field and potential for related brittle deformation as the dike segments 

distort the surrounding rock and mechanically interact with each other. Investigating the 

differing orientations and attitudes of the dikes provides a means to predict where enhanced 

damage zones would occur and if they correlate with the locations of hot springs or explain the 

local stress direction. Thus, these models are simulated to assess which predicts the pattern of  

Sc(max), !!, and the mean stress that promote dilatant fracture coincident with the distribution of 

hot springs. 

Models used for this study assume that all simulated dike segments are active 

concurrently. This allows the segments to mechanically interact with each other during 

propagation. The interaction is limited to the elastic compliance of the simulated dikes in an 

otherwise homogeneous and isotropic elastic material. This is taken as the base case and is the 

simplest to investigate. The alternative case is that dikes are introduced sequentially, which may 

result in an accumulation of brittle deformation. In this case, the first dike that is emplaced then  

acts as a heterogeneity within the rock mass so that when a second dike that is emplaced it may 

re-activate the damage due to the first dike. It is also unclear how long elastic stress due to the 

initial intrusion may persist and affect the second diking event. Additionally, the older, solidified 

dike would have different elastic properties than the surrounding stratigraphy. There is some 

evidence for episodic intrusion as the ages of dikes in the Warner and Hays Canyon Ranges vary 
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(Figure 2.1) (see Chapter 3), although this is mostly evident for different dike arrays often with 

different attitudes. In addition, some dikes in Hays Canyon show multiple fine-grained seams 

within the dike which may indicate multiple or pulsed intrusion (e.g., Figure 1.5 site 3) (Chapter 

5).  

Prior to investigating the geometry of the dike arrays in the Valley Playa, the pattern of 

stress around a regular en echelon array of dikes with fixed dike dimensions, attitude, separation 

and overlap is considered. This analysis is constructed to better understand the patterns of stress 

resulting from dike arrays (Figure 1.2). The dike array used for this study is comprised of five 

dikes that implement the height, length, stratigraphy, and buoyancy pressure for the Valley Playa 

region. All dikes in this analysis overlap one another by 1.5 times the semi-length of the dike and 

are separated by the semi-strike length of the dike (Figure 7.2). Since the overlap and separation 

are less than two times the semi-strike length, the elastic stresses generated by dike opening 

perturb the neighboring dikes (Delaney and Pollard, 1981). The interaction between segments 

allows for the pattern of stress between dike segments to be observed. The results from this 

analysis are used to make sense of the patterns of stress observed for the two orientations of the 

dike arrays in the Valley Playa. 

 For both the simple en echelon array of dikes and the two orientations of dikes 

considered in the Valley Playa the upper tip depth is set to 300m, the semi-length varies for each 

dike to match the dike traces outlined by the magnetic anomaly highs as observed in Figure 7.1, 

and a semi-height to 3000 m so that the lower tip resides a depth of 6300 m. The dike geometric 

parameters were gathered from modeling results discussed in Chapter 6. No remote stress tensor 

is added for this set of models to isolate and visualize the effects of the dikes. What differs in this 

set of models is the orientation of the dike array, such as the direction of strike and the 
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magnitude of dip for the two potential attitudes of dikes in the Valley Playa. This model will 

purely show the regions likely to form damage zones as a function of the orientation of the dike 

array with a fixed dike geometry.  

Results are visualized as heat maps of the maximum and minimum tensile stresses, the 

mean stress, and the maximum coulomb stress of the perturbation due to dike opening from a 

buoyancy pressure. The orientation of potential fracture are visualized on quiver plots for the 

maximum tensile stress and the maximum coulomb stress where the tick marks are aligned with 

the strike of structures in map view or their dip in cross sections. Both plots of the stress state 

and fracture orientation are evaluated along two observation grids: (1) at the mid-plane of the 

dike relevant to the vertical continuity of stress concentration that promotes vertically extensive 

damage down to a heat source, and (2) at the dikes upper tip relevant to upward propagation of 

the dike and field maps. 

For the model where dikes invade faults, minor geometric adjustments to dike array 

geometry was made to preserve two relationships. First, the upper tips of the dikes are required 

to be located below the peak magnetic anomaly. Second, as a consequence the relative position 

of the upper tip to hot springs is preserved. Note that in maps of the stress anomaly at the mid-

plane of the dikes, this will cause hot springs to appear further east relative to the dikes than in 

the maps at the dike tip. What is critical is testing the relationship between the stress anomaly 

mapped in the upper tip position corresponding to the outcrop and then persisting to depth to 

provide potential for a contiguous zone of fracture facilitating upward flow of hot water. To 

make this adjustment, and preserve appropriate height for buoyancy pressure, the length of the 

dike along dip is calculated from the dip angle, ", and the semi-height for buoyancy pressure,  
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#"#, as:  

																																																																			%$%& = '!"
()*(	-)                                                 (eqn. 7.1) 

 

where %$%& is the semi-length along dip of the dike. Translation to account for rotation around 

the dike mid-height when enforcing dip is calculated by:  

																																																																		cos(") = /#
0$%&

                           (eqn. 7.2). 

 
7.1 Pattern of Stress around Dikes in a Regular Echelon Array  
 
 
 The perturbations of stress due to the simple en echelon array at the mid-plane of the dike 

are presented in Figure 7.2. The right panel in figure 7.3 shows Sc(max) is largest at all of the distal 

edges of the dike array, reaching magnitudes of 1.2 MPa – 2.0 MPa. The positive values of 

Sc(max) implies that this region is subjected to enhanced tension, promoting the formation of 

damage. The magnitude of Sc(max) varies for each dike as a function of the dikes position in the 

array. Dikes at the distal edges of the array, have the most positive Sc(max) value of 2.0 MPa; 

while the third dike in the array, or the dike that interacts the most with the surrounding dikes, 

has the lowest positive Sc(max) value of 1.2 MPa. Equivalently, the strikes of possible induced 

brittle structures are observed in two orientations, (1) at the ends of the dike array, where 

segment interaction is reduced, damage is likely to form parallel to the dikes strike, and (2) for 

where dike segments are interacting with one another, the joints are perpendicular to the strike of 

the dike (Figure 7.3).             

Conversely, compression and the stabilization of damage is enhanced along the body of 

the dikes, where Sc(max) is reduced to a magnitude of -0.9 MPa to -1.0 MPa. Compression is 
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highest where dike segments interact the most, and have a magnitude of -1 MPa, and lowest 

where dike segments interact the least, which have a magnitude of -0.9 MPa (Figure 7.2).    

Similarly, the most tensile principal stress, !!, shows the same pattern. The plot of the 

least tensile principal stress, !1, shows compression enhanced everywhere except at the two ends 

of the dike array, where the dike tips are not influenced by other dikes (Figure 7.2). As dikes 

open, they compress the rock adjacent to them and pull apart the rock just beyond their tips; 

where dikes overlap, compression is contributed by opening of both dikes. This also results in 

small values of dike opening in regions of overlap. However, the plot of the mean stress, shows 

that despite compression being present along the dike walls there is still a greater amount of 

tension felt at the dike tips (Figure 7.2), meaning that damage is likely promoted at the tips of all 

dikes despite their interaction with other dike segments.  

The stress anomaly was also analyzed along an observation grid directly below the upper 

tip of the dike (Figure 7.4). Because the dikes have a fixed amount of separation and overlap for 

this analysis the pattern of stress (Figure 7.4) and the orientation of damage (Figure 7.5) was 

identical as the observation grid that lies along the mid-plane of the dike (Figure 7.2 & 7.4).  

7.2 Potential for Fracture formation around Dikes in the Valley Playa  
 

7.2.1 Conceptual Model 1 – Vertical Dikes in their Own Plane  

  

 The stress anomaly and associated fracture potential, at the mid-height of the dikes, 

resulting from vertical dikes are summarized in Figures 7.6 and 7.7 respectively. The pattern of 

stress resulting from this dike geometry is consistent with the stress perturbations from the 

simple en echelon array.  
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All three stress components are in tension at the distal edges of the array where segment 

interaction is diminished. Similarly all three components are in compression along dike walls. 

The only exception is the group of very closely spaced, highly overlapping segments in the 

south. Within the array, most dike tips experience tension in the least and intermediate 

compressive principal stresses; this tension is minimized where two segments are closely spaced 

and overlap revealing the competition between tension supplied from dike tips and compression 

along dike walls due to opening.  

The least compressive principal stress reaches a magnitude of 1.7 MPa and predicts joints 

will have diverse attitudes at the distal tips of the arrays. In these locations, joints will be 

approximately perpendicular to radial lines extending from the dike tips. In the interior of the 

dikes, jointing will be suppressed by the addition of compression which reaches an extreme of -

1.99 MPa. Far from the array, there is slight tension reflecting the Poisson effect.  

 A Sc(max) magnitude of 0.9 MPa is reached in areas of tension where resistance to 

shearing and slip is minimized. However, positive Sc(max) indicating increased potential for 

fracture occurs in many locations beyond the region of tension. Fractures are inhibited along the 

dikes where Sc(max) magnitude may be as low as -1.99 MPa. Notably, the three hot springs in the 

north experience reduced potential for both joints and shear fractures but the cluster of hot 

springs in the south are in a region where potential for both is enhanced.  

 Figure 7.8 shows the principal stress and mean stress along an observation grid just 

below the upper tip of the dikes. The essential pattern of the stress anomaly is similar to the those 

at mid-height (Figure 7.4), except all stress components are shifted toward tension reflecting the 

proximity of the upper tip just above the observation grid. Another contributing factor may be 

variation in buoyancy pressure. As a result, a far wider region experiences tension than at mid-
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height and a wide region experiences tension that promotes joint formation and increased Sc(max) 

indicating a high potential for shear fracture. The largest tension is where the dike tips are close 

but the segments do not overlap, like observed around Leonard Hot Springs. Areas of 

compression are limited, and occur immediately adjacent to dikes and is strongest where two 

dike segments overlap. 

The magnitude of Sc(max) varies from 0.1 – 1.8 MPa, the largest magnitude occurring 

where dike segments underlap in the central portion of the array around Leonard Hot Springs in 

the north (Figure 7.1), and the smallest value occurs where dike segments overlap. Compression 

is most enhanced along the body of the dike array, and where two dike segments are overlapping 

on another. Compression ranges in Sc(max) from  -0.2 – -2 MPa.  

Unlike the map at mid-height, the least compressive principal stress predicts joints will be 

largely parallel to the dikes (Figure 7.9) except in the region beyond the distal tips of the array to 

the north and south and along the southern dikes near in the vicinity of Surprise Hot Springs 

(Figure 7.1). The strike of shear fractures predicted by Sc(max) display a similar relationship. 

Notably, between overlapping, and where compression is enhanced, shear fractures are 

perpendicular to the strike of the dike (Figure 7.9).  Unlike the midplane, nearly all hot springs 

occur in regions of enhanced fracture potential.  

7.2.2 Conceptual Model 2 – Dikes Invading Faults  

 

Figures 7.10 and 7.11 at the mid-height of the dike array and Figures 7.12 and 7.13 just 

below their upper tip display maps of stress perturbations resulting from dikes with the strike and 

dip of the basin-bounding Hays Canyon normal faults. The pattern of stress is consistent with the 

model for the regular en echelon array where tension is promoted at the tips and compression 
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along the walls. However, this model includes large overlaps of segments at small separations, 

promoting strong mechanical interactions. At mid-height, this dike geometry produces strong 

compression throughout the interior of the array (Figure 7.10) that suppresses joint formation 

(Figures 7.11a) and shear fracture (Figures 7.11b). Consequently, all hot springs are located in 

regions of low fracture potential. Near the upper tip (Figures 7.12 and 7.13), tension is broadly 

distributed and results in high fracture potential at this depth throughout the array. 

 This array geometry does not predict preferred fracture potential that aligns with the 

location of hot springs.  Siefert Hot Spring, which is the northern most hot spring, is in a zone 

where the strike of the potential joints are ~290 for the mid-height of the dikes (Figure 7.11a) 

and ~355 for the dikes upper tip (Figure 7.13a), both of which are misaligned with the modern 

day SHmax (Figure 7.1). The lack of preferred fracture potential and mis-alignment for effective 

interaction with the modern regional stress state does not suggest open fractures that could 

contribute to hydrothermal flow. The hot springs located in the central portion of the array, 

Leonard Hot Springs, are associated with dike tips at both the midplane and upper dike tips, and 

where dike segments are underlapping each other at the dikes upper tip. However, the two hot 

springs are within a zone enhanced compression due to the effects of other nearby overlapping 

dike segments. Due to this compression, the orientation of damage for the midplane of the dike 

has an azimuth of ~270 and at the upper tip ~355. Both fracture orientations are misaligned with 

the modern azimuth of SHmax. Thus the model does not predict open fractures that could 

contribute to hydrothermal flow at this location. Similarly, the cluster of hot springs in the 

southern portion of Figure 7.13, Surprise Hot Springs, is not related to regions of probable 

enhanced fluid flow. The Surprise Hot Springs are not spatially associated with any nearby dike 

tips. Also, according to the heat map of the mean tension, Surprise Hot Springs is in a zone of 
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enhanced compression that would suppress dilation. Due to the lack of spatial association to the 

dikes and being in a zone of amplified compression it is unlikely that dikes in this orientation 

produced open, brittle fractures that provide the necessary permeability to support hydrothermal 

flow to Surprise Hot Springs.  

7.3 Summary  
 
 
 Perturbations of stress from magma injection and resulting inflation promote tension at 

the dike tips and compression along the dike walls. Tension is greatest where closely spaced dike 

segments underlap along strike, whereas compression is greatest along dike walls and where 

closely spaced segments overlap along strike. In addition, both effects vary with depth. The 

elliptical geometry of the modeled dikes requires that the degree of overlap varies along dip in 

the array. The buoyancy pressure driving dike opening will also vary by vertical position along 

the dike as well as the variation in density contrast with stratigraphy.  

It is clear that the dike tips and the position of the tips relative to each other in the dike 

array is the primary control on the potential for brittle fracture around dikes. Both joints and 

shear fractures are predicted between underlapping dike segments, above the upper tip, and at the 

distal edges of the array. Joints are suppressed adjacent to dike walls, but in many of these 

locations shear fractures are still predicted. The predicted attitude of joints and shear fractures 

are similarly sensitive to position relative to dike tips and the arrangement of dikes in the array. 

In all cases, the stress anomaly maps indicate that all fractures will tend to occur at high angle to 

radial lines extending from the dike tips, essentially forming concentric rings. At the vertical dike 

tips toward the northern and southern edges of the array, these will tend to promote a wider range 

in strike of steeply dipping joints and shear fractures. Where two dikes underlap along strike, 
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fractures are likely to form and are aligned to span the gap between the dikes. Around the upper 

tips, this will introduce a greater range in dip for fractures that largely strike parallel to the dikes. 

Near the walls of the dikes, the tendency is to both suppress fracture formation and cause 

fractures to occur at high angle to the dike plane; this tendency is most extreme where two dikes 

overlap.  

The effects of the stress perturbation must be superposed onto the regional stress field 

which favors normal faults and vertical joints. Therefore, the most important result is the 

promotion of brittle fracture and the greater range of attitude induced by the local stress 

perturbation near the tips of opening dikes. This also implies the extreme sensitivity of the 

analysis of fracture position to defining the position of dike tips. Given this sensitivity, 

independent constraints are needed for a reliable evaluation of correlation between dikes and hot 

springs. 

 With the current array geometries, the simulations of vertical dikes produce greater 

potential for joints than the models of fault invasion. In addition, while the maps reflect the stress 

anomaly at shallow depth the upper tips of the dikes indicate tension at the location of hot 

springs, this not as clear at mid-height where fracture potential is much more restricted. For hot 

springs to function, connected fracture pathways for fluid flow must extend from the heat source 

at depth continuously to their expression at the surface. Only the NNW-SSE striking vertical 

dikes appear to display the continuity necessary for such a pathway, and this pathway is most 

likely for the southern cluster of hot springs, and less likely for the three northern hot springs. 

Conversely, both models predict enhanced fracture potential in several regions hot springs are 

absent. Notably, in this conceptual model an extensive pathway of connected, open fractures is a 
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necessary but insufficient condition for hot spring development; this pathway must also connect 

to a heat source that can supply rising hydrothermal fluid. 

 These results point to three needs to improve the investigation into the potential 

correlation of dikes and hot springs. First, an improved regional stress model that allows a full 

assessment of the stress conditions and fracture potential. Second, independent constraints on the 

position of dike tips and the spacing of individual dikes in the array. Third, better constraints on 

the potential position of the heat source. 
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Figure 7.1: (a) Detailed magnetic anomaly map of the central valley playa (Modified from Glen et al.m 2013). Analysis of borehole 
wall failure in WME-E1 indicates a local horizontal maximum compression, SHmax, that is misaligned with the stress state inferred 
from basin-bounding faults. (b) Dikes that propagate independently. (c) Dikes that have invaded faults and align with the basin 
bounding Hays Canyon normal fault.  
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Figure 7.2: The principal and mean stress anomalies for a simple echelon array of dikes with 
a fixed overlap and separation in horizontal, map view at the mid-depth of the dike. Dikes are 
represented by the black lines and have a strike of 180 and a dip of 89°. The model is run in a 
half space and uses the tension positive sign convention. Red represent zones of tension and 
blue represents zones of compression. No remote stress was added to the model. The driving 
pressure supplied to the dikes is from a buoyancy pressure calculated from the representative 
density stratigraphy of the 4Mya Valley Playa.  
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Figure 7.3: Stress anomaly and strike of potential brittle structures in horizontal, map view at the mid-depth of the dikes. The most 
tensile principal stress (left) predicts the potential for joint formation whereas and the maximum coulomb stress, Sc(max), (right) 
predicts the potential for forming and slipping shear fractures. The black line represents the dike. In both maps, red regions are 
where fracture formation is promoted whereas in blue regions their formation is suppressed. Tick marks show the strikes of the 
potential brittle structures. No remote stress was added to the model, and the model was run in a half space. The driving pressure 
supplied was calculated from the inferred density stratigraphy of the 4Mya Valley Playa at the depth of neutral buoyancy.  
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Figure 7.4: The principal and mean stress anomalies for a simple echelon array with a fixed 
amount of overlap and spacing just below the upper tip of the dike. Dikes are represented by 
the black lines and have a strike of 180 and a dip of 89. The model is run in a half space and 
uses the tension positive sign convention. Red represent zones of tension and blue represents 
zones of compression. No remote stress was added to the model and the model is run in a half 
space. The driving pressure supplied to the dikes is from a buoyancy pressure calculated from 
the representative density stratigraphy of the 4Mya Valley Playa. 
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Figure 7.5: The patterns of stress anomaly and strike of potential damage zones from the maximum tensile stress (left) and Sc(max) 
(right) directly below the dikes upper tip. The black line represents the dike. Red regions are zones of tension and blue are zones of 
compression. Tick marks show the strikes of the potential zones of damage. No remote stress was added to the model. The 
coefficient of friction (!) of 0.6 was used for calculating Sc(max). 
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Figure 7.6: The principal and mean stresses along the midplane of the dikes for dikes that strike 330 and dip 85o and are thought to 
have propagated in their own plane. Black ellipses represent the dikes. Red zones are areas of tension and blue are areas of 
compression. Tick marks indicate principal stress direction. Burgundy dots the location of modern day hot springs. The yellow 
triangle is the location of well WME-E1. The model is run in a half space and uses the tension positive sign convention. No remote 
stress was added to the model. The driving pressure supplied to the dikes is from a buoyancy pressure calculated from the 
representative density stratigraphy of the 4Mya  Valley Playa. 
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Figure 7.7: Failure potential at the mid-height of the dike for dikes with an attitude of 330/85o. Dikes are shown by black lines. In the 
first panel the most tensile principal stress is plotted so that tension is in red that promote jointing whereas compression is blue. In the 
second panel the maximum coulomb stress, Sc(max), is plotted so that red indicates enhanced fracture potential whereas blue indicates 
suppression of fracturing. A friction coefficient of 0.6 was supplied for the calculation of Sc(max). Tick marks show the orientation of 
potential brittle structures. No remote stress was added to the model and the model was run in a half space. The driving pressure 
supplied was calculated from the inferred density stratigraphy of the 4Mya Valley Playa at the depth of neutral buoyancy. 
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Figure 7.8: The principal and mean stresses along an observation grid just below the upper tip of dikes that strike 330 and dip 85o. 
Black ellipses represent the dikes. Red zones are areas of tension and blue are areas of compression. Tick marks indicate principal 
stress direction. Burgundy dots the location of modern day hot springs. The yellow triangle is the location of well WME-E1 The 
model is run in a half space and uses the tension positive sign convention. No remote stress was added to the model. The driving 
pressure supplied to the dikes is from a buoyancy pressure calculated from the representative density stratigraphy of the 4Mya 
Valley Playa. 
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Figure 7.9: Failure potential just below the upper tip for dikes with an attitude of 330/85o. Dikes are shown by black lines. In the 
first panel the most tensile principal stress is plotted so that tension is in red which promotes jointing whereas compression is blue. 
In the second panel the maximum coulomb stress, Sc(max), is plotted so that red indicates enhanced shear fracture potential whereas 
blue indicates suppression of fracturing. A friction coefficient of 0.6 was supplied for the calculation of Sc(max). Tick marks show the 
orientation of potential brittle structures. No remote stress was added to the model and the model was run in a half space. The 
driving pressure supplied was calculated from the inferred density stratigraphy of the 4Mya Valley Playa at the depth of neutral 
buoyancy.  
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Figure 7.10: The principal and mean stresses for the mid-plane of the dike array thought to have invaded faults with a strike 180 
and dip 60o. Discretized partial ellipses represent dikes (their lower half hidden below the map). Red zones are areas of tension and 
blue are areas of compression. Burgundy dots the location of modern day hot springs. The yellow triangle is the location of well 
WME-E1. The model is run in a half space and uses the tension positive sign convention. No remote stress was added to the model. 
The driving pressure supplied to the dikes is from a buoyancy pressure calculated from the representative density stratigraphy of 
the 4Mya Valley Playa.   
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Figure 7.11: Failure potential at the mid-height for dikes with an attitude of 180/60o. Dikes are shown by black lines. In the first panel the 
most tensile principal stress is plotted so that tension is in red which promotes jointing whereas compression is blue. In the second panel the 
maximum coulomb stress, Sc(max), is plotted so that red indicates enhanced shear fracture potential whereas blue indicates suppression of 
fracturing. A friction coefficient of 0.6 was supplied for the calculation of Sc(max). Tick marks show the orientation of potential brittle 
structures. No remote stress was added to the model and the model was run in a half space. The driving pressure supplied was calculated 
from the inferred density stratigraphy of the 4Mya Valley Playa at the depth of neutral buoyancy. 
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Figure 7.12: The principal and mean stresses just below the dikes upper tip thought to have invaded faults with a strike 180 and dip 
60o. Discretized partial ellipses represent dikes. Red zones are areas of tension and blue are areas of compression. Burgundy dots 
are location of modern day hot springs. The yellow triangle is the location of well WME-E1. The model is run in a half space and 
uses the tension positive sign convention. No remote stress was added to the model. The driving pressure supplied to the dikes is 
from a buoyancy pressure calculated from the representative density stratigraphy of the 4Mya Valley Playa.   
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Figure 7.13: Failure potential just below the dikes upper tip of the dike for dikes with an attitude of 180/60o. Dikes are shown by 
black partial ellipses, tension in red, compression in blue, and the location of hot springs by burgundy dots. Tick marks show the 
orientation of potential damage zones. The left panel is of the most tensile principal stress and the right panel is the Sc(max).  No 
remote stress was added to the model, and a frictional coefficient of 0.6 was supplied for the calculation of Sc(max). The model was 
run in a half space and the driving pressure supplied was calculated from the inferred density stratigraphy of the 4Mya Valley 
Playa at the depth where the dikes reached neutral buoyancy. 
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CHAPTER 8:  DISCUSSION 

 
8.1 Role of dikes in hydrothermal flow at Surprise Valley 
 
 

The two major periods of volcanic activity most likely responsible for dike formation are 

either from approximately 14.5-14.0 Ma at the start of major basin extension or between 8 and 3 

Ma (modeled as 4.5 Ma) during the period accounting for roughly 2/3 of basin extension (as 

discussed in Chapter 2 and summarized in Figure 2.1). Since both periods of diking occurred 

sufficiently long ago the dikes are not viable heat sources for modern hydrothermal activity nor 

are they actively inflating to perturb the stress.  

The analysis presented above reveals how their emplacement at these times could have 

introduced brittle fractures such as joints or shear fractures into the rock they intruded. Chapter 4 

establishes two types of dikes are present in Surprise Valley in the same location. First, dikes that 

propagated vertically and result from single injection events; these dikes associated with 

surrounding dike parallel fractures and modest metasomatism. At least some of these dikes 

ceased upward propagation and began propagating horizontally indicating they reached neutral 

buoyancy, and did not simply solidify before breaching the surface. Second, dikes invaded 

normal faults which are part of the basin-bounding fault system. These dikes are composites of 

multiple injection pulses, have complexly associated joint and shear fractures subparallel to the 

dike-fault structure, and extensive metasomatism. It is unclear if the accumulation of multiple 

pulses of magma by these faults resulted from repeated injection along the same dike structure or 

the capture of multiple distinct sources by the fault facilitated by this horizontal span due to low 
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dip. In addition, the silicified margins of dikes are highly fractured with joints roughly 

perpendicular to the dikes. 

 Chapter 6 establishes that these dikes likely extend at least six kilometers below their 

current stratigraphic positions. That places their lower tips in the vicinity of current the brittle-

ductile transition estimated at 6 to 8 km inferred from seismic reflection analysis and tectonic 

arguments such as the bending and rotation of basin-bounding normal faults (Lerch et al., 2010; 

Figure 1.2). It is possible that this hot crust, or perhaps an undetected modern magma body 

below the transition is the source of heat for the current hydrothermal features in the valley. In 

both cases, deep circulation of fluid along fast, steep pathways are necessary.  

 Chapter 7 establishes that perturbation of stress from magma injection and resulting 

inflation promote tension at the dike tips and compression along dike walls. Maps of the 

resulting stress perturbations shows tension is greatest where closely spaced dike segments 

underlap along strike, whereas compression is greatest along dike walls and where closely 

spaced dike segments overlap along strike. Tension at the upper tip varies by position in the 

density stratigraphy and dike height which control buoyancy pressure. Tension is also promoted 

at the distal edges of the dike array. As a result, both joints and shear fractures are predicted 

between underlapping dike segments and above the upper tip opened by positive buoyancy 

pressure that reduces normal tractions in the adjacent elastic volume. Joints are suppressed 

adjacent to dike walls, but in many of these locations shear fractures are still predicted. The 

simulations of vertical dikes produce greater potential for joints than the models of fault 

invasion. Simulated dikes oriented NNW-SSE predict joints and shear fractures in segment 

underlaps and tips where hot springs are located although the persistence of these zones to 

possible heat sources at depth is not reliably established. Simulated dikes oriented N-S invading 
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faults do not predict joints and shear fractures where most hot springs are located. Model results 

are highly sensitive to detailed dike geometry, but these heuristic models imply that underlaps in 

segments are most favorable for productive geothermal wells intersecting focused fluid flow 

through high density fractures.  

These analyses rely on the elastic distortions that result from opening a dike plane in a 

rock mass (Figure 8.1a and b). As a dike propagates strong elastic distortions develop around the 

dike facilitating fracture formation that is modulated by the geometry of the dike and the 

distribution of driving pressure resulting from buoyancy in a density stratigraphy. These 

mechanisms are only active during propagation most likely during 14 or 4.5 Ma. After 

emplacement, several other mechanisms may also contribute to fracture development or support 

persistent opening. Heat transfer from basalt magma at 1150 to 1250°C has two effects 

impacting fracture. First, as the magma transfers heat to the surrounding rock mass, cools and 

solidifies, it will thermally contract and may develop internal fractures (Figure 8.1c). This effect 

is apparent by the columnar jointing perpendicular to the fracture walls evident in some dikes in 

Hays Canyon (Figure 4.4a). This heat transfer also facilitates metasomatism of the adjacent rock 

including silicification resulting in a similar set of fractures (e.g., Site 3 in Hays Canyon). 

Heating of pore fluid and its expansion could promote effective tension, especially if the fluid 

flashes to steam, resulting in local brecciation that is common adjacent to the dikes in both the 

Hays Canyon and middle playa sites. Finally, after emplacement, the dike acts as a stiff 

inclusion, resulting in modest amplification of the regional stresses driving modern extension 

(Figure 8.1d). The presence of fractures during initial propagation, penecontemporaneous 

thermal contraction and metasomatism, or persistent effects as stiff inclusion define four 
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potential roles in facilitating fracture formation that can influence this vertical circulation of 

fluids (Figure 8.1).  

Notably, an alternative hypothesis is that the modern, active fault system invaded by 

dikes is source of permeability supporting hydrothermal flow in Surprise Valley. This 

mechanism simply replaces dike inflation as the source of elastic distortion (Figure 8.1a) with 

fault slip. In this case, the dikes merely serve as a “tracer” detectable by potential fields for the 

true structure channeling fluid to hot springs. The invasion of faults by dikes suggests both 

mechanisms may be acting in concert. 

8.2 Role in Surprise Valley Geothermal System  
 
 
 The life-cycle of Surprise Valley’s geothermal system is complex because it is both a 

fault and volcano-hosted system. Most fault controlled geothermal systems have a short life span 

due to evolving fault geometries, which behave in a similar fashion to the evolution of a dike 

array. The fault-controlled systems have a limited sensitivity of fracture reactivation and 

formation due to the fault evolution and how damage zones were generated. Continued slip 

events promote the circulation of hydrothermal fluids at depth. Contrarily, volcano-hosted 

systems have a longer lifetime because of intrusive events, like diking, bringing hot magma near 

the surface. A separate issue not explored in this study is that the damage generated from a 

volcano-hosted system may be sealed by secondary mineral precipitation, which would reduce 

the permeability and circulation of fluids. However, since Surprise Valley also sits in a full 

graben that is still active, slip on the basin bounding Surprise Valley and Hays Canyon faults, 

driven by the remote stress state can rejuvenate the primary fractures induced on emplacement of 
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the dikes and possibly generate new fractures around the dike given the structural heterogeneity 

at the dike/basin fill contact.  

 The lifespan of geothermal systems are mainly impacted by the hydrothermal activity of 

the system in two ways: (1) kinematics that maintain the necessary permeability, such as brittle 

structures created from diking and their mechanical interaction between nearby segments, as well 

as slip on faults, and (2) geochemical factors which alter the permeability. While the focus on 

this study was to explore the geometry of the dikes and how their mechanical interaction can 

focus or impede hydrothermal activity, other factors like seismic activity, and hydrothermal 

mineral precipitation play a role in the lifecycle of a geothermal system.  

8.2.1 Seismic Activity  

 

 The Surprise Valley region is still actively extending and has a slip rate of 1.0 – 5.0 mm 

per year along the Surprise Valley Fault (Bryant, 2000), and 0.1mm per year along the Hays 

Canyon Fault (Sawyer, 1998). Due to limited exposure of the Hays Canyon Fault, little research 

has been conducted into its seismic activity, although the exposure of the Surprise Valley Fault 

has allowed for analysis into its seismic activity. Data collected from trench mapping and 

radiocarbon and luminescence dating suggests that there have been five surface-rupturing 

earthquakes along the Surprise Valley Fault (Personius et al., 2009). Radiocarbon and 

luminescence data gathered by Personius et al. (2009) suggest earthquake ages of 18.2+ 2.6, 

10.9+3.2, 8.5+0.5, 5.8+1.5, and 1.2+0.1 ka. In addition, the magnitude of the earthquakes, as 

estimated from trenching, range from M6.8 – 7.3 (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; Personius et 

al., 2009).  
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 Since the earthquakes are speculated to be younger than all of the dikes in Surprise 

Valley, as well as the large magnitude of the earthquakes, it is postulated that seismicity 

reactivated and/or rejuvenated fractures at depth. This can lead to a distortion and deformation of 

the rock volume where previous fractures were generated by diking. In addition, the slip along 

the faults creates fractures and reactivates old fractures from faulting. Therefore, there is more 

damage caused both from diking and faulting which promotes the circulation of hydrothermal 

fluids.  

 Since Surprise Valley is actively extending, it is possible for another earthquake to occur 

to further promote fractures at dike tips as well as reactivate older fractures from both diking and 

faulting. The estimated reoccurrence interval (RI) is between 1.2 – 7.3 ka (Personius et al., 

2009). The variability in the RI may be due to a number of factors including an incomplete 

seismic record, fault behavior, and drying of the nearby pluvial lake (Personius et al., 2009). 

Despite the range in the RI, modern GPS velocity vectors, trenching, and bedrock deformation 

rates suggest an ongoing seismic history along the Surprise Valley Fault (Personius et al., 2009). 

Hence, the outlook for the potential geothermal system in Surprise Valley is promising because 

the permeability can be maintained through slip events.   

8.2.2 Hydrothermal Activity  

 

The presence of active hot springs and hydrothermal mineral deposits at the surface 

provides evidence for modern geothermal activity in the shallow subsurface in Surprise Valley. 

The movement of geothermal fluids along the conduits causes for dissolution of the walls, 

chemical alteration of minerals, and precipitation of secondary minerals, like quartz and calcite 

within the fractures (e.g., Wohletz and Heiken, 1992; Davatzes and Hickman, 2010). In 
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particular, cooling of hydrothermal waters as they migrate to the surface promote precipitation of 

minerals that can change the porosity and permeability of the geothermal system. They may also 

alter the strength of the rock (e.g., Callahan  et al., 2019). Locally intense elastic distortion due to 

slip on faults (e.g., Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Mickelthwaite and Cox, 2004) or dike 

propagation (Delaney et al., 1986; Weinberger et al., 2000; this study) may revive these 

conduits, especially where segment geometry intensifies these effects. This process effectively 

breaks down the fracture fill and promotes dilation which generates new porosity and 

permeability. If this process repeats, it has the potential to sustain long-lived hydrothermal 

systems and generate ore deposits (e.g., Mickelthwaite and Cox, 2004). 

8.3 Future Work  
 
 
 In the field, joints and shear fractures are predominantly parallel to either the basin-

bounding faults or vertical dikes. In these stress anomaly maps, structure attitude is highly 

variable. Localized rotation of the horizontal principal stresses are observed in well WME-E1, 

supporting a role for elastic stress perturbations. Future steps to refine this work include 

developing models that incorporate (a) more refined estimates of stress, dike inlet pressure, and 

boundary conditions; (b) independent assessment of dike geometry based on magnetic and 

gravity data (this is important since model results are highly sensitive to detailed dike 

segmentation); (c) statistical characterization of fracture density near dikes mapped in the Hays 

Canyon Range supported by photogrammetry. These tasks will be aided by a better 

understanding of the differing attitude of the two dominant dike orientations and whether this 

difference is an example of dike capture by established structures as discussed by Delaney et al. 
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(1986), may reflect some underlying geometry of the magma source, or a change in the regional 

stress field during the 15 million years of basin development. 
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Figure 8.1. Four stages of dike influence on fracture formation: (a) interaction with established 
structures such as faults; (b) formation of new structures in response to elastic distortion 
around the opening dike determined by dike shape and buoyancy pressure distribution; (c) 
thermal loading and metasomatism of the host rock followed by thermal contraction of the 
solidified dike as it cools; (d) following solidification the dike acts as a stiff inclusion 
experiencing elevated stress in response to regional strain. 
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CHAPTER 9:  CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 Elastic modeling of dikes using BEM allows for simulation of damage potential created 

by diking including mechanical interaction between dike segments. This modeling approach 

provides a basis to predict the patterns in stress that occur in the rock volume adjacent to the 

dikes in order to locate where stress contributes to tension or compression. Field work and 

modeling reveal a high potential for brittle fractures around dikes opening due to buoyancy 

pressure in the stratigraphy of Surprise Valley. Modeling of the resulting elastic distortions 

generated in the host rock during dike emplacement suggest joints and shear fractures will be 

favored in the vicinity of modern hot springs. However, their continuity to a heat source at depth 

is not established for all hot springs. In addition, the model is very sensitive to the dike geometry 

which requires further constraint. Currently, vertical dikes striking NNW-SSE provide a better fit 

to the distribution of hot springs than dikes which have invaded faults and adopted N-S strike 

and dip to the west. 

The geometry of the dikes in the numerical simulations were determined by modeling a 

dike supplied with a buoyancy pressure calculated from the stratigraphy in the Hays Canyon 

Range and middle playa of Surprise Valley. Dike height was optimized to match observed 

thickness, strike length, attitude, and neutral buoyancy established by mapping in the Hays 

Canyon Range. These constraints were supplied to a subsequent BEM model that calculates the 

stress perturbations around the dikes created from diking for two dike orientations (1) N/S 

striking dikes, and (2) NNW/SSE striking dikes.  

The resulting simulations show that the tips of the NNW/SSSE striking dikes are spatially 

correlated with the active hot springs. The dike tips in the N/S orientation are not related to 

hydrothermal features. Although modeling suggests that the only dikes in the NNW/SSE 
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orientation correlate with hot spring locations, however that does not mean that dikes in the N/S 

orientation are not present. Both the magnetic anomaly structure and dike orientations from the 

nearby Hays Canyon range provide evidence for dikes in the Valley Playa that are oriented N/S 

with a dip of 60o. Therefore, it is inferred that both dike orientations are observed for the Valley 

Playa, but dikes striking NNW/SSE are responsible for focused fluid flow.  

 These model results reveal that concentrations of stress is greatest at dike tips, and 

smallest along the body of the dike segment. Additionally, regions that consist of en echelon dike 

segments with mechanically interacting tips that underlap one another produce large stress 

perturbations that support fracture formation. Conversely, dike segments that interact and 

overlap one another suppress fracture formation. The dikes in the NNW/SSE orientation predict 

favorable conditions for fracture where hot springs occur. These findings provide some evidence 

that analysis of stress anomalies as an indicator of brittle structures may help predict vertical 

conduits of focus fluid flow that account for the distribution of hot springs. 
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APPENDIX A: 

PROCEDURE: GEOMETRY OF DIKES 

 
a. Workflow that varies the height, length, and upper tip position of a dike  

• WORKFLOW_p3d_SV_toy_dikes_Sensitivity_positionbc.m: Model 
creates an output file generated by poly3d that complies the buoyancy 
pressure which is later used to understand the dikes height, length, and 
position in stratigraphy consistent with filed observations and the level of 
neutral buoyancy  

o Observation Grid  
§ East-West cross section through dike center  
§ Specify the minimum and maximum x,y, and z coordinates  
§ Indicate the number of points the make up the grid  

o Coordinate system  
§ Local coordinate system centered on the dike  
§ Defined by:  

• Dip length  
• Strike length  
• Strike  
• Dip  
• Center of the dike  

o Boundary conditions 
§ Remote stress (tension positive)  
§ Fluid pressure  
§ Magma pressure (for a constant magma pressure case, not to be 

used for buoyancy pressure) 
o Elastic Properties  

§ Poisson’s ratio (nu) 
§ Youngs modulus (E) 

o Dike Parameters:  
§ Relative Easting of dike center  
§ Relative Northing of dike center  
§ Strike  
§ Dip  
§ Length  
§ Height   
§ Upper tip position  
§ Depth of stratigraphic layers  
§ Density of stratigraphic layers  
§ Density of magma  

o Generate discontinuities   
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§ Uses three nested for loops that vary the dike length, height, 
and upper tip position to gather the buoyancy pressure on each 
centroid of the dike  

§ Functions:  
• EllipticalFaultFuncOptimized 

o Builds the outline of the dike  
• tricentroid  

o Defines the location of each element  
• PbStrat_Sensitivitybcfunc  

o Piecewise function of the buoyancy pressure 
that each element defining the discontinuity 
encounters moving through stratigraphy  

o Define observations grids  
§ Creates observation grids in a global coordinate system  
§ Script: Obs4p3d_minimized  

o Run Poly3D 
§ Function: p3din_func_SV_toy_dikes_halfspace 

§ Function that runs Poly3D and creates and saves input files 
(.in) and output files (.out)   

o Save buoyancy pressure and centroid reference line  
§ Quality check to ensure that the buoyancy pressure is 

calculated correctly for each centroid  
o Visualize the buoyancy pressure  

§ Display the resulting buoyancy pressure for different dike 
heights, lengths, and upper tip positions   

o Visualize the last imported mesh  
§ Ensure mesh is correctly configured  

o Save key variables  
§ Saves the defined variables into a .mat file  

 
b. Workflow to calculate the maximum dike opening and volume  

 
• WORKFLOW_p3dResults_Sensitivity_positionbc_interrogation_3d  

o Interrogates the output files generated in 
WORKFLOW_p3d_SV_toy_dikes_Sensitivity_positionbc to determine the 
sensitivity to maximum opening, volume, and area to the dike geometry 
in stratigraphy for a stagnant dike  

 
c. Workflow to visualize the dike geometry   

 
• WORKFLOW_p3dResults_Sensitivity_positionbc_figures  
• Load the .mat files made in 

WORKFLOW_p3d_SV_toy_dikes_Sensitivity_positionbc.m and 
WORKFLOW_p3dResults_Sensitivity_positionbc_interrogation_3d which are 
used to visualize the resulting maximum dike opening and volume based on 
variable dikes lengths and heights at specified upper tip positions  
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• Script visualizes three quality control plots: (1) traction, (2) element interior 
angles, and (3) the last imported mesh    
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APPENDIX B: 

MATLAB SCRIPTS AND FUNCTIONS: GEOMETRY OF DIKES 

 

B.1 Matlab Scripts  
 

WORKFLOW_p3d_SV_toy_dikes_Sensitivity_positionbc.m 

 
%% WORKFLOW_p3d_SV_toy_dikes_Sensitivity_positionbc.m 
% 
% AUTHOR:           Morgan Sawyer  
% DATE CREATED:     05/05/2021 
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1 
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Script to run poly3d, version from 1999, in c++ is slaved to matlab 
%   for: 
%   - Understanding the necessary geometric attributes of the dike segments 
%   that otherwise cannot be observed at the surface  
%   - Model contains three for loops that loop over unconstrained dike  
%     length along strike, height along dip, and dike upper tip position  
%     in stratigraphy.   
%   - Model is supplied with the density stratigraphy inferred for the 
%   specified region 4Ma   
%  
% DISCONTINUITIES: currently in local coordinate system centered on MSH 
%   Dike is defined by its:  
%       dip length 
%       strike length 
%       strike 
%       dip 
%       dike center (xc,yc), zc = 0 
%  
%       BC: ttt, 1 MP magma pressure, Pm 
%       NOTE: The discontinuity is defined within this script (copied from 
%       the script: Disc4p3d_Sensitivitybc) 
%  
% INPUT: Fault nodes and connectivity in global coordinates  
%        NAD_1983_UTM_ZONE_10N 
%  
% OUTPUT: Poly 3D Input and Output files named: 
%           -MSHtoy.in 
%           -MSHtoy.out 
% 
% NOTES:  
% - Based on original files drafted by J. Ole Kaven 
% - Note specific paths to the folder containing p3d and to the folder 
%   obtaining this mfile are specified for running p3d and saving .in and 
%   .out files respectively 
% - Script can toggle between a constant magma pressure and buoyancy 
%   magma pressure  
% - Model is done in a half space, but can be toggled to be run in a whole  
%   space  
%  
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% KEY functions written specifically for this modeling: 
%   (a)PbStrat_Sensitivitybcfunc: 
%   (b) EllipticalFaultFuncOptimized  
%   (c) Obs4p3d_minimized  
  
clear all, close all % avoid contamination with prior runs 
  
%% Add path to local bin folders containing supporting scripts/functions 
addpath('bin') % bin of scripts to generate toy model discontinuities and BC 
addpath('bin_p3d') % bin of scripts to generate and run p3d model 
addpath('bin_geomech') % bin of scripts to facilitate geomechanical analysis 
addpath('bin_SV') % bin of SV data and constraints 
addpath('bin_mesh') % bin of scripts for meshing the discontinuity  
  
%% Destination folders buoyancy pressure for each case  
% path_in = strcat('InputOutput_bc_Pb_VP/'); % buoyancy pressure destination 
folder 
% path_in = strcat('InputOutput_bc_Pb_HCRHW/'); % buoyancy pressure 
destination folder 
path_in = strcat('InputOutput_bc_Pb_HCRFW/'); % buoyancy pressure destination 
folder 
  
fname_base ='SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_bc_Pb_'; 
  
%% Destination folders constant magma pressure  
% path_in = strcat('InputOutput_bc_Pm/'); % magma pressure destination folder 
% fname_base ='SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_bc_Pm'; 
  
%% 1. Define Boundary Conditions to run 
% Poly3d uses the tension positive engineering/physics convention 
  
% Remote Stress 
Sij = zeros(3,3);  
  
% Fluid pressure at 2 km: rho_w*g*z 
Pf = 0; % test no remote 
  
% Magma Pressure 
Pm = 1000000; % 1 MPa; used for the constant magma pressure case  
  
% Elastic Properties 
nu = 0.2;% Poisson’s ratio representative of SV  
E = 30000000000; % Young's Modulus representative of SV, Pa 
  
%% 2. GENERATE DISCONTINUITIES  
% Discontinuities are 2D triangulated surfaces which may represent: 
%   - faults, volcanic magma chamber, topographic structures placed at the 
%   half space surface to simulate the load due to topography 
% 
% Discontinuity (1) geometry and (2) traction or burgers vector boundary  
%   conditions are generated in separate m-file and assembled into a  
%   structure array 
  
% Dike parameters  
dike.x = 0; % relative easting, meters 
dike.y = 0; % relative northing, meters  
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% Dike attitude  
% Note: for SV dikes invading faults - Strike: N-S; Dip: 60; dikes in own 
% plane - Strike: ~340 (NNW/SSE); Dip: ~85 (near vertical)  
dike.strike = 000;  % North-South  
dike.dip    = 89.9; % Vertical   
  
% Semi-height/length  
dike.length = linspace(250, 2500, 10);  
dike.height = linspace(250, 5000, 10);  
  
% Sampling upper tip positions of the dikes (based on the stratigraphy)  
  
% 4Ma Valley Playa  
z_uppertip = -[100, 150, 270, 330, 500, 630, 770, 900, 990, 1210, 1550, 
1800]; 
  
% 4Ma Hays Canyon Range Hanging Wall:  
% z_uppertip = -[100, 150, 270, 350, 440, 600, 720, 880, 1305, 1630]; 
  
% 4 Ma Hays Canyon Range Footwall:  
% z_uppertip = -[100, 250, 450, 550, 1000, 1350]; 
  
% visualize the discontinuities modeled: yes, 'y', or no, 'n'  
    visualize = 'n';  
  
pb_utm = zeros(length(z_uppertip), length(dike.height)); 
z_utm  = pb_utm;   
h_m    = pb_utm; 
  
count = 0; 
run_total = length(z_uppertip)*length(dike.length)*length(dike.height); 
for i = 1:length(z_uppertip)  
    for j = 1:length(dike.length) 
        for k = 1:length(dike.height) 
    % size of dike  
    a = dike.length(j); % meters of dike half-length in map view  
    h = dike.height(k); % half height along dip   
    x1r = h; % semi-dip axis; dip direction  
    x2r = a; % semi-strike axis  
     
    % overlap and separation (for dikes in array)  
    o = 1.5*a; % overlap along strike relative to interior tips of dikes   
    s = 1*a; % separation normal to strike  
     
    % attitude  
    strike = dike.strike; dip = dike.dip;  
    z_translation = z_uppertip(i) - h; % dike center for input into 
discontinuity function   
     
    % mesh resolution 
    rn = 60; % sampling rate along the radius and around the edge of the 
discontinuity  
     
    % define the discontinuity   
    x3t = [0,0,z_translation]; % position of dike center  
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    [D1.tri,D1.v,D1.tc] = 
EllipticalFaultFuncOptimized(x1r,x2r,x3t,rn,strike,dip); 
    D1.BC.type = 'ttt'; % traction boundary condition supplied to each 
element   
     
    % Script is set up so it can be set to toggle between (1)constant magma  
    % pressure and (2)buoyancy pressure  
     
    % (1) Constant magma pressure case 
    % [m,n] = size(D1.tri); D1.BC.bc = [zeros(m,1), zeros(m,1), 
Pm*ones(m,1)]; % (1)constant magma pressure boundary condition  
     
    % Model will need to be run three times, one time for each location:  
    % 4Ma valley playa:  
        z_ft  = -[ 0;   300;  700; 1100; 2000; 10000]; % depth of 
formation/stratigraphic tops; meters  
        rho_f =  [1900; 2140; 2550; 2650; 2800; 2800]; % density of rock 
(moving from shallowest to deepest formation); kg/m^3   
    % 4Ma hays canyon range hanging wall      
        % z_ft  = -[ 0;   300;  400; 800; 1810; 10000]; % depth of 
formation/stratigraphic tops; meters  
        % rho_f =  [1900; 2140; 2550; 2650; 2800; 2800]; % density of rock 
(moving from shallowest to deepest formation); kg/m^3   
    % 4Ma hays canyon range footwall  
        % z_ft  = -[ 0;   500;  1500; 10000]; % depth of 
formation/stratigraphic tops; meters  
        % rho_f =  [2550; 2650; 2800; 2800]; % density of rock (moving from 
shallowest to deepest formation); kg/m^3  
            
        rho_m =   2500; % density of the magma; kg/m^3  
        z_ut = z_uppertip(i); % redefined for input into function  
        z_lt = z_uppertip(i) - 2*h; % lower tip position   
        D1.tric = tricentroid(D1.tri,D1.v); % element vertices and centroids 
in a 73X3 matrix; centroid positions are in the third column 
        cent = D1.tric(:,3); % centroid positions 
         
        [Pb, z_ref, pb_ref] = PbStrat_Sensitivitybcfunc(z_ft, rho_f, rho_m, 
z_ut, z_lt, cent); % calls a function that gives the resulting buoyancy 
pressure and reference points for the layers cumulative thickness and Pb 
         
        I_neg = find(Pb < 0); % finds regions of negative buoyancy pressure 
        Pb(I_neg) = 0; % replaces any negative buoyancy pressure with a zero  
        % These are removed because it causes an interpenetration of 
        % elements  
         
        % (2) Buoyancy Pressure case  
        [m,n] = size(D1.tri); D1.BC.bc = [zeros(m,1), zeros(m,1), Pb]; 
        D1.name='dike1';  
        D.D1 = D1;  
         
    pb_utm(i,k) = pb_ref(1);  
    z_utm(i,k)  = z_ref(1);  
    h_m(i,k)    = h;  
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 %% 3. Define OBSERVATION GRIDs 
% Generate observation grids in global coordinates. 
%   - observation grids are defined by a set of points and may be defined 
%     as: point, line, surface, or volume 
% Observations grids are generated in separate mfile and assembled into a 
%   structure array 
% Note that to increase computational efficiency for this script an  
% observation grid is not needed, since we are not directly interested in  
% the displacements of every element on the discretized surface since we  
% are modeling a stagnant dike. However, at least one observation point  
% in each coordinate direction needs to be defined to run poly3d.  
% So a observation gird with one point in x, two points in y, and two  
% points in z is used.  
       
      Obs4p3d_minimized            
                                                
    count = count + 1; 
display([num2str(count),' of ', num2str(run_total)]) 
 
    %% Visualization for the centroid and reference line   
    figure  
    plot(Pb,cent, 'or');   
    xlabel('Bouyancy Presure (Mpa)');  
    ylabel('Elevation (m)'); 
    hold on  
    plot(pb_ref,z_ref,'-k')  
    legend('Centroids', 'Reference','Location', 'southwest')  
     
    %% 4. RUN p3din_FAULT_func_MSH_toy.m to generate P3D input file and run 
P3D 
    tic  
     
    dummy_zut       = num2str(z_uppertip(i)); 
    dummy_length    = num2str(dike.length(j));  
    dummy_height    = num2str(dike.height(k));  
     
    dummy_zut       = dummy_zut(2:end);  
     
    filename = [fname_base,'ut_',dummy_zut,'_length_', 
dummy_length,'m_','height_',dummy_height,'m']; 
     
    filename_in = [path_in, filename, '.in'];  
    % p3din_func_SV_toy_dikes(E,nu,Sij,Pf,filename_in,D,OBS) % whole space  
    p3din_func_SV_toy_dikes_halfspace(E,nu,Sij,Pf,filename_in,D,OBS) 
    %%% Un-comment these lines to run Poly3D %%% 
    filename_out = [path_in,filename,'.out'];  
    pcdloc = '/Users/brittle6/SV_Project/poly3d2014_MS/poly3d2014/newpoly3d'; 
% check path to p3d 
    % pcdloc 
='/home/tul06727/PROJECT_SV/SV_Project/poly3d2014_SNOWY/newpoly3d'; % for 
snowy owl 
    system([pcdloc, ' -i ', filename_in, ' -o ', filename_out]) 
    toc  
     
    %% 5. Save buoyancy pressure/centroid reference lines figure  
    savefig([path_in,'/FIGURES/', filename, '.fig']); 
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    close(figure(1)) 
        end 
    end  
end  
%% 6. Visualization of the buoyancy pressure for the differing parameters  
figure  
surf(h_m, z_utm, pb_utm); 
hold on  
plot3(h_m, z_utm, pb_utm,'o'); 
shading faceted 
xlabel('height, m');  
ylabel('dikes upper tip, m');  
zlabel('bouyancy pressure, Mpa');  
c = colorbar;  
c.Label.String = 'maximum bouyancy pressure, MPa';  
  
savefig([path_in,'/FIGURES/', 'ValleyPlaya_summaryplot','.fig']);  
% savefig([path_in,'/FIGURES/', 'HaysCanyonRange_HW_summaryplot','.fig']);  
% savefig([path_in,'/FIGURES/', 'HaysCanyonRange_FW_summaryplot','.fig']);  
  
%% 7. Visualize the last imported mesh (quality check) 
figure 
trisurf(D1.tri,D1.v(:,1),D1.v(:,2),D1.v(:,3))  
axis equal 
box on, axis square 
  
%% 8. Save key variables from model run to be read into the interrogation 
script  
save([path_in,fname_base,'VP.mat'],'x1r','x2r','z_uppertip','-mat'); 
% save([path_in,fname_base, 'HCRHW.mat'],'x1r', 'x2r', 'z_uppertip','-mat'); 
% save([path_in,fname_base, 'HCRFW.mat'],'x1r', 'x2r', 'z_uppertip','-mat'); 
 
Obs4p3d_minimized 

 
%   Each observation grid requires 3 parts:  
%       (1) definition of its coordinate system 
%       (2) name of coordinate system 
%       (3) definition of its extent and sampling 
%       (4) number of dimensions of the grid 
%       (5) observation grid name 
% 
%   Observation Grids are submitted to the function as a structure array  
%   with the following required fields: 
%       OBS.FIELDNAME.def 
%       OBS.FIELDNAME.defname 
%       OBS.FIELDNAME.obs 
%       OBS.FIELDNAME.dimen  
%       OBS.FIELDNAME.name  
  
%% Define OBSERVATION GRID RANGES 
% Generate observation grids in global coordinates. 
  
% AREAL GRIDS: 2D 
% User Coordinate System and rotations 
x1o = 0; % position of local origin 
x2o = 0; 
x3o = 0; 
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rot1 = 0; 
rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = 0; 
OBS_def = [x1o, x2o, x3o, rot1, rot2, rot3, 123];% matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
  
% E-W cross section through center of dike 
minx = -5*a;  % min value of x 
maxx = 5*a;  % max value of x 
miny = 0;  % min value of y 
maxy = 0;  % max value of y 
minz = 0;  % min value of z 
maxz = 2*h;  % max value of z 
npx  = 1; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dimension 
npy  = 2; % see also function: linspace 
npz  = 2; 
trans_y = o/2; 
OBS_xsection1 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx npy npz];% matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
  
%% Structure Array 
% Structure Array of Observation Grids for use with function to create p3d 
% input file: 
OBS.OBS_xsection1.def = OBS_def; 
OBS.OBS_xsection1.defname = 'OBS_xsection1_def'; 
OBS.OBS_xsection1.obs = OBS_xsection1; 
OBS.OBS_xsection1.dim = 2; 
OBS.OBS_xsection1.name = 'OBS_xsection1'; 
 
 

WORKFLOW_p3dResults_Sensitivity_positionbc_interrogation_3d.m  

 
%% WORKFLOW_p3dResults_Sensitivity_positionbc_interrogation_3d.m 
  
% AUTHOR:           Morgan Sawyer    
% DATE CREATED:     06/17/2021 
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1 
  
% PURPOSE: 
%   Script to run poly3d, version from 1999, in c++ is saved to matlab 
%   for: 
%   - Interrogate output files generated in 
%   WORKFLOW_p3d_SV_toy_dikes_Sensitivity_positionbc to determine the 
%   sensitivity to maximum opening, volume, and area to the dike geometry  
%   in stratigraphy for a stagnant dike    
  
% DEPENDENCIES:  
%   - Poly3d  
%   - WORKFLOW_p3d_SV_toy_dikes_Sensitivity_positionbc  
%   - InputOutput_bc 
  
% CURRENT MODEL SPECIFICATIONS:  
%   half space 
%   uniform differential density 
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clear all, close all  % avoid contamination with prior runs 
  
%% Add path to local bin folders containing supporting scripts/functions 
addpath('bin') % bin of scripts to generate toy model discontinuities and BC 
addpath('bin_p3d') % bin of scripts to generate and run p3d model 
addpath('bin_geomech'); % bin of geomechanics functions 
addpath('bin_SV'); % bin of SV data and constraints 
addpath('bin_mesh'); % bin of functions and scripts for meshing surfaces 
  
%% I/O import output file 
path_in = strcat('InputOutput_bc_Pb_VP/'); 
% path_in = strcat('InputOutput_bc_Pb_HCRHW/'); 
% path_in = strcat('InputOutput_bc_Pb_HCRFW/'); 
  
  
load(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_bc_Pb_VP.mat')) % key 
workspace variables from the model run 
% load(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_bc_Pb_HCRHW.mat'))  
% load(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_bc_Pb_HCRFW.mat'))  
  
% Obtain parameters from file names 
fnames = dir(path_in);  
fnames = dir(fullfile(path_in,'*.out')); % obtain list of output files in 
target directory 
  
%% Data  
numModels = size(fnames,1); 
% placeholder variables for recording key characteristics of simulation 
x1r          = zeros(numModels,1)*nan; % dike semi-height, h  
x2r          = x1r; % dike semi-length, l 
z_uppertip = x1r; % upper tip position of the dike in the stratigraphy 
u3max      = x1r; % maximum opening of the dike 
t3max      = x1r; % maximum normal traction acting to open the dike 
vol        = x1r; % numerically estimated volume of the dike 
areamin    = x1r; % minimum area of triangular mesh element in each .out 
simulation file 
badtri     = x1r;  
for i = 1:numModels 
    tic 
    dummyname= fnames(i).name; 
    fullname = [path_in,dummyname]; 
    out = p3doutputreader_v05(fullname); 
         
    % aggregate data from file names 
    z_uppertipI = strfind(dummyname,'_ut_'); % finds starting index of this 
part of the string 
    aI          = strfind(dummyname,'_length_');  
    hI          = strfind(dummyname,'_height_'); 
    endI        = strfind(dummyname,'m.out'); 
     
    z_uppertip(i) = str2num(dummyname(z_uppertipI+4:aI-1)); % iteration of 
dike upper tip positions  
    x1r(i)          = str2num(dummyname(hI+8:endI-1)); % iteration of dike 
heights  
    x2r(i)          = str2num(dummyname(aI+8:hI-2)); % iteration of dike 
lengths  
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    % --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % dike parameters 
    % number of dikes and dike to analyze 
    ndisc = length(out.fault.disp); 
    j = 1; % which discontinuity in model run to assess   
    % elements of the dike: need a separate for loop if there are multiple 
    tri = out.fault.tri{j}; %topology  
    v   = out.fault.xyz; % coordinates vertices from every discontinuity (tri 
gives rows for specific discontinuities) 
    % Find normal displacement 
    u3 = out.fault.disp{j}(:,11); % displacement normal to dike, i.e., 
opening 
    u3max(i) = max(u3); % max opening (if more than one then need unique of 
    % u3 max to get a single entry...scalar instead of an array)   
    % traction BC 
    t3 = out.fault.tract{j}(:,7);  
    t3max(i) = max(t3);   
    
    % calculate volume: 
    % first calculate area of triangular element, then multiple areas by 
    % corresponding u3; expect over-estimate due to coarse discretization 
near 
    % the dike tip where the gradient in du3/dr is large 
    [area,areai] = AreaTriangulatedSurfacei(tri,v); 
    voli         = u3.*areai; % volume of triangular prism in m^3 
    vol(i)       = sum(voli); 
    % more precise formulation is to use tetrahedron where the triangular 
facet 
    % in on the surface accounts for all three displacement components and 
the  
    % additional vertices is at the center of the ellipsoid 
  
    % test for flat triangles that will produce erroneous displacements and 
    %   volumes 
    areamin(i)      = min(areai); % area 
    % element characteristics 
    Em = ElementSizeStats(tri,v,'n'); 
    badtri(i) = min(min(Em.intangle)); % minimum internal angle of triangle 
in mesh  
     
    % Filter outputs data based on poor triangulation 
     
    % --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % observation grid parameters to assess dike stability versus 
    %   propagation around its tipline --> consider purpose made obs grid 
    %   around margin of modeled dike 
     
    toc 
    display(['file ',num2str(i),' of ',num2str(numModels),'(duration: 
',num2str(toc),')']);     
end 
  
u3max_Ione = find(u3max == 2.318);  
u3max(u3max_Ione) = nan;  
        
u3max_Itwo = find(u3max == 4.636); 
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u3max(u3max_Itwo) = nan; 
          
u3max_Ithree = find(u3max == 1.271); 
u3max(u3max_Ithree) = nan; 
        
u3max_Ifour = find(u3max == 1.651); 
u3max(u3max_Ifour) = nan; 
      
% u3max_Ifive = find(u3max == 14.48); 
% u3max(u3max_Ifive) = nan; 
%     
% u3max_Isix = find(u3max == 15.88); 
% u3max(u3max_Isix) = nan; 
%        
% u3max_Iseven = find(u3max == 4.957); 
% u3max(u3max_Iseven) = nan; 
%       
% u3max_Ieight = find(u3max == 2.319); 
% u3max(u3max_Ieight) = nan; 
  
% Re-shape aggregated data vectors to define matrices amenable to plotting  
%   with SURF and CONTOUR3 
% M = sortrows([x1r,x2r,z_uppertip,u3max,t3max,vol,areamin,badtri],[1,2]); 
M = sortrows([x1r,x2r,z_uppertip,u3max,t3max,vol,areamin,badtri],[3,1,2]); % 
sort by layers, then semi-height, then semi-length 
z_ut_unique = unique(z_uppertip); 
l = length(z_ut_unique); % l = layers...number of data subsets (third entry 
in matrix)  
I = find(z_uppertip == min(z_ut_unique));  
r = sum(x1r(I)==min(x1r(I))); c = length(x1r(I))/r; % r = rows (semi-height); 
c = columns (semi-length); 
  
% Define 3D matrix with shape rows, columns, layers = [r,c,l], each layer 
% visualizes the effect of the length and height variation of a dike by an 
% upper tip position; there are the same number of upper tip positions as 
% layers, l: 
X1R        = reshape(M(:,1),r,c,l); % semi-height 
X2R        = reshape(M(:,2),r,c,l); % semi-length 
Z_UPPERTIP = reshape(M(:,3),r,c,l); % upper tip position 
U3MAX      = reshape(M(:,4),r,c,l); % maximum dike opening  
T3MAX      = reshape(M(:,5),r,c,l); % maximum traction  
VOL        = reshape(M(:,6),r,c,l); % volume 
AREAMIN    = reshape(M(:,7),r,c,l); % minimum element area (f(element size, 
interior angles) 
BADTRI     = reshape(M(:,8),r,c,l); % Bad triangle: interior angle of 
triangular elements 
  
%% For loop option: reshape each layer, then accumulate layers 
% dummy = zeros(r,c,l); 
% for i = 1:l 
%      dummy_ut = z_ut_unique(i);  
%      J = find(M(:,1)==dummy_ut); 
%      dummy_X1R = M(J,2);  
%      dummy_X2R = M(J,3); 
%      dummy_U3MAX = M(J,4);  
%      dummy_T3MAX = M(J,5);  
%      dummy_VOL = M(J,6);  
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%      dummy_AREAMIN = M(J,7);  
%      dummy_BADTRI = M(J,8); 
%  
%      dummy(:,:,i) = reshape(dummy_X1R,r,c); 
%      dummy(:,:,i) = reshape(dummy_X2R,r,c); 
%      dummy(:,:,i) = reshape(dummy_U3MAX,r,c);  
%      dummy(:,:,i) = reshape(dummy_T3MAX,r,c);  
%      dummy(:,:,i) = reshape(dummy_VOL,r,c);  
%      dummy(:,:,i) = reshape(dummy_AREAMIN,r,c);  
%      dummy(:,:,i) = reshape(dummy_BADTRI,r,c);  
% end  
  
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%% output analysis 
save(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_position_bc_VP_interrogation.m
at')); % saves variables in workspace 
% 
save(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_position_bc_HCRHW_interrogatio
n.mat'));  
% 
save(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_position_bc_HCRFW_interrogatio
n.mat'));  
%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 

WORKFLOW_p3dResults_Sensitivity_positionbc_figures.m 

 
%% WORKFLOW_p3dResults_Sensitivity_positionbc_figures.m 
  
% AUTHOR:           Morgan Sawyer    
% DATE CREATED:     06/10/2021 
% DATE MODIFIED:    06/25/2021 
% VERSION:          v.1 
  
% PURPOSE: Visualize the dikes maximum opening and volume from variable 
% dike lengths, heights, and a specified upper tip position  
  
% DEPENDENCIES:  
%   - WORKFLOW_p3d_SV_toy_dikes_Sensitivity_positionbc.m 
%   - WORKFLOW_p3dResults_Sensitivity_positionbc_interrogation_3d 
  
% CURRENT MODEL SPECIFICATIONS:  
%   half space 
%   buoyancy pressure case  
  
clear all, close all  % avoid contamination with prior runs 
  
%% Add path to local bin folders containing supporting scripts/functions 
addpath('bin') % bin of scripts to generate toy model discontinuities and BC 
addpath('bin_p3d') % bin of scripts to generate and run p3d model 
addpath('bin_geomech'); % bin of geomechanics functions 
addpath('bin_SV'); % bin of SV data and constraints 
addpath('bin_mesh'); % bin of functions and scripts for meshing surfaces 
  
%% I/O import output file 
% path_in = strcat('InputOutput_bc_Pb_VP/'); 
% path_in = strcat('InputOutput_bc_Pb_HCRHW/'); 
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path_in = strcat('InputOutput_bc_Pb_HCRFW/'); 
  
filename = 'SV_dike_bouyancy_'; 
% load(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_bc_Pb_VP.mat')); % key 
workspace variables from the model run 
% load(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_bc_Pb_HCRHW.mat')); 
load(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_bc_Pb_HCRFW.mat')); 
  
%% Load data  
 
load(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_position_bc_VP_interrogation.m
at')); 
% 
load(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_position_bc_HCRHW_interrogatio
n.mat')); 
load(fullfile(path_in,'SV_toy_dike_Sensitivity_position_bc_HCRFW_interrogatio
n.mat')); 
  
%% Visualization 
L = 1; % chooses index of upper tip position to analyze (manually input) 
  
    % NOTE: The maximum opening visualization uses a linear interpolation to 
fill in 
    % the points where data was removed due to bad data   
    X2R_con = X2R(:,:,L); 
    X1R_con = X1R(:,:,L); 
    U3MAX_con = U3MAX(:,:,L); 
  
% setting up the linear 3d linear interpolation: 
% finding the removed data points in the array 
    I = find(isnan(U3MAX_con)); % indices that are nan 
    J = find(isnan(U3MAX_con)==0); % indices that are not nan (correct data) 
    % interpolate  
    % Using scatteredInterpolant to independently find the relationship among  
    % points in the data set based on their coordinates and uses it to define  
    % the object F. F can then be used to interpolate values at specified  
    % locations. This allows a matrix to have bad values removed, then  
    % interpolate new estimates at the coordinates of the "bad values." These  
    % new estimates will need to be placed back in the grid which can be  
    % accomplished with a FOR loop. 
    F = scatteredInterpolant(X2R_con(J),X1R_con(J),U3MAX_con(J));  
    Zidummy = F(X2R_con(I),X1R_con(I)); 
    Zi = U3MAX_con; 
    for i=1:length(I) 
        Zi(I(i)) = Zidummy(i); 
    end 
  
OF = {'wo','MarkerFaceColor','w','MarkerSize',8}; 
OFi = {'ko','LineWidth',1,'MarkerSize',10}; 
OS = {'FaceAlpha',0.95,'LineWidth',0.5,'EdgeAlpha',0.3}; 
  
f1 = figure; 
nuU3MAX = surf(X2R_con,X1R_con,Zi,OS{:}); hold on 
% contour plot 
[M1,C1]=contour3(X2R_con+0.25, X1R_con+0.25,U3MAX_con+0.25,20); 
C1.LineWidth=2; C1.Color='w'; 
plot3(X2R_con,X1R_con,U3MAX_con,'.k','markersize',6);  
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plot3(X2R_con(I),X1R_con(I),Zi(I),OF{:}) 
plot3(X2R_con(I),X1R_con(I),Zidummy,OFi{:}) 
% formatting  
shading faceted 
xlabel('Dike Semi-Length, m') 
ylabel('Dike Semi-Height, m') 
zlabel('maximum opening, m') 
title('Sensitivity of Dike Geometry on Dike Opening'); 
hc = colorbar; ylabel(hc,'maximum opening, du3, m');  
box on, grid on 
view([0,90]) 
linkprop(gca,'ax','equal');  
savefig([path_in,'FIG - HL max opening']) 
  
f2 = figure; 
hVOL = surf(X2R(:,:,L), X1R(:,:,L),VOL(:,:,L)); hold on 
% contour plot  
[M2,C2]=contour3(X2R(:,:,L)-20,X1R(:,:,L)-20,VOL(:,:,L)-20,20); 
C2.LineWidth=2; C2.Color='w'; 
plot3(X2R(:,:,L), X1R(:,:,L), VOL(:,:,L),'.k', 'markersize',6); 
% formatting 
shading faceted 
xlabel('Dike Semi-Length, m') 
ylabel('Dike Semi-Height, m') 
zlabel('volume, m^3')  
title('Sensitivity of Dike Geometry on Dike Volume'); 
hc = colorbar; ylabel(hc,'volume, m^3');  
box on, grid on 
view([0,90]) 
linkprop(gca,'ax','equal'); 
savefig([path_in,'FIG - HL volume']) 
  
%% Quality control  
% Traction:  
f3 = figure; 
nuU3MAX = surf(X2R(:,:,L),X1R(:,:,L),T3MAX(:,:,L)); hold on 
% contour plot 
[M1,C1]=contour3(X2R(:,:,L)+0.25, X1R(:,:,L)+0.25,T3MAX(:,:,L)+0.25,20); 
C1.LineWidth=2; C1.Color='w'; 
plot3(X2R(:,:,L),X1R(:,:,L),U3MAX(:,:,L),'.k','markersize',6);  
% formatting  
shading faceted  
xlabel('Dike Length, m') 
ylabel('Dike Height, m') 
zlabel('maximum traction, Pascals') 
title('Sensitivity of Dike Geometry on Maximum Traction Boundary Condition'); 
hc = colorbar; ylabel(hc,'maximum traction, du3, m');  
box on, grid on 
view([0,90]) 
linkprop(gca,'ax','equal');  
savefig([path_in,'FIG - HL normal traction']) 
  
% Element interior angles  
f4 = figure;  
hbadtri = surf(X2R(:,:,L),X1R(:,:,L),BADTRI(:,:,L)); % hold on 
% formatting  
zlim([0 60]); 
caxis([0,60]);   
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shading faceted 
xlabel('Dike Length, m') 
ylabel('Dike Height, m') 
zlabel('element interior angles, m') 
title('Sensitivity of Dike Geometry on Dike Opening'); 
hc = colorbar; ylabel(hc,'element interior angles, degrees');  
box on, grid on 
view([0,90]) 
linkprop(gca,'ax','equal');  
savefig([path_in,'FIG - HL interior angles']) 
  
% Last mesh imported 
f5 = figure; 
trisurf(tri,v(:,1),v(:,2),v(:,3)) 
axis equal 
box on, axis square 
 
B.2 Functions  
 
EllipticalFaultFuncOptimized.m  

 
function [tri,v,tc] = EllipticalFaultFuncOptimized(x1r,x2r,xt,rn,strike,dip) 
%  
% INPUTS: 
%   x1r = dip length 
%   x2r = strike length 
%   xt  = position of centroid elliptical fault 
%   rn  = radial sampling rate; edge sampling rate = f(rn) 
%   strike of fault 
%   dip of fault 
%  
%  
% OUTPUTS: 
%   tri     rows of v that define each triangle, compatible with trisurf 
%   v       m x 3 matrix of nodes on triangulated surface 
%   tc      mx3 x,y,z coordinates of the centroid of each triangle 
%   edge    rows of v that define points along the edge of the ellipse 
%           these can be plotted as:  
%           plot3(v(edge,1),v(edge,2),v(edge,3),'k-','LineWidth',2) 
%          
% NOTE 
%   - Requires Mesh2dv24_NCD 2D meshing library: located in folder with 
%   this function 
addpath('bin/Mesh2dv24_NCD'); 
%  
%% Build elliptical fault outline 
% Parametric equation of an ellipse 
th = linspace(0,2*pi,rn)'; th = th(1:length(th)-1); 
c = pi*sqrt(0.5*(x1r^2+x2r^2)); % estimate perimeter of the ellipse 
x = x1r*cos(th); 
y = x2r*sin(th); 
  
%% Mesh surface 
    % Triangulate Surface: Refine using  
    % mesh2d uses specified points to start the mesh then interpolates 
interior 
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    % points. For a simple surface, only the outline of the surface is 
needed. 
    % If specific "lines" of vertices are required in the interior of this 
    % outline (as per the intersection of a surface) then these vertices and  
    % their connectivity can be specified. The final input will concatenate: 
    %   A matrix comprised of: 
    %   (1) the vertices defining the outline 
    %   (2) the vertices defining the interior line 
    %   A related, but separate matrix: 
    %   (3) a corresponding matrix, that definiens the connectivity of 
    %   these lines. 
    options.output = false; % true/false; 
    options.dhmax  = 0.3; % controls max fractional change in size of 
adjacent elements 
    options.mlim   = 0.1; % fractional change in mesh size per iteration 
    options.maxit  = 100; % 40, 80, 100 % set max number of mesh refinement 
iterations 
    % --> It should also be possible to specify a function that describes the 
    % gradient in element size. This would allow elements to be finest at a 
    % particular depth horizontal, x-section position, or as a function of 
    % increasing depth as examples. See documentation for mesh2d. 
    hdata = []; 
    edge = [1:length(th);2:length(th),1]'; 
    mindist = c/rn; 
    s = 3; % # of times larger than mindist interior points can get 
    hdata.hmax = 3*mindist; % controls element size in the interior (max size 
globally) 
    %  hdata.edgeh = [e1,h1; e2,h2; etc];  Element size on specified geometry  
    %                                      edges. 
    % [v,tri] = mesh2d([x,y],[],[],options); % enforces hdata including 
maximum sized elements globally 
    % [v,tri] = mesh2d([x,y],[],hdata,options); % enforces hdata including 
maximum sized elements globally 
    % [v,tri] = mesh2d([x,y],edge,[],options); %  
    [v,tri] = mesh2d([x,y],edge,hdata,options); %  
     
    v1 = v(:,1); 
    v2 = v(:,2); 
    v3 = zeros(size(v1)); 
  
%% rotate by strike and dip 
% Dip rotation 
aij_y = [cosd(dip)   0   sind(dip); 
          0          1   0; 
         -sind(dip)  0   cosd(dip)]; 
% Strike rotation 
th  = (90-strike)-90; % this will default the long axis to N-S when azi = 0 
aij_z = [cosd(-th)  sind(-th)   0; 
        -sind(-th)  cosd(-th)   0; 
        0           0           1]; 
% compute rotation 
aij = aij_z*aij_y; 
[v1,v2,v3] = rotate(v1,v2,v3,aij); 
  
% enforce normal orientation 
normal_sign_convention = 'z+'; 
[tri,nvec,tc,ax] = PlotTriNormals(tri,[v1,v2,v3],normal_sign_convention); % 
no plot 
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% linkprop(ax,'CameraPosition') 
  
% translate 
v  = [v1,v2,v3]; 
for i = 1:3 
    v(:,i) = v(:,i)+xt(i); 
end 
 
tricentroid  

 
function out = tricentroid(tri,v) 
% Function to output the centroid of triangular elements. 
%  
% Triangular centroid is the point of interaction between the three median 
% lines (the line connecting a vertex to the mid-point of opposed leg of  
% the triangle) of the triangle. It is quickly obtained from the average of 
% the respective components of the three vertices. 
%  
% Note that the output will be of length(tri)x3 
% INPUT 
%   tri   mx3: triangle indices 
%   v     nx2 or 3: vertices referenced in tri 
  
% I/O 
[nv,mv]=size(v); 
[nt,mt]=size(tri); 
if mv==2 
    v(:,3) = zeros(nv,1); 
elseif mt~=3 
   tri=tri'; 
end 
  
out(:,1) = 1/3*(v(tri(:,1),1)+v(tri(:,2),1)+v(tri(:,3),1)); 
out(:,2) = 1/3*(v(tri(:,1),2)+v(tri(:,2),2)+v(tri(:,3),2)); 
out(:,3) = 1/3*(v(tri(:,1),3)+v(tri(:,2),3)+v(tri(:,3),3)); 
 
PbStrat_Sensitivitybcfunc.m  

 
function [Pb, z_ref, pb_ref] = PbStrat_Sensitivitybcfunc(z_ft, rho_f, rho_m, 
z_ut, z_lt, cent) 
if length(z_ut)>1, error ('z_ut must be a scalar'), end  
  
% PURPOSE: Piecewise function of the buoyancy pressure that each element 
%          defining the discontinuity encounters moving through stratigraphy  
%           
%          Depending on the location of the dikes upper tip and height the 
%          dike may span multiple different stratigraphic units. The  
%          stratigraphy has varies in density, so the resulting buoyancy  
%          pressure will vary based off of the density stratigraphy.  
%          Resolving the amount of buoyancy pressure acting on each  
%          element through varying density stratigraphy yields the 
%          proper boundary conditions necessary for successive model runs  
%          that determines the damage produced via dike propagation.  
%  
% INPUTS:  
%   - z_ft  : depths of formation tops, meters  
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%   - rho_f : density of formations, kg/m^3   
%   - rho_m : density of magma, kg/m^3   
%   - z_ut  : depths of dike upper tip, meters  
%   - z_lt  : lower tip position of dike, meters  
%   - cent  : element centroid position  
% 
% OUTPUTS:  
%   - Pb    : buoyancy pressure, Mpa   
%   - z_ref : dikes extent defined by its upper and lower tip, meters  
%   - pb_ref: buoyancy pressure through stratigraphy, Mpa  
% 
% 
% METHODS: There are three scenarios that the dike may exhibit while  
%          propagating through stratigraphy  
%          1. The dike is fully within one stratigraphic layer  
%                - Locate the stratigraphic layer and density of the layer 
%                  that the dike is currently in  
%                - Calculate the depth of each centroid from the lower tip  
%                - Calculate the resulting buoyancy pressure of each 
%                  element  
%          2. The dike spans a single formation top  
%               - Dike would span two formations so the calculation for  
%                 is done separately for each formation moving from the 
%                 bottom to the top  
%               - The bottom and top formations are calculated with the 
%                 same steps as case one and the resulting buoyancy pressure 
%                 is summed at the end 
%          3. The dike cross multiple formation tops  
%               - This case is divided into three parts:  
%               - 1. Lower tip  
%               - 2. Body  
%               - 3. Upper tip  
%               - The same steps are applied as in case two for the lower  
%                 and upper tips  
%               - The middle case is defined in a for loop which iterates 
%                 through the formation tops between the upper and lower  
%                 tips 
%               - The buoyancy pressure is summed after each part  
% NOTES:  
% Coordinate system is defined as easting (x1), northing (x2),  
% elevation (up) (x3)  
% Depth is negative, so the most negative number in x3 is the deepest  
% formation   
%  
% DEPENDENCIES:  
% -WORKFLOW that describes the geometry of the discontinuity  
  
%% Constants  
g = 10; % gravity; m/s^2 
  
%% Dikes extent related to stratigraphy   
I        = find((z_ft > z_lt) & (z_ft < z_ut)); % index of formation tops 
spanned by the dike  
dummy_I  = length(I); % total number of formation tops spanned by the dike 
dummy_ut = z_ft - z_ut; % returns the stratigraphic values of the upper tip 
position of the dike  
dummy_lt = z_ft - z_lt; % returns the stratigraphic values of the lower tip 
position of the dike   
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%% Placeholders 
Pb     = zeros(size(cent)); % buoyancy pressure; will be filled with the 
associated buoyancy pressure  
z_ref  = zeros(length(I)+2,1); % referenced depth; will be filled with the 
associated depths of each formation that the dike spans    
pb_ref = z_ref; % referenced buoyancy pressure; matrix of the same size as 
z_ref; will be filled with the associated buoyancy pressure for each 
formation     
  
%% CASE 1: Dike is fully within a single unit (I is empty)  
if isempty(I) == 1  
    ft_ui = find(dummy_ut >= 0); % index of the formation top values above 
upper dike tip  
    ft_ui = find(dummy_ut == min(dummy_ut(ft_ui))); % index of the smallest 
positive value above the upper tip  
    d_rho = rho_f(ft_ui) - rho_m; % scalar, density contrast  
    dz    = cent - z_lt; % depth of each centroid  
    Pb    = d_rho*g*dz;  
    D1.BC.bc(:,3) = Pb; % redefine buoyancy pressure into one variable to 
implement for boundary conditions  
     
    % reference line calculation  
    z_ref  = [z_ut;z_lt];  
    pb_ref = [(z_ut - z_lt)*g*d_rho;0]; 
     
    display('dike is fully within one formation') 
     
%% CASE 2: Dike Spans two layers (a single formation top)  
elseif dummy_I == 1  
    % lower formation:  
    ft_li = find(dummy_lt >= 0); % index of formation top values that lie 
below the lower tip  
    ft_li = find(dummy_lt == min(dummy_lt(ft_li))); % index that the dike 
lower tip is currently in  
    d_rhol = rho_f(ft_li) - rho_m; % density contrast for the lower formation  
    II = find(cent <= z_ft(ft_li)); % finds the centroids within the lower 
formation  
    dz_l = cent(II) - z_lt; % thickness of the unit based off of the depth of 
each centroid  
    Pb(II) = d_rhol*g*dz_l; % buoyancy pressure on the centroids for the 
lower formation  
    clear II;  
     
    % upper formation:  
    ft_ui = find(dummy_ut >= 0);  
    ft_ui = find(dummy_ut == min(dummy_ut(ft_ui))); 
    d_rhou = rho_f(ft_ui) - rho_m;  
    II = find(cent > z_ft(ft_ui + 1));  
    dz_u = (cent(II) - z_ft(ft_ui + 1));  
    Pb_cum = (z_ft(ft_ui + 1) - z_lt)*g*(rho_f(ft_ui + 1) - rho_m);  
    Pb(II) = d_rhou*g*dz_u + Pb_cum;  
    D1.BC.bc(:,3) = Pb;  
     
    % reference line calculation  
    z_ref = [z_ut; z_ft(ft_li);z_lt];  
    pb_ref = [(z_ut-z_ft(ft_li))*g*d_rhou+(Pb_cum);Pb_cum;0];  
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    display('dike spans one formation top')  
     
%% CASE 3: dike spans three or more layers (greater than one formation top)  
elseif dummy_I > 1       
    % lower formation 
    ft_li = find(dummy_lt > 0); % index of formation top values that lie 
below the lower tip 
    ft_li = find(dummy_lt == min(dummy_lt(ft_li))); % index that the dike 
lower tip is currently in  
    d_rhol = rho_f(ft_li) - rho_m; % scalar, density contrast for the lower 
formation   
    II = find(cent <= z_ft(ft_li)); % finds the centroids within the lower 
formation  
    dz_l = cent(II)-z_lt; % thickness of the unit based off the depth of each 
centroid  
    Pb(II) = d_rhol*g*dz_l; % buoyancy pressure on the centroids for the 
lower formation  
    Pb_cum = dummy_lt(ft_li)*d_rhol*g;  
    clear II; 
     
    % reference line calculation for the lower formation  
    z_ref(end) = z_lt; 
    z_ref(end-1) = z_ft(max(I)); 
    pb_ref(end-1) = (z_ft(max(I))-z_lt)*g*d_rhol; 
    counter = length(z_ref)-2; % located the correct matrix positions to 
store the middle formation values  
     
   % middle formation(s) 
    for m = (max(I)-1:-1:min(I)) % loop spans from the deepest to shallowest 
formation tops above the dikes lower and upper tips  
        ft_mui = z_ft(m); % index of the shallowest formation top  
        ft_mli = z_ft(m+1); % index of the deepest formation top   
        III = find(cent > ft_mli & cent<=ft_mui); % finds the centroids 
between the deepest and shallowest formations  
        dz_m = cent(III) - ft_mli; % thickness of the unit based on the depth 
of each centroid  
        d_rhom = rho_f(m) - rho_m; % scalar, density contrast for the middle 
formation  
        Pb(III) = (dz_m*d_rhom*g) + Pb_cum; % buoyancy pressure on the 
centroids for the middle formations  
        Pb_cum = Pb_cum + ((ft_mui - ft_mli)*g*d_rhom);  
         
        % reference line calculation  
        z_ref(counter) = ft_mui; 
        pb_ref(counter) = Pb_cum; 
        counter = counter-1;  
    end  
     
    % upper formation   
    ft_ui = find(dummy_ut >= 0);  
    ft_ui = find(dummy_ut== min(dummy_ut(ft_ui)));  
    d_rhou = rho_f(ft_ui) - rho_m;  
    II = find(cent > z_ft(ft_ui + 1)); 
    dz_u = cent(II) - z_ft(ft_ui + 1);  
    Pb(II) = (d_rhou*g*dz_u)+ Pb_cum;  
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    % reference line calculation  
    z_ref(1) = z_ut;  
    pb_ref(1) = (z_ut-z_ft(ft_ui+1))*g*d_rhou+ Pb_cum;  
     
    display('dike spans multiple formation tops') 
     
end  
 

p3din_func_SV_toy_dikes_halfspace  

 
function out = p3din_func_SV_toy_dikes(E,nu,Stress,Pf,filename_in,D,OBS) 
  
%v1,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6,tri1,tri2,tri3,tri4,tri5,tri6,obs1,obs1_def,obs2,obs2_def,
obs3,obs2_def) 
  
% Matlab script to create input for systematic analyses of fault meshes. 
% 
% PURPOSE: generate .in file for "newpoly3d" executable, 1999 C++ version 
% v1 
% 
%  
% Author: J. Ole Kaven 
% Date: 8/29/2003 
%  
% Version: 1 
% Modified By: NCD 
% Date Modified: 07/2017 
%  
% Input: < > 
% Space: Half 
% Comments: 
% - Outputs on elements are given in global coordinates in this FUNCTION s 
% the "CrackCS" is the global reference frame 
%  
 
scrsz = get(0,'Screensize'); 
out.vers = 1; 
out.date = datestr(now);  
out.space = 'half'; % 'half' --> half space; 'full' = whole space 
  
[fid,message] = fopen(filename_in,'w'); % replace this with variable to treat 
as function; can give the directory listing for thepoly3D folder 
  
  
%% Setup stuff: Material Properties and Remote Stress 
% ********************* 
% *Material Properties* 
% ********************* 
% material properties are defined as Young's Modulus, E, and Poisson's  
% Ratio, nu. 
  
% *************** 
% *Stress Tensor* 
% *************** 
% input as 3x3 tensor, tension positive, tensor sign convention 
% fluid pressure is treated as a separate entry 
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% S11 = Stress(1,1); 
% S22 = Stress(2,2); 
% S33 = Stress(3,3); 
% S12 = Stress(1,2); 
% S13 = Stress(1,3); 
% S23 = Stress(2,3); 
  
  
%% Setup stuff: Discontinuities 
%   Discontinuities are submitted to the function as a structure array with 
%   the following required fields: 
%       D.tri       mx3 connectivity matrix 
%       D.v         mx3 vertex coordinates 
%       D.BC.type   1x3 char array defining boundary condition types in   
%                   each element locol coordinate system as traction or   
%                   burgers vector, e.g., 'ttb', 'ttt' 
%       D.BC.bc     mx3 boundary condition values 
%       D.name      char array defining the discontinuity name 
%  
% Vertices (used to define mesh of "fault") 
%   Note: must explicitly do for each fault object 
  
% entriesX = mx4 matrix where m = # of elements.  X is fault number.  row 1 
is element number, and rows 2-4 are x,y,z coordinates of element nodes 
%   NOTE: must add the last vertex number of the previous fault to the all 
%         the vertex numbers of the next fault to eliminate redundancy. 
  
% assembly entries from number of discontinuities provided 
Dfieldnames = fieldnames(D); 
Dn = length(Dfieldnames); 
Dname=cell(Dn,1); vertices=Dname; connectivity=Dname; bctype=Dname; 
bcbc=Dname; discontinuity=Dname; % pre-configure cell arrays 
counter = 0; 
for i=1:Dn 
    % Gather data from i'th field in input structure array of 
    % discontinuities 
    l   = length(eval(['D.',Dfieldnames{i,:},'.v'])); % number of vertices in 
the i'th discontinuity 
    v   = eval(['D.',Dfieldnames{i,:},'.v']); % vertices of the the i'th 
discontinuity 
    tri = eval(['D.',Dfieldnames{i,:},'.tri']); % connectivity array of the 
i'th discontinuity 
    Dname{i}= eval(['D.',Dfieldnames{i,:},'.name']);  
     
    % ************************************************** 
    % * Assemble matrix of vertices (aux3)             *                   % 
******* TO SPECIFY ELEMENT B.C. MODIFY aux3  
    % ************************************************** 
    % column 1 of entries is the counter of every unique vertex, the 
    % updated counter is used in conjunction with an updated tri matrix to 
    % define discontinuities in p3D 
    entry(:,1)   =  [1:l]'+counter;  
    entry(:,2:4) = eval(['D.',Dfieldnames{i,:},'.v']); %  
    vertices{i}  = entry; % use cell array to track number of entries 
     
    % ************************************************** 
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    % *Surfaces & Elements & Boundary Conditions (aux3)*                   % 
******* TO SPECIFY ELEMENT B.C. MODIFY aux3  
    % ************************************************** 
    %   NOTE: traction boundary conditions are specified relative to the 
local 
    %         element normal. The normal are based on the polarity (order in 
which the 
    %         vertices are specified in dat.tri) 
    %   NOTE: must add the last vertex number of the previous fault to the 
all 
    %         the vertex numbers of the next fault to eliminate redundancy* 
    connectivity{i} = tri+counter; % updated connectivity matrix as per 
column 1 of vertices 
    bctype{i}   = eval(['D.',Dfieldnames{i,:},'.BC.type']); % extract 
boundary type 
    bcbc{i}     = eval(['D.',Dfieldnames{i,:},'.BC.bc']);   % extract 
boundary conditions for each element 
    discontinuity{i}=[bcbc{i} connectivity{i}]; % concatenate BC (bcbc) and 
connectivity matrices with updated vertex row numbers 
     
    % update counter for next round 
    counter = max(entry(:,1)); % maximum value of column 1 of the most 
current i'th entry 
    clear entry l v tri % clear entry, l, v, tri to allow re-use in next 
cycle of loop 
end 
  
%% Setup stuff: Observation Grids 
%   Each observation grid requires 3 parts:  
%       (1) definition of its coordinate system 
%       (2) name of coordinate system 
%       (3) definition of its extent and sampling 
%       (4) number of dimensions of the grid 
%       (5) observation grid name 
% 
%   Observation Grids are submitted to the function as a structure array  
%   with the following required fields: 
%       OBS.FIELDNAME.def 
%       OBS.FIELDNAME.defname 
%       OBS.FIELDNAME.obs 
%       OBS.FIELDNAME.dimen  
%       OBS.FIELDNAME.name 
  
OBSfieldnames = fieldnames(OBS); 
OBSn = length(OBSfieldnames); 
OBSname=cell(OBSn,1); OBSdefname=OBSname; OBSdef=OBSname; OBSgrid=OBSname; 
OBSdim=OBSname; 
for i=1:OBSn 
    OBSname{i}   = eval(['OBS.',OBSfieldnames{i,:},'.name']); 
    OBSdef{i}    = eval(['OBS.',OBSfieldnames{i,:},'.def']); 
    OBSdefname{i}= eval(['OBS.',OBSfieldnames{i,:},'.defname']); 
    OBSdim{i}    = eval(['OBS.',OBSfieldnames{i,:},'.dim']); 
    OBSgrid{i}   = eval(['OBS.',OBSfieldnames{i,:},'.obs']); 
end 
  
%************************************************************************** 
%* Generate .in file                                                      * 
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%************************************************************************** 
%% Generate .in file 
  
fprintf(fid,'****************************************************************
***************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*                            Section 1: CONSTANTS                             
*\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'****************************************************************
***************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* Titles\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*--------\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'title1 = "MSH_toy."\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* Elastic Constants\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* Specify any two. Leave the rest blank.\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*----------------------------------------\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'shear_mod         = \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'psn_ratio         = %d\n',nu);                                 % 
<-- Input Poisson's ratio 
fprintf(fid,'youngs_mod        = %d\n',E);                                  % 
<-- Input Young's modulus 
fprintf(fid,'bulk_mod          =\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'lame_lambda       =\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* Remote Stresses/Strains\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'rem_bc_type       = stress            *(stress/strain)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'s11r              = %d\n',Stress(1,1) + Pf);                  % 
<-- remote stress tensor, use a tensor transform in a MASTER function to 
define 
fprintf(fid,'s22r              = %d\n',Stress(2,2) + Pf); 
fprintf(fid,'s33r              = %d\n',Stress(3,3) + Pf); 
fprintf(fid,'s12r              = %d\n',Stress(1,2)); 
fprintf(fid,'s13r              = %d\n',Stress(1,3)); 
fprintf(fid,'s23r              = %d\n',Stress(2,3)); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* Options\n');  
fprintf(fid,'*---------\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'half_space        = yes               *(yes/no)\n');          % 
<-- for whole space replace "= yes" with "= no" 
fprintf(fid,'check_cond_num    = yes               *(yes/no)\n');          % 
avoid numbers greater than 10^-8 or 10^-6 
fprintf(fid,'print_elt_geom    = yes               *(yes/no)\n');  
fprintf(fid,'elt_geom_csys     = global\n');  
fprintf(fid,'null_value        = -999.0\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'end *(CONSTANTS)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'****************************************************************
***************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*                        Section 2: USER COORDINATE SYSTEMS                   
*\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'****************************************************************
***************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* (1)        (2)     (3)    (4)    (5)     (6)     (7)     (8)       
(9)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*name      parent    x1o    x2o    x3o    rot1    rot2    rot3    
rot order\n'); 
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fprintf(fid,'*--------- --------- ------ ------ ------ ------- ------- ------
- ---------\n'); 
% 
xcent = 0;ycent = 0;zcent = 0;rot1 = 0; rot2 = 0;   rot3 = 0; % crack 
coordinate system used with discontinuity objects; defined global by choice 
rather than elocal 
default = [xcent, ycent, zcent, rot1, rot2, rot3, 321];  
fprintf(fid,'CrackCS    global %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.1f %7.1f %7.1f 
%5.0f\n',default); 
% 
for i=1:OBSn 
    fprintf(fid,[OBSdefname{i},'    global %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.1f %7.1f 
%7.1f %5.0f\n'],OBSdef{i}); 
end 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'end *(USER COORDINATE SYSTEMS)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'****************************************************************
***************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*                         Section 3: OBSERVATION GRIDS                        
*\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'****************************************************************
***************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* (1)    (2) (3)      (4)        (5)        (6)     (7)    (8)    
(9)    (10)   (11)   (12) (13) (14) (15)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*name    dim outp  endpt csys obspt csys outp csys x1beg  x2beg  
x3beg  x1end  x2end  x3end  nx1 nx2 nx3\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*------- --- ----- ---------- ---------- --------- ------ ------ 
------ ------ ------ ------ --- --- ---\n'); 
for i=1:OBSn 
    fprintf(fid,[OBSname{i},' ',num2str(OBSdim{i}),'  esps   
',OBSdefname{i},'     global     global    %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  
%5.7f  %d  %d  %d\n'],OBSgrid{i}); 
end 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'end *(OBSERVATION GRIDS)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'****************************************************************
***************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*                      Section 4: OBJECTS/ELEMENTS/VERTICES                   
*\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*                      (o = object, e = element, v = vertex)                  
*\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'****************************************************************
***************\n'); 
for i=1:Dn 
    %%% Begin Discontinuity Object 1 
    fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)            (3)        (4)\n');                         
    fprintf(fid,'*o name             outp    eltc csys\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'*- ---------------- ------- ----------\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,['o  "',Dname{i},'" bt      CrackCS  \n']);                % 
object name defined (note as defined above elocal (except for BC) are same as 
global by my choice 
    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)     (3)       (4)         (5)         (6)\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'*v name     csys       x1          x2          x3\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'*- -------- ---------  ------      ------      ------\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'*Fracture vertices\n'); 
    % "%4.0f" 4 decimal places before the decimal --> integer vertex; for 
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    % "%8.8f" can be increased for greater precision, could also replace with 
%d 
    fprintf(fid,'v  %4.0f  global    %8.12f   %8.12f   %8.12f\n', 
vertices{i}'); % note transposition of vertices 
    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)   (3)      (4)    (5)       (6)       (7)      (8) 
(9) (10) (...)\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'*e #vert BC csys   BC type BC1       BC2       BC3       v1  
v2  v3 ...\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'*- ----- --------- ------- --------- --------- --------- --  
--  -- --\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'*BCs & connectivity \n'); 
    % note that the the BC are specified; e = element, 3 = 3 space 
dimensions, 
    % elocla --> BC are in element local: "bbb", b = Berger’s vector, t = 
traction, the next 3 numbers are BC magnitudes in dip, strike, normal 
    fprintf(fid,['e  3     elocal    ',bctype{i},'   %5.5f     %5.5f     
%5.5f      %4.0f %4.0f %4.0f\n'], discontinuity{i}'); % note transposition of 
discontinuity     
    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
end 
     
%%% End of objects call 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'end *(OBJECTS/ELEMENTS/VERTICES)\n'); 
fclose(fid); 
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APPENDIX C: 

MESH VALIDATION  

 
Simulations in Poly3D were compared to the analytical solution for opening of a semi-

infinite blade-like crack in a semi-infinite elastic medium (Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Pollard 

and Segall, 1987) conforming to plane-strain. In this solution, opening is driven by a uniform 

internal driving pressure. In this model (table C.1), dike opening, !"!, is determined from a 

constant driving stress defined as the difference in the magma pressure and remote minimum 

compressive stress, !#!!, elastic parameters including Poisson’s ration, $, and shear modulus, 

%, and the dike semi-length, & as: 

!"! = (!#!!)	+
(, − $)
%$ .&! − /"!0

" !#  

 

Opening varies along the dike length and is zero at the tip and a maximum in the center so that 

the maximum opening scales linearly with the dike semi-length as: 

 

!"!(%&')
(&!)" !#

= (!#!!)	+
(, − $)
%  

 

The model is taken to represent the opening profile measured along strike of a vertical dike. The 

corresponding opening horizontal profile is recovered through the center of the three-

dimensional dike in Poly3D. 
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Table C.1. Elastic parameters  
Description 

Δ"! width of the dike (opening mode displacement) 

Δ#!! is the difference between the magma pressure and the confining stress #"  

G shear modulus 

ν Poisson ratio 

a Half-length of the dike 

x1 distance from the center of the dike along its length 
 
 

 

 
Figure C.1. (top) Schematic diagram showing opening distribution along a two-dimensional 

dike. The red region mimics the outcrop view of dike thickness, whereas the difference in 

movement of each wall gives the displacement discontinuity, Δ2) . (bottom left) Distribution of 
opening along a dike measured at Ship Rock, NM  by Delaney and Pollard (1981), fit of the 
model from Pollard and Segall (1987) (gray), and residual between model and observed 

(orange). The model predicts a linear scaling between the dike opening and its length for 
constant material properties. 
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The goal was three-fold. First to validate that the models in Poly3D can match the proven 

solution. Second to evaluate mesh dependence and run time. Third to explore meshing and 

simulation of dikes of different ratios of length along dip versus length along strike at different 

positions in the density stratigraphy (figure C.2). Such an iterative exploration of dike geometry 

and other model parameters requires a reliable, automated meshing procedure yielding 

meaningful simulations of opening and stress state in the surrounding medium. In addition, run 

time needed to be fast enough and resulting model memory requirements small enough to 

explore a large number of realizations of dike strike length, dip length, and stratigraphic position. 

Typical model runs involved thousands of simulations, each of which takes a 20 to 50 seconds. 

Meshes were generated using a slightly modified Mesh2D algorithm in Matlab 

(Engwirda, 2014) and controlled by modifying the number of vertices used to define the ellipse 

perimeter, limiting the gradient in element size, and by limiting the number of refinement 

iterations. Two schemes were evaluated to sample the ellipse perimeter (figure C.3) including 

constant initial angular spacing applied to the equation of an ellipse or a constant perimeter 

spacing. The equation of an ellipse was chosen for simulation due to its relative simplicity. 

After generation, the mesh was interrogated to determine the number of elements, 

element size distribution, the smallest interior angle in each element, and test for overlapping 

elements. The mesh was also evaluated for preservation of the elliptical shape (e.g., figure C.4). 

Finally, after simulation of dike opening, the run time for each model and its resulting opening 

distribution and impact on stress induced in the surrounding medium were evaluated. A series of 

simulations were run for aspect ratios from: 0.1 ≤ (*+,	./0123)
(425+6/	./0123) ≤ 5.  This was repeated with 

ellipse perimeters defined by 20, 40, 60, and 80 vertices. These scenarios were evaluated both for 

models of a single, isolated elliptical dike and for an array of five elliptical dikes. 
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Several types of numerical artifacts were encountered: 

(a) At very high aspect ratio, the interior of the dike was defined by only one or two elements 

along x (strike). This does not allow for the opening distribution to be adequately 

simulated and also produces anomalous estimates of opening volume important for other 

parts of the study. 

(b) High aspect ratios could also yield a very large number of elements within highly curved 

portions of the ellipse producing very long simulation run-times without yielding good 

results of model opening. 

(c) If the number of refinement iterations was too small, or if the gradient in element size 

was too large, elements with a very small interior angle could result that produce 

numerical artifacts. 

(d) Using too few perimeter samples along element edges tended to produce poor elliptical 

shapes during refinement and very course grids. The large element size meant too few 

elements spanned the center of the dike yielding poor descriptions of variation in opening 

This problem was primarily evident as aspect ratio increased. 

Summary of major findings 

• As dikes grow taller, they approach the 2D plane strain results of Pollard and Segall 

(1987). 

• Where en echelon dike segments are spaced closely (within distances small compared to 

their half-length), their elastic interaction yields opening that exceeds the opening 

predicted by the 2D solution. Essentially, the begin to behave a single larger structure. 

• The shortest dimension of the dike (strike or dip length) is the primary geometric control 

on the magnitude of dike opening.   
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• An ellipse perimeter defined by 60 vertices yielded an acceptable compromise of between 

model resolution and run time suitable to the analysis of opening distribution and 

resulting volume, variation in buoyancy pressure from base to top of dike, and stress 

perturbation in the surrounding elastic medium. 

Discontinuities with large aspect ratio and a small number of perimeter vertices produced 

errors because there were not enough elements across the center of the dike, and not enough 

element refinement at the tips to capture the elliptical geometry (figure 4.3). To combat this 

issue, different mesh resolutions were tested. Results of this exploration showed that when 

elements had a fixed number of sample points along the elements perimeter of < 20 results were 

unreliable when the dike became two times as long as it is tall. Increasing the number of element 

edge points along the perimeter in the models to 60 produces a more reliable result (table 1), 

which define parameters critical to the meshing algorithm including its curvature and which can 

be required to remain part of the final mesh. 
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Figure C.2. Definition of dike geometry. Note that a 0.1° degree dip is included in each 

vertical dike so that every point has unique [97 9) 98] coordinates and those trigonometric 
functions which may appear in the denominator of some functions are never zero.  
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Figure C.3. Schemes to define the perimeter of elliptical dikes for input into the discretization 
algorithm. Each row corresponds to a step in the process of defining the dike from (1) initial 

sampling of the perimeter, (2) defining the ellipse shape, (3) key attributes of the resulting 
sampling, (4) mesh the surface, (5) applying the attitude through a vertical then horizontal 

axis rotation. In column (a) the equation of an ellipse is used to sample the perimeter based on 

an initial angular distribution. Note that this approach does not result in equal angular 

distributed points as the ellipse is a distortion of the initial polar coordinate according the 
semi-axis length defined by strike length and the semi-axis length defined by dike dip-length. 

(b) The perimeter of an ellipse is calculated, then sampled either at an specified length or the 
sample length is determined by dividing the perimeter by the target number of points. 

 
Computational efficiency, or the time required to run the model, is also taken into 

account when determining the optimal element edge length. Model run time with a varying mesh 

size is used to determine which model has the best tradeoff between spatial resolution and run 

time. The critical minimum distance is three meters, which involves a very high number of 

element edge points, thus a long run time, compared to models with a lower resolution. 

Therefore, a mesh resolution of 60 element edge points along the perimeter is used for all models 
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because it produces a spatially reliable result and the run time is stable and computationally 

efficient (figure 4.4 and table 4.1). Increasing the sample density along the ellipse perimeter 

beyond 60 produces a significant increase in the number of elements and resulting run time 

without commensurate increase in model accuracy (figure C.4). All models with adequate 

sampling along across the shortest dimension to capture variation in opening provide useful 

estimates of maximum opening consistent with the analytical solution (figure C.4). Figure C.5 

illustrates the resulting elastic distortion around a dike opening due to constant pressure. Figure 

C.6 and subsequent figures demonstrate the correlation between run time and the number of 

elements defining each simulation for single dikes sampled with an initial equal angular spacing 

(as described in figure C.3A) by 20 and 40 points (figures C.6 and C.7, respectively) and for 

arrays of five dikes with the same sample scheme (figures C.7 and C.8). Another example with a 

fixed sampleing distance along the perimeter (as described by figure C.3B) is shown in figure 

C.10. 
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Figure C.4. Analysis of mesh behavior and runtime for a 10 kilometer tall dike with a mesh 

resolution ranging from 20 to 150 samples along the ellipse perimeter. (a) Mesh associated 
with different number of vertices and resulting mesh characteristics. (b) Comparison of 

simulated dike opening to analytical 2D solution by Pollard and Segall (1986) for both the 
long and short semi-axis of the ellipse. (c) Number of elements defining the ellipse. (d) Edge 

lengths of elements comprising the mesh. (e) Simulation run time. Meshes are shown side-by-
side for visual comparison but each represents a separate simulation. All results are plotted in 

the same order from left to right. 
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Figure C.5. Stress perturbation in observation grids in various locations relative to a single dike opening in response to a constant 
magma pressure. Red indicates increased tension whereas blue indicates increased compression. 
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Figure C.6. (top) Visualization of mesh geometry based on 20 initial edge points of a single dike. 
(bottom) Resulting opening compared to the solution by Pollard and Segall (1987) and the number of 
elements used to comprise the dike, the range of element edge lengths, and the corresponding run 
times. Note that when the model dike is three times as tall as it is long it converges on the 2D 
analytical solution. 
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Figure C.7. (top) Visualization of mesh geometry based on 40 initial edge points of a single dike. 
(bottom) Resulting opening compared to the solution by Pollard and Segall (1987) and the number of 
elements used to comprise the dike, the range of element edge lengths, and the corresponding run 
times.  
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Figure C.8. (top) Visualization of mesh geometry based on 20 initial edge points of a five dikes in an en 
echelon array. Dikes are spaced so that dikes overlap at 1.5 times the strike semi-length and are 
separated normal to strike by 1.0 times the strike semi-length. This produces a weak, but significant 
interaction (see discussion of similar interactions in interactions by Willemse et al. (1996) and Laboso 
and Davatzes (2015) and Laboso (2016)) which can be separately explored. (bottom) Resulting 
opening compared to the solution by Pollard and Segall (1987) and the number of elements used to 
comprise the dike, the range of element edge lengths, and the corresponding run times. The array 
model predicts larger opening than a single dike with strike semi-length 500 m indicating interaction 
of the array enables additional opening; however, opening is far less than an equivalent single dike the 
length of the array. Model where dike perimeter is defined by 20 sample points produces a problematic 
mesh at large H/L aspect ratio. 
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Figure C.9. Same as figure C.8 for sampling 40 points along the perimeter. 
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Figure C.10. This analysis follows figure C.8 but uses 60 points to sample the perimeter at a constant 
spacing. The dikes in this array simulation have a fixed edge length (1/3(min([o,s]) ≈ 166.7 m) 
rather than a fixed number of sample points (e.g., 40); good results but long run-time for 
larger dikes. Mesh density increases at the upper-lower tips to capture relatively high 
curvature leading to larger number of elements in high aspect ratio dikes, this occurs 
automatically in the refinement process of Mesh2D. 
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APPENDIX D: 

CRUSTAL STRESS MODEL 

 
D.1 Model Goals 

 

The stress model constrains the conditions during dike formation and propagation. Dikes 

open the direction of least resistance defined by the least compressive principal stress. In an 

elastic body, opening is driven by the difference between the magma pressure in the dike and the 

confining pressure in the surrounding rock plus an elastic stress induced by opening that 

determine dike thickness and volume. The pressure determining the opening profile of a dike is 

the sum of five major contributions (Secor and Pollard, 1977; Delaney and Pollard, 1981; Pollard 

and Segall, 1987; Taisne and Jauport, 2009; Rubin, 1995; Beecerril et al., 2013; Pollard and 

Townsend, 2018): 

- Vertical stress due to the weight of rock 

- Minimum horizontal compressive stress 

- Buoyancy pressure due to the density contrast between the host rock and magma 

- Excess fluid pressure (sometimes called the inlet pressure supplied by the magma 

chamber) 

- Elastic resistance to opening 

This appendix explores constraints on the stress state in Surprise Valley into which dikes were 

injected. The model includes 

(1) Variation in stress state with depth  

(2) Define the gradient in confining pressure that the dike must act against to open 

(3) Evaluate constraints on the potential depths of a source magma chamber 
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(4) Define static Pm at which dike would reach surface (as per discussion in Rubin, 1995) 

(5) Define potential inlet pressures supplied by a magma chamber into a dike where it forms 

Three analyses are considered: 

(1) Model of stress state mediated by fault slip in an actively deforming basin 

(2) Potential depth to magma chamber based on a column of magma that extends from the 

chamber at depth to the surface to supply lava flows 

(3) Potential depth to magma chamber based on dike thickness and elastic properties of the 

rock mass 

A model for the stress state is defined for an actively extending volume of rock that has 

remained critically stressed throughout formation of the Surprise Valley graben. Stress is 

therefore defined by the strength of the rock which favors frictional slip in shallow, cold rock 

and ductile flow in deeper, hotter rock. Differential stress to drive compressive failure is supplied 

by the difference in the weight of overlying rock and the horizontal confinement. Thus, the 

critical horizontal compression for failure is determined from the lithostatic load and the lowest 

strength criterion. 

 

D.2 Stress model 

D.2.1 Vertical Stress 

 

 The vertical stress is obtained from the piecewise integration of density. For simplicity, 

density is assumed to be uniform within formations. 

 

!! = #$%"('" − '"#$)
%

"&'
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where %" is the density of the stratigraphic unit and '" and '"#$ is the bottom and top of the unit, 

respectively, with z corresponding to depth. The vertical stress model is based on cross-sections 

for each model location (see discussions in Chapters 2 and 6) at the proposed time of intrusion of 

4 Ma. Detailed rock properties are summarized in Table 6.1 and generalized rock properties used 

in the idealized model are summarized in Table D.1. The density model is detailed in Chapters 3 

and 6. 

Pore fluid pressure, *(, can be calculated similarly as 

*( = #$%"('" − '"#$)
%

"&'
 

where %" is the density of the water at a specified depth and will depend on the weight of the 

overlying column of water, the temperature, and a small correction for any dissolved solids. This 

analysis assumes the water is free to flow between pores producing a hydrostatic column of 

water. In other words, the pore water is unconfined and the strain rate deforming the shape of 

pores is much slower than the flow rate of water through the system. In detail, the density of 

water varies with temperature and pressure, which can be addressed by integrating the pressure 

from the surface using the steam tables for water to determine the density of each increment in 

the water column from the pressure of overlying water and the temperature in the increment. 

Typically, for geothermal gradients of approximately 30°C/km, the increase in density due to 

increasing pressure is approximately balanced by the decrease in temperature due to increasing 

temperature. High strain rates, compaction of sediment, mineral dehydration, or phases changes 

such as the generation of gas or loss of volatiles in magma can all lead to transitory over-
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pressure. However, given the uncertainty in the temperature profile, the density of water is 

assumed to be constant for simplicity, thus yielding *( = %)#'. 

D.2.2 Frictional Limits on Crustal Strength: 

 

Friction describes the resistance to sliding between two surfaces pressed together. 

Stability is defined by comparing the shear traction driving slip to resistance determined by a 

scaling friction coefficient multiplied by the effective normal traction: |,*| ≤ .*/,% + *(1 (if 

tension is positive) (Jaeger et al., 2007). The magnitude of the shear and normal tractions, Ts and 

Tn, acting on the surfaces of an established discontinuity is determined by its attitude relative to 

the principal stress tensor and the magnitudes of the principal stresses. 

Friction provides a useful criterion for brittle strength of rock applicable to the 

seismogenic upper crust at relatively low temperature (as summarized by Lockner and Beeler, 

2002). Two critical questions arise in using this criterion:  

(1) What is the attitude of the discontinuity relative to the stress tensor.  

(2) What is the appropriate frictional resistance for a rock volume or a discontinuity in the 

volume?  

Townend and Zoback (2000) argue that large volumes of rock (on the scale of 100's of 

meters to kilometers) are pervasively fractured in a wide range of attitudes. They consequently 

suggest that a fracture that optimizes the ratio of shear to effective normal traction for frictional 

failure is typically present and thus limits differential stress in the crust. They show using stress 

measurements in deep boreholes that large volumes of the upper crust are at frictional 

equilibrium. This stress analysis is also consistent with hydrostatic fluid pressure throughout the 

brittle crust.  
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Similar arguments that the earth is critically stressed for frictional failure are made using 

the abundance of aftershocks in the vicinity of earthquakes that induce small elastic strain and 

stress changes of only 0.1 to 1 MPa (King et al., 1994) or by distant, teleseismic associations 

(van der Elst and Brodsky, 2010). In a wider range of geological settings, similar induced or 

triggered seismicity is associated with reservoirs, mines (McGarr, 2014), waste-water injection 

(Ellesworth, 2013), or deformation around and in geothermal (e.g., Cardiff et al., 2017; Majer et 

al., 2007) or oil and gas reservoirs (e.g., Segall, 1992; Brodsky and Lajoie, 2013). 

Critically stressed earth: (See Table D.2 for summary of implementation) 

These arguments suggest it is appropriate to calculate the limit of brittle rock strength, 

and thus differential stress, using a friction criterion assuming the presence of optimally oriented 

discontinuities. Furthermore, that in tectonically active regions such as Surprise Valley which 

has recently active faults (Personius et al., 2009; Egger, 2010; Personius et al., 2017), the stress 

state is very likely to be at this limit. 

 In this case, the frictional failure limit for a crustal volume with optimally oriented 

fractures is defined by the ratio of effective principal stresses and the static coefficient of friction 

as (Jaeger et al., 2007; Zoback, 2007) 

2+ + *(
2$ + *( = /. + (.' + 1)$ '⁄ 1' 

Where the tensor sign convention is adopted where tension is positive. Thus, 2$ is corresponds to 

the most tensile principal stress and 2+ to the most compressive principal stress. Since 

compression is negative, *( is added to calculate the effective normal stress. The right side of the 

equation defines the friction function 4(.) and describes the resistance to slip.  

Anderson (1951) posited that principal stresses will be either parallel or perpendicular to 

the earth’s surface which is free of shear tractions and thus acts as a principal plane. Thus the 
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weight of rock defining !- will correspond to one of the principal stresses and the remaining two 

will be horizontal. The direction of active frictional slip will then be in a plane that maximizes 

the shear stress, predicting normal, strike slip, and thrust faulting. In a normal faulting stress 

regime 2+ corresponds to !- and 2$ to !./"%. Rearranging the equation and solving for the 

critical !./"% at frictional failure in terms of the weight of overlying rock yields  

!./"%01"2 = !- + *(
4(.) − *( 

Friction constant: (See Table D.3 for summary of implementation) 

Most major rocks and their mineral constituents display static friction of approximately 

0.85 for confining pressure less than 200 MPa (e.g., Byerlee, 1978). Anderson (1951) and 

subsequent workers note that friction of 0.58 is most consistent with normal faulting dips of 

about 60° degrees. In a normal faulting environment, a higher coefficient of friction indicates 

that the rock mass can remain stable at less compressive Shmin relative to Sv. 

Lockner and Beeler (2002) suggest that mineralogy may play a significant role in 

determining frictional strength. Notably expansive clays abundant in the upper few kilometers of 

the crust and on the margins of hydrothermal systems may reach friction as low as 0.2 (smectite) 

to 0.38 to 0.43 (chlorite or illite), significantly weakening the crust or fault that hosts them. In a 

normal faulting region, such a decrease in strength implies an increase compression of Shmin to 

reduce the differential stress since small shear tractions can cause faults to slip. This could imply 

that in the upper few kilometers of the crust where weak minerals are abundant horizontal 

compression will tend to be relatively high compared to greater depth. 

Water table 
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 Fluid pressure plays a major role in reducing frictional strength. Similar to the vertical 

stress, fluid pressure is taken as the integrated pressure due to a column of water below the water 

table.  

The water table fluctuates through time, but Surprise Valley has accumulated sediment 

since its inception (Colgan, et al., 2008; Personious et al., 2009; Egger, 2010). During the recent 

glacial high-stand approximately 20-10 ka, the valley may have hosted lake depths of 176 m 

(Ibarra et al., 2014) evidenced by preserved paleo-shore lines and wave-cut terraces. Over the 

period reaching back to 4-8 Ma spanning the earliest likely period of dike intrusion, the water 

table is less certain, but it is reasonable to assume it was at least approximately at the survace 

consistent with primarily fluvial and pluvial sediment accumulated in the valley. 

The modern water table in the playa oscillates within a few meters of the playa surface. 

During winter and heavy rain up to few meters may collect in the basin. Similarly, during dry 

periods the water table may drop a few meters below the surface. The Hays Canyon Ranges 

hosts numerous springs which also imply the water table is close to the modern surface, although 

this may be complicate by flow along specific geological horizons. 

For simplicity across all sites, we assume the water table has remained approximately at 

surface throughout these periods.  

 

D.2.3 Ductile Flow (non-linear viscosity)  

 

Ductile Flow Law: (See Table D.4 for summary of implementation) 

As confining pressure increases at greater depth frictional resistance to slip also 

increases. Temperature also tends to side with increasing depth. And as temperature rises, rock 
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may tend to flow at differential stress well below that required for frictional failure, effectively 

preventing frictional failure from ever being reached through viscous flow of the rock. This flow 

is supported by various plasticity mechanisms sensitive to temperature and to the mineralogy and 

grain size of the host rock (Scholz, 2002). These mechanisms enable onset of permanent strain 

and thus limits further accumulation of stress, which may be necessary to induce frictional slip. 

 

 Ductile yielding is mediated by the propensity for mechanisms such as pressure solution, 

grain boundary diffusion, and dislocation glide and climb to modify the shape of grains and the 

rock mass. In the moderate stress and temperature regime with confining pressure less than ~400 

MPa (Kirby, 1983; Twiss and Moores, 2007; Allemndinger, 2019) dislocation glide and climb 

allow rock to flow, accumulating permanent strain at differential stresses below frictional failure 

of optimally oriented discontinuities. This thermally activated process is defined by power law 

creep as 

56
57 = 8/23"((1%69: ;

−<
=,> 

where the strain rate, 3432, depends on differential stress driving crystal dislocation motion scaled 

by experimental fitting parameters A and n, and the mineral characteristics that control the 

available crystal slip systems through the activation energy, Q, also determined experimentally, 

and R is the universal gas constant. The process is strongly dependent on the temperature, T in 

Kelvin, since increasing temperature and thermal expansion of bond length promotes crystal 

plasticity through dislocation movement. This absolute temperature determines the rate of 

dislocation activity and thus strain rate resulting from an applied differential stress. Rearranging 

this equation to solve for the differential stress in terms of strain rate, temperature, and rock 

properties yields 
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23"(( = (2$ − 2+) =

⎝
⎜
⎛ 56

57
B8	69: D−<=,EF⎠

⎟
⎞

$
%

 

 

Temperature Profile: (Summarized in Table D.1) 

Temperature gradients in Surprise Valley may be highly variable by location. Abundant 

warm and hot springs are distributed across the valley spatially associated with segmentation in 

faults or dikes. In well WME-E1, in the step between dikes interpreted from magnetic and 

gravity anomalies, measured temperature is nearly isothermal down to1 km depth at about 65°C, 

but rapidly increases to greater depth reaching about 110°C at 1100 m. In other wells near Lake 

City along the Surprise Valley fault on the west side of the valley Benoit et al. (2004) report 

~50°C /km with maximum temperature of 157°C at 1450 m depth indicating possible geothermal 

gradients of ~100 C/km. Lerch et al. (2010) conducted reflection seismic surveys across the 

valley and argue that the modern brittle ductile transition is as shallow as 6-8 km.  

Rock Type: (Summarized in Table 6.1 with representative values adopted in Tables D.1 and D.5) 

This process is highly sensitive to the rock composition and presence of water since both 

determine the resistance to dislocation glide and climb. For this model, the crystalline basement 

below Surprise Valley is exposed to high temperature sufficient for crystal plasticity. The Late 

Eocene McCulley Ranch Formation (Tmrv) consisting of deeply weathered andesitic breccias, 

lahars, and debris flows (see discussion in Egger, 2010). 

At typical continental temperature gradients of ~30°C /km to somewhat elevated 

gradients reflecting Surprise Valley and the Basin and Range more broadly of ~60°C /km a 

quartz-rich, granitic, wet rock type is necessary to cause a brittle ductile transition between ~4.5 
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and 8 km depth. More mafic materials require significantly greater temperature, and depth, 

before the transition. In the absence of more precise crustal characterization, this analysis adopts 

a general wet granite rheology.  

Strain Rate: (Summarized in Table D.4) 

In the northern Basin and Range modern strain rates measured by GPS range from 10 to 

50E(-9)/year (Bennet et al., 2003). Paleoseismic rates from trenching offset alluvial and pluvial 

deposits across the Surprise Valley Fault suggests a slip rate of 0.80 ± 0.1 mm/yr within the last 

12-18ka, which is somewhat slower than the GPS extension of 2.4 mm/yr across the same 

domain unless very shallow (Personious et al., 2009, 2017; Athens et al., 20011). Extension and 

exhumation has persisted across several million years as indicated by both the exhumation 

history revealed by fission tracks (Colgan, 2008), and paleomagnetic rotation of basalt flows 

(Ritzinger, 2013). But the rates at these more distant times which coincide with likely dike 

injection between 8 and 4 Ma remain speculative.  

This analysis adopts the modern geodetic strain rate, which should be considered 

relatively high. The result of using a higher strain rate will be a deeper brittle ductile transition, 

but should reflect the depth of transition inferred from the seismic profiling by Lerch et al (2010) 

and gravity and magnetic analysis (e.g., Athens et al., 2016).  
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D.2.4 Stress Model and Assumptions 

 

The stress model in Surprise Valley is constructed from the following assumptions: 

(1) Since Surprise Valley shows persistent evidence for extension by normal faulting across 

the potential timing of dike intrusion, the analysis assumes that differential stress in the 

valley is limited by active faulting.  

a. The analysis treats the vertical stress, !!, is a principal stress (Anderson, 1951) 

corresponding to 2+ (tensor sign convention, tension positive). 

b. !! is integrated from the density model derived from cross-sections for dike 

intrusion at 4 Ma.  

c. The minimum compressive principal stress, 2$, is the minimum horizontal 

compressive stress, Shmin, at failure.  

d. 2' is the intermediate principal stress, is aligned with the strike of the normal 

faults, and corresponds to the maximum horizontal compressive principal stress, 

SHmax. 

e. Constraints on SHmax are poor; it must conform to 2$ ≥ 2' ≥ 2+ and thus !./"% ≥
!5/67 ≥ !!. Greater differences between !5/67 and !./"% promote greater 

alignment of normal faults in the region in order to minimize frictional resistance 

to slip. However, both the frictional failure and ductile failure processes depend 

on the differential stress available for optimally oriented structures and thus on 

2$ − 2+ or !./"% − !!. 

(2) Assume uniform frictional strength with depth using steady state friction coefficients and 

in the absence of more detailed measurements of rock friction in the stratigraphy. 
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(3) Density of each formation is uniform. 

(4) Density of water is uniform. (Note that the density of water may vary substantially for 

water that follows the boiling point curve with depth due to temperature gradient and 

become as low an ~800 kg/m3.) 

(5) Assume plastic yielding corresponds to a granite-type, non-linear rheology described by 

power law creep deforming at steady-state. No shear heating or evolution in shear zone 

grain size or mineralogy are considered. 

(6) Other sources of stress are neglected: 

a. Topographic loading that will tend to cause (a) rotation of the principal stresses to 

remain parallel to the traction free surface of the earth and (b) reduction in 

minimum horizontal compression at ridge tops and increases in valley bottoms 

(e.g., Martel 2016).  

b. Bending of the crust may occur during large extensions consistent with the 

shallow-brittle ductile transition posited in Surprise Valley or above a rising 

source of hot rock that supplies magma for dike intrusion.  These bending 

moments can locally alter the magnitude and direction of principal stresses.  

c. Brittle deformation cyclically modifies the stress state in the shallow crust. The 

cyclicity of fault slip includes inter-seismic elastic extension that reduces Shmin 

compression and coseismic relaxation increasing Shmin compression and dike 

intrusion which locally compresses the surrounding rock in the direction normal 

to the dike and is likely to make Shmin more compressive (e.g., Rubin, 1995). 

(7) Constant Temperature gradient. Note that one-dimensional modeling of temperature 

distribution with depth should be done by imposing a constant heat flux on the base of a 
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stack of rocks. Assuming heat transfer by conduction, temperature then evolves based on 

the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of each rock layer. This will result in small 

variations in temperature gradient due to rock type. Details of the basement structure 

beneath Surprise Valley as well as the average thermal properties of geological units are 

current poorly constrained. For simplicity, this analysis adopts a constant temperature 

gradient in this model following other workers. 

Results of this crustal stress model are implemented in APPENDIX_C_STRESS_model.m and 

yield Figure D.1. 
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Figure D.1: Simple model of crustal strength based on uniform crustal properties including 
temperature gradient, density, frictional strength, and powerlaw creep. Tension is positive, 
compression is negative. (a) Temperature distribution or assumed gradients below Surprise 
Valley; (b) differential stress model for optimally oriented frictional failure at a coefficient of 
static friction of 0.6 and for flow laws corresponding to each of the two temperature gradients 
in (a). (c) Analysis of sources of stress in Surprise Valley including: vertical stress due to a 
uniform overburden density, fluid pressure for a water table at the surface and assuming 
uniform fluid density regardless of temperature distribution, the critical Shmin for frictional 
failure as well as for power law creep. In addition, the pressure in a static column of magma 
extending from the brittle ductile transition to the surface.  
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D.3 Magma Chamber Depth for extrusion 

 

For a moving column of magma, the pressure driving opening in the magma column 

(e.g., Baer and Reches, 1991; Rubin, 1995; Rivalta et al., 2015) extending from the magma 

chamber to extrude at the surface can be summarized as the sum of stress components acting on 

the dike walls. In a normal faulting stress regime the driving stress is: *31"-"%8 = *4704** +

*.931:*262"0 − *-"*0:;* − !./"% − !4<6*2"0. In this superposition, *.931:*262"0 is the pressure due 

the weight of the magma column, *4704** is the inlet pressure into the dike from the magma 

chamber, *-"*0:;* is the loss of pressure due to viscous drag in the flowing magma, and closing 

negative stressed on the dike are provided by both remote compression (considered in the prior 

section, !./"%, and elastic resistance to opening of the dike, !4<6*2"0 (considered in the 

subsequent section, as well as throughout Chapters 5, 6, and 7). In some field cases the viscous 

pressure drop has been estimated at 0.7 MPa/km (Rubin and Pollard, 1987), although this will 

vary with magma composition and dike thickness; if they static case is considered, then viscous 

term can be neglected.  

Useful constraints on magma chamber depth and the inlet pressure (*4704**) it supplies to 

a dike may be obtained by considering two constraints described by Rubin (1995). First, if 

magma has a continuous connection from the chamber to the surface as it is extruded, the 

pressure in the chamber must exceed the pressure exerted by a static column of magma 

(*.931:*262"0). For simplicity, consider that a representative magma temperature of 1200ºC can 

be reached at 20 km depth for a proposed 60ºC/km temperature gradient. The resulting pressure 

in the chamber must exceed the 491 MPa exerted by the continuous column of magma with 

density of 2500 kg.m-3. (Figure D.1). 
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Second, due to power law creep, the magma chamber at sufficient depth based on 

geothermal gradient will have a pressure equal to the weight of overlying rock. At this depth 

assuming uniform rock density of 3000 kg.m-3 yields a lithostatic load of 589 MPa. The 

difference between this lithostatic load and the weight of the magma column indicates a potential 

excess pressure of 98 MPa (Figure D.1). 

A better way to estimate the potential depth of the chamber is to assess the solidus and 

liquidus of the potential magma. In detail melting of basalt depends on details of melt 

composition, including volatile content, temperature and pressure requiring a careful evaluation 

of the liquidus and solidus of the material. In addition, the mechanism promoting melting needs 

to be considered. Regional extension that thins the upper crust can promote melting and supply a 

magma chamber without an external source through adiabatic decompression melting. 

Alternatively, this region has an extensive history of volcanism that might indicate non-adiabatic 

sources of intruded magma. Such external sources might support a shallower chamber just below 

the brittle ductile transition as shallow as 4.5 km. For this shallow chamber, repeating the 

analysis described above implies a potential static pressure in the magma column of 110.5 MPa 

and a lithostatic load of 132.6 MPa and an associated excess pressure of 22.1 MPa. 

 Although instructive, these approximations suffer from several simplifications. First, it is 

not clear a continuous column of magma from chamber to surface is developed rather than an 

isolated rising pulse. In addition, details of the density profile, temperature profile, and magma 

composition are poorly constrained, yielding significant uncertainty in the potential depth of 

melting. 
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D.4 Magma Chamber Depth from analysis of dike thickness and rock elasticity 

 

Again, assuming a dike that breaches the surface as a fissure eruption, the pressure in the 

column of magma is due to its density plus the driving pressure it to open at the surface. This 

additional driving pressure is supplied by the magma chamber which is pressurized by the weight 

of overlying rock. In addition, at the earth’s surface, confining pressure is nominally zero, so the 

resistance to opening results from the elasticity of the rock. This provides a means to use the dike 

geometry to infer the depth of the magma chamber necessary to pressurize the dike. 

Beecerril et al. (2013) use elasticity theory and the observed strike length (assumed to be 

the minimum in-plane dimension of the dike) and the dike's width at the surface to estimate the 

depth of the source. In the model, the opening of a mode I discontinuity results from internal 

fluid pressure but is resisted by the surrounding elastic medium due to its stiffness, E, 

compressibility given by Poisson's ratio, and the length of the dike. In cases where one in-plane 

length is much greater than the other, only the shortest in-plane length has a significant impact 

and a two-dimensional, plane strain solution applies (as per Sneddon and Lowengrub, 1969; 

Pollard and Segall 1987; Gudmundsson, 2011) so that:  

Δu = (2*=)
(1 − N)
O P 

In a normal faulting regime, where the vertical stress, !-, is the most compressive 

principal stress, the overpressure, *=, in the dike is calculated from the sum the fluid excess 

pressure, *4, in the magma chamber that initiates tensile failure and dike propagation with the 

buoyancy pressure due to the difference in density between the magma and the adjacent rock. 

The differential stress, 23"((, at the depth of the dike thickness measurement also plays a role 

due to Poisson effects. 
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*= = *4 + /%1:0> − %/68/61#' + 23"(( 

As a result, the depth to the magma chamber, z, can be calculated from  

 

' = (Δu)(O)
2P(1 − N) D/%1:0> − %/68/61#E

− *4 + 23"((
/%1:0> − %/68/61#

 

 

*4 can be equated to the tensile strength of the rock adjacent to the chamber which has to be 

overcome to initiate dike formation. In an array of en echelon dike segments  that are closely 

spaced compared to their strike length, L should be taken as the full strike length of the array. 

 

Results of this model are very sensitive to the combination of L and u (see sensitivity plot in: 

APPENDIX_C_BGGM2013_chamber_depth.m) based on model parameters in Table D.6. 
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Figure D.2: Model of magma chamber depth from model by Beecerril et al. (2013) based on 
parameters summarized in Table D.7.  
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D.5 Model Parameters: 
 
Table D.1: Rock Properties 

Model 
Parameter 

Value Units Description 

g 9.82 m/s^2 Acceleration due to gravity 
Z 0:10000 m Depth in meters increasing down 

dtdz_low 20 deg °C/km  
dtdz_hi 60 deg °C /km 60 is a common value adopted for Basin and Range. It 

may range as high as 100, immediately above an 
active geothermal system; but this likely too high in 
Surprise Valley where shallow high gradients rapidly 
dimmish to isothermal at greater depths. 

T 20+z*(dtdz/1000) °C Temperature profile with depth assuming an average 
surface temperature of 20°C and constant temperature 
gradient. Adjust to K via addition of 273. 

rho_r 3000 kg/m^3 Default density of rock; otherwise obtained from 
stratigraphic model 

rho_w 1000 kg/m^3 Density of water (note: although treated constant this 
may vary substantially for water that follows the 
boiling point curve with depth due to temperature 
gradient and become as low an ~800 kg/m^3) 

zwt 0 m Water table depth 
Sv Sv = rho_r*g*z MPa Vertical stress calculated from the surface to depth by 

piece-wise integration across statigraphic units 
 
 
Table D.2: Magma System Properties 

Model 
Parameter 

Value Units Description 

rho_m 2500 kg/m^3 Density of magma at 1200 (alternative value 2560) 
Tm 1200 °C Melting temperature of magma °C 
Pf Pf = rho_w*g*(z-zwt) MPa Fluid pressure 

dPmdz rho_m*g MPa/m Magma pressure gradient in a static column of magma 
from surface to depth 

Zmc Tm/dtdz*1000 m depth of critical temperature for melt at temp Tm in 
meters based on a uniform temperature gradient from 
the surface 

Pmc zmc *g*rho MPa pressure at top of the magma chamber at depth zmc 
Pm0 Pmc -(dPmdz)*zmc MPa solve for intercept equivalent to magma pressure at 

surface from known magma chamber depth and 
pressure=Sv 

Pm (Pm0)+(dPmdz)*z MPa Magma pressure profile for a static column of magma 
from the top of the magma chamber to the surface 
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Table D.3: Frictional Properties 
Model 
Parameter 

Value Units Description 

mu 0.85 1 Ceofficent of static friction: 
0.85 = Byerlee's Law for confining pressure < 200 
MPa 
0.4 is reasonable for illite or chlorite lining faults 
0.6 is crustal friction  consistent with Anderson 
(1951) for normal faults dipping 60º 

fmu (mu + (mu^2+1)^(1/2))^2 1 Friction function relating frictional resistance on 
optimally oriented normal faults to the ratio of 
principal stresses. 

Shcrit_fric (Sv + Pf)/fmu - Pf MPa Critical value of Shmin to allow frictional failure for the 
specified Sv and coefficient of static friction 

Sd_fric Sv - Shcrit_fric MPa Critical differential stress for frictional failure 
 
 
Table D.4: Table: Ductile Flow Properties 

Model 
Parameter 

Value Units Description 

dedt 60E-9 
 
 
 

(60E-9)(1/(3.154e+7)) 

Strains per 
year 

 
 

Strains per 
second 

Bennet et al. (2003) Contemporary strain rates in the 
northern basin and range province from GPS velocity. 
 

A 2 GPa(-n).s(-1) 
 

fitting constant, in units of MPa^(-n).m^(-m).sec^(-1) 
(raise to n to make units balance) 
value for wet granite 

n 1.9 1 Dimensionless fitting constant 
Q 137 kJ/(mol) activation energy (often as E in some references) 
R 8.3144E-3 kJ/(mol.K) Ideal gas law constant 
T From T gradient, dTdz Kelvin Temperature 

 
 
Table D.5: Reference Values for Power Law Creep Flow Law Parameters 

Rock type A 
(GPa(-n).s(-1)) 

n 
(1) 

Q 
(kJ/(mol)) 

Comment Source 

Granite (wet) 2 1.9 137 Used for model  
Aplite (dry) 2.8 3.1 163   
Quartzite (wet) 3.0 1.8 134   
Anorthsite (dry) 6.1 3.2 238   
Olivine (wet) 14.2 3.4 444   
Diabase (dry) 6.5 3.4 260   

* Kirby (1983); Suppy (1985); Allemndinger (2015) 
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Table D.6: Parameters for Model of Magma Chamber Depth 
Model 
Parameter 

Value Units Description 

∆" 0.1:10 m width of dike at surface 
L 10:2500 m Strength length of the dike assumed to be the 

shortest dimension (and less than 1/3 times the dip 
length) 
Note: in the case of an array of segmented dikes 
that are closely spaced compared to their strike 
length, L should be taken as the strike length of the 
entire array. 
 

du_playa 0.8 m Dike thickness in playa 
l_playa 550 m Dike length in playa 
du_bs [0.5,0.3] m Dike thickness in Hays canyon at Bull Creek 
l_bs [280,170] m Dike length in Hays canyon at Bull Creek 
#!  kg.m-3 rock density (uniform) 
#"  kg.m-3 magma density 
$# 2.5E6 Pa fluid excess pressure in source magma chamber 
%$ 1E6 Pa differential stress (Sv - Shmin) magma chamber depth 

estimated to be the tensile strength at surface of the 
magma chamber. 

& 1E10 Pa Stiffness of the rock 
' .025 1 Poisson’s ratio 

(%&'"(#!  m depth to source chamber 
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APPENDIX E: 

BUOYANCY PRESSURE BOUNDARY CONDITION 

 
 

Buoyancy pressure arises from the density contrast between magma in the dike and the 

surrounding stratigraphy. The analysis presented below assesses (1) the calculation of the normal 

traction applied to the simulated dike that arise from this buoyancy pressure and (2) how to apply 

this boundary condition in the numerical simulation. Other sources of pressure are not considered 

including:   

• inlet pressure supplied by a magma chamber,  

• viscous drag due to magma flow,  

• partial invasion of the dike magma due to the trade-off between flow properties and dike 

opening,  

• stresses arising from heat flow and thermal expansion or contraction,  

• elastic stresses due to distortion of the elastic medium,  

• any related forces associated with the flow of magma to enforce conservation of mass  

E.1 Buoyancy Pressure Calculation and Neutral Buoyancy in layered materials 

 
Buoyancy pressure, *? , arises from the difference in density between the host rock, %.:*2, 

and magma, %/68/6 , accrued over some interval of vertical distance, ∆9+, so that 

 

*? = /%.:*2 − %/68/61#/9+ − 9+(<:)41	2"B)1 = (∆%)#(∆9+) 

 

The accumulation pressure can be integrated if the density function is known or calculated 

piecewise.  
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This pressure acts equally in all directions. In the vertical direction, positive ∆% 

contributes upward acting force promoting upward flow whereas negative ∆% promotes 

downward flow. Where the net force is zero, the dike stagnates. Similarly, positive ∆% 

contributes an outward active force to promote dike opening whereas negative ∆% contributes an 

inward active force promoting closing. Closing is limited by the contact of the dike walls to 

prevent interpenetration. As a result, the pressure delivered at the upper tip and critical for 

continued propagation and upward flow of the magma is determined by the density contrast and 

the dike height (Figure E.1). 

 

 

Figure E.1: Trade-off between dike height and density contrast for a fixed upper tip position in 
the density model. The presumption is that arrest occurs when the opening tractions at the top 
are insufficient to overcome strength of the rock. Potential for dike propagation may be 
assessed with a fracture toughness criterion where the local stress concentration is defined as 
SD = (T)(,%)√VW = (T)(*E)√VW, where a is the characteristic in-plane dimension of the 
dike and C depends on the dike shape (Jaeger et al., 2007). Arrest occurs when the stress 
concentration just beyond the dike tip resulting from PB and exceeds the critical value SD0 ≈
1	Y*W reflecting the rock strength. 

 

Pb = f(dike height, density contrast)
Constant rock and magma density
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Example 1: Dike in rock of uniform density 
 

 

Figure E.2 shows the difference in opening between a simulated dike pressurized by a 

uniform driving pressure and one pressurized by buoyancy pressure are depicted. In the case the 

buoyancy pressure results from a uniform ∆% of 0.100 kg and increases from the lower tip to the 

top of 2000 m tall dike and a strike length of 1000 m. The pressure applied to in the constant 

driving pressure cases is equivalent to the maximum buoyancy pressure of resulting 2 MPa. For 

comparison, the two-dimensional case of a dike opening due to this pressure is also considered 

(black line in Figure E.2 based on Pollard and Segall, 1987). Without the restriction resulting 

from the shorter strike length, this solution predicts greater opening than either numerical 

simulation. Overall, buoyancy pressure will increase opening as dike height or density contrast 

increase (Figure E.2). Figure E.3 summarizes the quality assessment of issues such as “flat 

triangles” (triangular elements with a low minimum interior angle placing the centroid of the 

element near the singularity at its edge that tends to result in anomalous calculations of element 

displacement discontinuity or traction). 
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Figure E.2: The plots above compare the results of the constant driving pressure (*/68/6 =
2,000,000	*W) case to the case where opening is a result of buoyancy pressure (*? =
/%/68/6 − %.:*21#(∆9+))	[ℎ6]6	∆9+ is the height above the base of a dike with height, 
H=2000m, 0 ≤ ∆9+ ≤ ^, in this case the base is the lowest elevation of the dike and is 
constant. For this simulation, %.:*2 = 2700	`#.b#+, %/68/6 = 2600	`#.b#+, and the 
remote stress, 2"F14/ = 0	*W.  
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Figure E.3: Analysis of boundary conditions on the discretized dike models for various strike half-length and half-height subjecgted 
to buoyancy pressure due to a uniform density contrast. (a) example mesh with color indicating the minimum interior angle of each 
element. (b) shows a series of simulations of different dike strike length and height for a fixed upper position in a density 
stratigraphy; the minimum interior angle among all triangular elements comprising each mesh is depicted by the color. (c) oblique 
view of the dependence of the minimum interior angle on dike shape defined by strike length and height. (d) maximum traction 
achieved for various strike length and height combinations. (e) maximum opening achieved for various strike length and height 
combinations. (f) volume of dike due to opening distribution for various strike length and height combinations. 
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Example 2: Dike spanning two rock layers with distinct density 
 
 

If the dike spans layers of different density, then the buoyancy pressure will vary in 

accord with the density difference. Where the density difference is negative, the dike will be 

driven downward. The net force will determine the direction of flow and propagation. In Figure 

E.4, the a case with net zero force is described for a two layer system where the upper layer has 

density lower than the magma resulting in negative density contrast that provides a downward 

acting force and the lower unit has positive density contrast contributing upward acting force. 

In this example, the dike is idealized as a rectangular volume so that the product of the density 

and the volume yields the mass, which multiplied by gravity determines the applied force due to 

buoyancy. The position of the dike in the stratigraphy that produces neutral buoyancy depends 

on the density contrast and the height of the height of the dike. 

 

 
 

Figure E.4: Analysis of the net force in a dike resulting from buoyancy. 
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Example 3: Dike spanning multiple rock layers with distinct density 
 
 

Figure E.5 visualizes the distribution of opening tractions due to positive density contrast 

and closing tractions due to negative density contrast as a dike spans multiple rock layers of 

differing density. The tractions contributed will vary in concert with the density contrast yielding 

a net pressure at each depth along the dike. The resulting tractions will vary based on the  

 

 

 

Figure E.5: Schematic illustration of normal tractions resulting from variation in density 
contrast. Note, this force calculation neglects variable elastic strain and dike shape. 
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Figure E.5: Analysis of net buoyancy pressure resulting from a density stratigraphy. Model of 
vertical density variation. The left panel is the density model from Egger and Miller (2010), 
the middle the corresponding contrast with the magma, and the right is the resulting pressure 
variation in the dike. 
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E.2 Mixed Boundary Condition Analysis 
 

E.2.1 Overview 
 
 

This section documents several different boundary condition (BC) approaches to assess 

buoyancy driven opening of a dike in a stratigraphy with variable density. In these test cases, 

opening is posited to result from buoyancy pressure arising from a difference in density between 

the rock mass surrounding the dike and the magma in the dike. In some cases, rock surrounding a 

dike may be less dense leading to negative buoyancy pressure. The purpose of this assessment is 

to explore different approaches to preventing non-physical interpenetration of the modeled 

elements defining the dike geometry in response to negative pressure. 

Several simplifications are adopted. (1) Dikes are vertical and elliptical; (2) remote 

stresses are neglected; (3) elastic properties are constant with Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 and 

Young’s Modulus of 10GPa; (4) boundary conditions are set on elements individually based on 

whether they would be subjected to negative normal tractions. 

E.2.2 Problem and test cases: 

 
Boundary conditions are initially defined as tractions on the discontinuities representing a 

dike driven open by a simple buoyancy pressure. BC are set to !!! = [$! $" $#] =

[0 0 '$], where '$ = (∆*),(∆-#). Where '$ is buoyancy pressure, ∆-# is the distance 

above the lower dike tip .-# − -#(&'()*	,-.)0 in the direction in which gravity, g, acts and *0'1, 

and *23423 are the host rock and magma density respectively. Thus, the dike is free to slip and 

the positive normal tractions cause a positive displacement discontinuity opening the dike. 
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This model is altered by subtracting a constant so that a portion of the dike is subject to 

negative tractions, which would cause the “dike walls” to sustain negative normal displacement 

discontinuity resulting in “interpenetration.” This could occur in portions of a buoyancy driven 

dike passing rock that is lower density than the magma. Thus, '$_2'6 = '$ − 1. 

Interpenetration is not physically realistic, so where negative normal tractions occur the 

boundary conditions must be modified. There are three options to consider:  

(1) A full linear-complimentary solution (Kaven et al., 2012) that solves the elastic boundary 

value problem by testing an inequality so that if negative displacement discontinuity is 

detected, then opening is set to zero and the resulting normal traction is used to establish 

a frictional resistance to slip that modifies the tangential tractions. Otherwise, if the 

displacement discontinuity is positive, then the opening is allowed and the tangential 

tractions are set to zero allowing tangential displacement discontinuity free of frictional 

resistance. This solution typically requires an iterative least squares solver and can be 

computationally expensive. Alternatively, this analysis explores two other 

computationally efficient, but less precise solutions.  

(2) First, where boundary condition on elements have negative normal tractions, they are 

updated to zero. This minimizes interpenetration, but small interpenetrations may still 

occur in the solution due to elastic loading from adjacent elements via the Poisson effect. 

Similarly, elastic distortion due to opening in adjacent elements my still allow opeingn 

despite a zero normal traction. Consequently, not all elements discretizing the surface 

will have the same boundary conditions, although all elements retain the same type of 

boundary condition (tractions). 
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(3) Second, where negative normal tractions occur, the boundary conditions are updated so 

that the normal displacement discontinuity is required to be zero, preventing opening or 

interpenetration, and the shear tractions remain zero, yielding a mixed boundary 

condition that varies between elements on the discretized surface. 

E.2.3 Model Setup: 

 
Conditions used in models. 

• Gradient in buoyancy pressure is defined as: 

• '$ = (∆*),(∆-#).  

• ∆-# = .-#()&)2)7,	8)7,*'-6) − -#(&'()*	,-.)0 

• ∆* = *0'1, − *23423 = 200 kg.m-3  

• g = 9.81 m.s2 

• $# = $7'*23& = '$ − 1, where 1 is an arbitrary constant used to produce 

negative $# for this analysis 

• Boundary conditions tested are: (t=traction, b=bergers vector) 

[ttt] = [t1,t2,t3] = [tdip,tstrike,tnormal]; [ttb] = [t1,t2,b3] = [tdip,tstrike,bnormal]: 

• [ttt] = [0,0,Pm], Pm = constant where Pm = max(Pb-C) (entered manually) 

• [ttt] = [0,0,PB] 

• [ttt] = [0,0,PB], if PB<0 on a centroid, then the magnitude of tn is replaced with 0 

• [ttt] = [0,0,PB], if PB<0 on a centroid, then the BC of that centroid is set to [ttb] 

and the correspond bn=0; 

• Elasticity settings 

• Full space 
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• Poisson’s ratio (nu) = 0.25 

• Young’s Modulus (E) = 10 GPa 

E.2.3 Implementation: 

 
Summary of Scripts that generate model and input file: 

0. WORKFLOW_p3dSim_toy_dike_array.m 

• set up to produce a displacement within a discontinuity due to a constant traction 

and provide a basis of comparison to buoyancy driven opening under different BC 

scenarios 

• implementation is for constant normal traction; traction is manually set and 

currently corresponds to the maximum condition imposed due to  buoyancy 

forces implemented below in (1) 

WORKFLOW_p3dSim_toy_dike_array_mixedBC.m 

• remote stress is set to zero 

Three scripts are used to define and implement the test model: 

1. Executed from: WORKFLOW_p3dSim_toy_dike_array_mixedBC.m 

• sets up boundary conditions on the discontinuity elements (see description below) 

• allows for mixed boundary conditions and corrects for cases where tn<0 

• different correction types can be implemented from this script in the section 

defining the model discontinuities 

2. Define p3d .in file: p3din_func_toy_dikes_mixedBC- modified to write to BC 

individually for each element based on an input cell array with the same number of cells 

as elements in a discontinuity (i.e., rows in the triangulation array of the discontinuity) 
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3. Define discontinuities with mixed BC: Disc4p3d_ArrayModel_mixedBC.m 

• define the explicit, mixed BC setup 

Scripts that assess model results: 

Several scripts are used to visualize the results of these models: 

Discontinuities: These analyses visualize results on all discontinuities in the model. 

1. Opening: WORKFLOW_p3dResults_DikeOpening.m 

2. All displacement discontinuity components: WORKFLOW_p3dResults_DikeSlip.m 

Observation grids: These analyses visualize results on all observation grids in the model. 

3. Visualize stress components around the modeled discontinuities: 

WORKFLOW_p3dResults_obsgrids.m 

Aggregated analysis to assess impact of BC choice on model results: 

4. Compare model results: WORKFLOW_p3dResults_mixedBC_summary_comparison.m 

• visualizes opening on the j’th target discontinuity (which can be specified 

manually in the script) for the set of model output files specified at the top of the 

script 

• model output files must be specified in two ways: (a) output file name and (b) 

output file descriptor which will be used to label resulting plots 
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E.2.4 Tests 
 

Test 1: Constant Magma Pressure 

 

 
 

Figure E.6: Constant magma pressure: (left) Normal Traction boundary condition profile with depth applied to triangular elements 

and (right) application to element centroids. 
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Figure E.7: Opening of dikes in response to applied normal tractions: (left) Opening (∆"!) boundary condition profile with depth 

applied to triangular elements and (right) application to element centroids. 
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Figure E.8: Perspective view of the #"" stress perturbations induced due to dike opening in the array due to uniform magma 

pressure. 
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Figure E.9: (left) Map view of the #"" stress perturbation in the horizontal plane immediately above the upper dike tips. (right) 

Cross-section along A to A' perpendicular to the dike planes and through the central dike in the array of five dikes. 
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Test 2: Negative Buoyancy Pressure (no BC modification) 

 

Tn = Pb = (200 kg.m-3)(dz)(g) – (0.5)(drho)(h) 

no correction for negative Pb 

 

 
 

Figure E.10: Variable pressure applied to the dikes with modified normal tractions to include negative magnitudes: (left) Normal 

Traction boundary condition profile with depth applied to triangular elements and (right) application to element centroids. Note the 

negative normal tractions in the profile are the magnitude of normal traction required to enforce zero opening in the updated 

boundary condition. 
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Figure E.11: Normal displacement of dikes in response to applied normal tractions: (left) Opening (∆"!) boundary condition 

profile with depth applied to triangular elements and (right) application to element centroids. Note, the elements subjected to 

negative normal tractions show negative displacement discontinuity and thus interpenetration. 
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Figure E.12: Perspective view of the #"" stress perturbations induced due to dike opening in the array due to variable magma 

pressure including negative pressure on some elements. 
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Figure E.13: (left) Map view of the #"" stress perturbation in the horizontal plane immediately above the upper dike tips. (right) 

Cross-section along A to A' perpendicular to the dike planes and through the central dike in the array of five dikes. 
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Test 3: Negative Buoyancy Pressure (modified to Tn = 0) 

BC: [t,t,t] = [0,0,Pb], if Pb<0 on an element, Pb is replaced with a zero opening boundary condition, bn=0 

negative normal traction modified to [t,t,t] = [0,0,0] 

 

Tn = Pb = (200 kg.m-3)(dz)(g) – (0.5)(drho)(h) 

negative Pb corrected to t = 0 

 

 
 

Figure E.14: Variable pressure applied to the dikes with enforced zero normal traction where negative normal tractions were 

initially applied: (left) Normal Traction boundary condition profile with depth applied to triangular elements and (right) 

application to element centroids. Note the zero normal tractions in the profile are applied where the magnitude the initial tractions 

were negative. 
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Figure E.15:Opening of dikes in response to applied normal tractions: (left) Opening (∆"!) boundary condition profile with depth 

applied to triangular elements and (right) application to element centroids. Note that although zero normal traction is applied 

toward the base of the dike, opening still occurs in response to the stresses induced in the elastic continuum by opening higher in 

the dike.  
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Figure E.16: Perspective view of the #"" stress perturbations induced due to dike opening in the array due to variable magma 

pressure including negative pressure updated to zero normal traction on some elements. 
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Figure E.17: (left) Map view of the #"" stress perturbation in the horizontal plane immediately above the upper dike tips. (right) 

Cross-section along A to A' perpendicular to the dike planes and through the central dike in the array of five dikes. 
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Test 4: Negative  Buoyancy Pressure (modified to Bn = 0) 

BC: [t,t,t] = [0,0,Pb], if Pb<0 on an element, Pb is replaced with a zero opening boundary condition, bn=0 

negative normal traction modified to [t,t,b] = [0,0,0] 

 

Tn = Pb = (200 kg.m-3)(dz)(g) – (0.5)(drho)(h) 

negative Pb corrected to t = 0 

 

 
 

Figure E.18: Variable pressure applied to the dikes with enforced zero opening where negative normal tractions were initially 

applied: (left) Normal Traction boundary condition profile with depth applied to triangular elements and (right) application to 

element centroids. Where the burgers vector is specified, the complementary boundary condition necessary to enforce it is 

calculated. Thus the plot on the left reflects the normal traction that must be imposed to sustain zero opening on the elements that 

would otherwise experience negative buoyancy pressure. 
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Figure E.19: Opening of dikes in response to applied normal tractions: (left) Opening (∆"!) boundary condition profile with depth 

applied to triangular elements and (right) application to element centroids. Note, the update to the boundary conditions requires 

zero normal displacements (opening) where initially applied normal tractions were negative. 
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Figure E.20: Perspective view of the #"" stress perturbations induced due to dike opening in the array due to variable magma 

pressure including zero opening enforced on elements sustaining negative normal tractions. 
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Figure E.21: (left) Map view of the #"" stress perturbation in the horizontal plane immediately above the upper dike tips. (right) 

Cross-section along A to A' perpendicular to the dike planes and through the central dike in the array of five dikes. 
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Test 4: Evaluation induced slip 

 

Evaluation of slip induced under different BC due to stress distortion of elastic continuum 

- Max pressure at dike center, Longer effective dike length 

- Strike slip is primarily due to mechanical interaction and varies by position in array 

- No corrected boundary condition experiences significant slip where Tn<0 and is modified 

- Opening is reduced in overlap between segments, but is similar for all BC, however this would not be true if a remote stress is 

applied in addition to the internal pressurization via Tn.  

 

 

Figure E.22: Comparison of boundary conditions and associated opening for each test in prior figures. 
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Comparative Analysis of BC Types 

 

Figure E.23: Summary of differences in opening and associated volume for each test. The upper row shows the maximum and 

minimum values on elements whereas the lower row illustrates the distribution of values on the set of elements summarized as box 

plots. Note that because the constant Pm case acts along the whole dike, this dike is effectively taller than the other cases which do 

not open near the lower tip due to negative closing tractions. Note that the box plots are biased by mesh-dependent element size 

distribution which are primarily located at mesh margins (i.e., dike tiplines); in other words, fewer, larger elements in center 

compared to more, smaller elements near edge, and most at high curvature along edge.  
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Figure E.24: Same results as prior figure, but where distributions are weighted by element area. 
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APPENDIX F:   

CALCULATION OF DIKE VOLUME  
 

Dike Volume is computed by summing the opening displacement across each triangular 

element multiplied by the area of each triangular element in the discretized surface. The area of 

the triangle is given as half of the cross-product between two vectors corresponding to two edges 

of each triangle. These vectors are found through vector subtraction between pairs of element 

vertices. Once this area is multiplied by the displacement discontinuity, a triangular prism 

defining a volume element is defined. Summing the volume of each triangular prism provides an 

estimate of the total area (Figure F.1). 

The model of opening due to a constant pressure predicts a volume approximately the 

same as that of an ellipsoid where the semi axis correspond to the dike semi strike length, L, 

semi dip length, H, and semi width, 1 2# ∆% = %(") (Figure F.2). In this case, the solution for the 

ellipsoid '$%%&'()&* 	 = )+,*+ (1000	.	500	.	0.1634) ≈342,051 m3, whereas the computed 

opening due to a constant pressure boundary condition is 363,066 m3. This over-prediction by 

the numerical; simulation reflects the relatively large element sizes which do not capture 

variation in opening toward the tipline. Note that for a dike pressurized by buoyancy, the volume 

is significantly smaller. 

The corresponding work done to displace the dike walls and strain the surrounding elastic 

volume can be found though a similar approach, providing the basis for implementing an energy 

analysis to dike propagation. In this case the mechanical work of opening each element is 

defined as 6- = 7,,-8-%,,-, where 7,,-8- is the normal traction multiplied by the area to recover 
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the force applied to induce a normal displacement %,,-. Summing across all triangular elements 

provides a numerical estimate of the work accomplished by opening the dike. 

Conservation of volume as a proxy for conservation of mass assuming constant magma 

density and conservation of energy can now be used to evaluate and compare across simulations. 
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Figure F.1: (left) opening profile of a discretized elliptical dike resulting from a buoyancy pressure. (right) illustration of the volume 
represented by displacement discontinuity across each triangular element. 
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Figure F.2. Dike boundary conditions. The first row shows the tractions on the walls of the dike and the second shows the opening 
of the dike walls. The left column is the constant driving pressure case and the right is the buoyancy pressure case.  
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